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Non-point agricultural contaminants, such as nitrogen, may lower groundwater

quality and thereby impose health and environmental risks. The objective of this study

is to evaluate tax policies to control agricultural pollutants in a spatially heterogeneous

and dynamic setting. The focus of the study is non-point source nitrate contamination

of groundwater in Treasure Valley in Malheur County, Oregon. Tax policies to control

groundwater nitrates are evaluated utilizing a spatially distributed, dynamic

programming model linking the economic and physical processes that determine

groundwater quality. Economic and physical processes vary across space and time

because of locational (spatial) differences in soil type. Representation of these

variations is important when evaluating tax policies.

Taxes on unit nitrogen input based on different measures of nitrates

(groundwater versus soil water) and at different levels of aggregation (soil zone versus

the entire region) are evaluated. The different tax schemes are compared to determine

which achieves a standard for nitrate in groundwater at least cost to producers (in

terms of lost profit). The tax rate is increased incrementally until predicted (ambient)

groundwater nitrate levels at simulated observation well sites meet or exceed a

standard for groundwater nitrates.

An important implication from this study is the need to base groundwater

regulatory policies on ambient groundwater quality and not an intermediate quality
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indicator, such as soil water quality. A regulatory policy based on soil water quality is

inferior relative to a policy based on ambient groundwater quality. Additionally, a

spatial tax achieves the standard for groundwater nitrates at a lower cost to producers

than a uniform tax, however, the benefits received by utilizing a spatial tax are

probably not sufficient to cover the added costs of such a tax. All tax policies require

substantial change in agricultural practices at a large cost to producers in the study

region. This would call into question the political feasibility of such policies. While

tax policies were the focus of this investigation, an analysis of nitrogen input

restrictions indicates that other control policies and new technologies may achieve the

standard for groundwater nitrates at least cost to producers in the study area.
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The Economics of Agricultural Groundwater Quality:
Effects of Spatial and Temporal Variability on Policy Design

1. Introduction

Non-point pollution from agriculture can impair surface water and groundwater

quality by introducing excess nutrients, organic matter, and pathogens (USGAO,

1995a). The GAO defmes impaired waters are those that do not fully support one or

more designated uses, such as providing drinking water, allowing swimming, or

supporting the existence of edible fish and shell fish. Agricultural non-point pollution

(from both crop and animal production) has been suspected as a major source of

contamination of surface and ground water in rural areas.

In 1990 and 1991, each state assessed the condition of its surface water and

reported this information to the EPA. Among five general categories of pollution

sources (municipal point sources; urban runoff/storm sewers; agriculture; industrial

point sources; and natural sources), agriculture ranked as the number one cause of

impaired rivers and streams and lakes, and the number three cause of impaired

estuaries. The states also assessed the condition of their groundwater. On the basis of

these assessments, EPA concluded that although the nation's groundwater quality is

generally good, many local areas have experienced significant groundwater

contamination. According to EPA, agriculture is one of the main sources of

groundwater pollution (USGAO, 1995a).

The most common agricultural chemical pollutant is nitrogen in the form of

(water-soluble) nitrates. Elevated nitrate levels in groundwater are attributed to the

low relative cost of nitrogen and other chemical fertilizers and the ease with which

nitrates move in soil (Johnson et. al., 1991). While few cases of death or severe

illness are linked directly to agricultural contamination, the human health

consequences of nitrate exposure include methemoglobinemia (blue-baby disease) in
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infants and gastric cancer in adults (Bower, 1978). In addition, the potential for

surface water pollution from groundwater is also an important environmental concern;

approximately 30% of surface water stream flow is from groundwater sources (Saliba,

1985; Johnson et. al., 1991).

There is an extensive literature on the economics of water pollution control.

However, little effort has been given to assessing the effect of spatial heterogeneity on

environmental policy. The limited literature on this topic suggests that regulatory

policies to control groundwater nitrates should discriminate between regions based on

physical characteristics and/or differentiate among industries based on production and

abatement technologies (eg., Xepapadeas, 1992b). With respect to control of

groundwater nitrates from agriculture, spatial (or targeted) policies might focus on

certain soil types or production systems (Mapp et. al., 1994). Spatial (or targeted)

policies could improve groundwater quality more per dollar reduction in expected net

returns, be less disruptive and permit more ambitious objectives than uniform (or

broad) policies (Braden et. al., 1989).

The overall objective of this study is to evaluate agricultural non-point

pollution control policies in a spatially heterogeneous and dynamic setting. The

empirical focus is irrigated agriculture in the Treasure Valley area of Malheur

County, Oregon. Groundwater is the medium of study and nitrate is the non-point

source contaminant. Alternative tax schemes are the primary policy evaluated,

although some conclusions from this study will hold for all policies designed to

control groundwater nitrates. Specific objectives include 1) measuring changes in farm

profit associated with the inclusion of spatial information when determining tax rates

and 2) calculation of the role of dynamic processes that describe the accumulation and

distribution of non-point environmental contaminants in tax systems.

A tax on emissions (the source of the contaminant) has long been advocated by

economists as a tool to manage environmental contaminants or other types of

environmental externalities (Pigou, 1932). Emission taxes appeal to economists

because they are a market incentive that yields an efficient allocation of resources M a

static framework ilowever, for some types of pollutants, emissions are not
_

observable;-in dynamic (natural) systems, emissions may not be proportional to the
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damages they cause and it can be very difficult to measure the "true" cost of

damages. Hence, a relevant policy question is what information is available upon

which a tax policy might be based? The tax incentives analyzed in this study are

based on ambient groundwater quality because groundwater is damaged by nitrate

emissions and ambient levels are more easily observed than emissions. Furthermore,

rather than attempt to measure the total cost for each additional unit of nitrate-

damaged groundwater, this analysis focuses on an accepted (or federally/state

mandated) groundwater quality standard or target. It is not known if the target

represents the socially optimum level of nitrogen use (where the marginal benefit to

society of nitrogen equals the marginal cost of contaminated groundwater to society).

Even if the cost of nitrate damaged groundwater could be measured, it would

still be difficult to obtain an efficient allocation of resources using a tax. Each

individual would have to be taxed for the damage they cause to groundwater at all

locations throughout the aquifer in question. While such measurement is feasible using

the integrated assessment model developed in this dissertation, actual groundwater

nitrate concentrations cannot be measured at all locations throughout the aquifer.

Since an efficient tax rate is difficult to obtain, the policy goal of this dissertation is to

obtain a groundwater quality target at least cost to producers.

This policy goal raises other empirical questions. For example, what additional

information can be utilized to develop a tax incentive based on ambient groundwater

quality that achieves a target for groundwater nitrate levels at least cost to producers?

Information considered here includes location specific (spatial) differences in soil type

(where soil type determines crop production technologies) and topography (where

topography determines the direction and rate of groundwater flow). Spatial differences

in soil type and topography (slope) give rise to spatially differing groundwater nitrate

concentrations (ie., location specific marginal damage curves for nitrate in

groundwater).

An empirical question addressed in this study is the need to base groundwater

quality goals on ambient groundwater quality. While Anderson et. al. (1985),

Segerson (1988) and Xepapadeas (1992a) call for basing groundwater control policies

on ambient groundwater quality, they do not demonstrate the effect of not doing so.
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Numerous economic studies (for example Johnson et. al., 1991 and Mapp et. at.,

1994) base groundwater policy prescriptions on soil water quality (or nitrogen

emissions). Only in a specific case can groundwater policy prescriptions based on

nitrate emissions achieve a desired groundwater quality goal at minimum cost to

producers.

To test empirically whether accounting for spatial information allows

regulators to achieve a groundwater quality target at a lower cost to producers

requires a complex model. Literature reviewed in Chapter 2, particularly that of

Anderson et. al. (1985), Zeitouni (1991) and Xepapadeas (1992b), was instrumental

in the development of the spatial, dynamic programming model outlined in Chapter 3.

A methodological question addressed here is whether development of a spatially

distributed, dynamic programming model linking the economic and physical processes

that determine groundwater quality provides useful insights into regulatory issues.

While past studies have linked static, spatial (targeted) economic and soil water

models (Braden et. al., 1989; Mapp et: al., 1994), dynamic, non-spatial, economic

and soil water models (Johnson et. al., 1991) or dynamic, spatial economic and

groundwater models (Griffin, 1987; Zeitouni, 1991; Xepapadeas, 1992b), this is the

first attempt to link the three types of models (economic, soil water and groundwater)

in a dynamic and spatially oriented fashion. Furthermore, this is the first dynamic,

spatial analysis to utilize policies based on ambient groundwater quality.

This integrated modeling framework provides a broader range of information

concerning regulatory effects than previous static or spatially homogeneous studies.

By integrating the processes that determine groundwater quality, this model provides

accurate representation of ambient groundwater levels on which groundwater

regulatory policies should be based. Utilizing this model, it is possible to convert

what is typically a non-point source contaminant into a point source analysis.

The remainder of this dissertation is outlined as follows. In Chapter 2, the

literature in support of spatial incentives and tax incentives based on ambient levels

rather than emissions is reviewed. Chapter 3 (Methodology) describes the spatial,

dynamic model utilized to assess the performance of the alternative tax schemes. Note

that Chapter 3 is a summary of the model; greater detail is provided in the first



appendix Chapter 4 (Procedures) outlines the procedures or specific steps taken to

calibrate the model and to evaluate the effects of spatial heterogeneity and dynamic

groundwater flow on performance of the tax schemes. Chapter 5 (Results) reports the

results of model runs and their implications with respect to regulatory policy in this

setting. General conclusions drawn from the study are included in Chapter 6 along

with suggestions for further research.

The next section describes the study area and problem setting in this

investigation. Note that the parameters of the integrated model are based on

information from this region. Hence, model results are specific to the region,

although they should be generalizable to all regions with similar characteristics.

1.1. Problem Setting and Description of the Study Area

The study region lies in Malheur County, which is in the southeast corner of

Oregon, bordered by Idaho to the east and Nevada to the south. Malheur County is

the second largest county in Oregon and 12th largest in the nation, with an area of

9,926 square miles. The population of the county is 26,000 people. The following

information concerning Malheur County is largely excerpted from the Northern

Malheur County Groundwater Management Action Plan, prepared by the Malheur

County Groundwater Management Committee (MCGMC, 1991).

Malheur County is 94 percent rangeland, two-thirds of which is controlled by

the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). Agriculture plays a major role in the

county's economy. Irrigated acreage in the northeastern corner of the county, known

as Western Treasure Valley, is the center of intensive and diversified farming.

Elevations range from around 2,000 feet near the Snake River to the mountainous

plateaus that reach about 5,000 feet, with isolated peaks up to 6,000 feet.

Malheur County is high desert, hence its climate is characterized by cold

winters, hot summers and low annual precipitation. The average frost free date is

May 3 and the first frost of the year typically occurs October 7. The average high

temperature for the month of July is 92 degrees F and the average low temperature



for the month of January is 19 degrees F. Average annual snowfall is 18 inches.

Annual precipitation ranges from 5 to 16 inches, with an average of 10 inches in the

lower elevations and from 8 to 14 inches in the upper basin areas.

1.1.1. Malheur County Agriculture

The soils in the irrigated areas of Malheur County consist of low elevation

terraces and flood plains. The soils are generally deep and are characterized by high

silt concentrations. Soils in the lower flood plains of the Malheur and Snake Rivers

tend to be alkaline. To be productive, these soils must be drained and treated to lower

their pH.

The Owyhee, Malheur and Snake Rivers are the major rivers of the county

that provide irrigation water. Jordan, Bully and Willow Creeks and other tributaries

also contribute to the irrigation water supply. The Owyhee, Antelope, Warm Springs,

Beulah, Bully Creek and Malheur Reservoirs provide storage so that stream flow can

be regulated and released as needed during the irrigation season. There are

approximately 260,000 irrigated acres in the county served by stored water, river

flow and intermittent stream flow. Control and management of the irrigation water

resource rests with a number of irrigation districts, each with a governing body and

some sharing management with other districts.

Water is distributed by the irrigation district from the point of diversion

(storage, river diversion) through the main canal to a system of smaller canals and

laterals to a diversion point at or near the individual farm. Here the water is put into

the farmer's distribution system. Water rights, attached to a specific land area,

establish the amount of water (the duty) that can be applied annually per acre. There

are provisions for delivering water in excess of the allocation subject to availability of

water and at additional cost. The study region lies primarily within the Owyhee

Project, which provides 4.0 acre feet per acre of water in its base allocation.

Surface irrigation is the principal method of application. Surface irrigation

methods range from wild flooding on pasture lands to controlling the water through

6



corrugates or furrows. To better control the application of irrigation water (ie.,

improve irrigation efficiency'), farmers have invested heavily in land leveling.

Portable checks control water level in the ditch and farmers use siphon tubes to bring

the water over the ditch bank and direct it into the field furrow.

Malheur County ranks first in Oregon in terms of production and acreage of

onions and sugar beets and fourth in potato production (MCGMC, 1991). These three

crops have a large impact on the county economy in terms of jobs created by

processing, handling and field labor. Onions are generally considered the most

valuable cash crop in Malheur County. All are produced for the spot market (no

contracts) which can be quite volatile. The county's overall economy can thus be

influenced substantially by fluctuations in the onion market. Onions are packed locally

and then shipped by truck or rail to eastern markets. Onion growers are highly

organized and meet regularly through promotion, marketing and research committees.

A voluntary check off from each sack marketed provides funding for marketing

research and promotion programs.

Over 90% of the potatoes in the county are produced for processing under

contract with two primary processors. Contracts impose stringent quality standards on

growers. As a result, in recent years potatoes growers have converted from traditional

furrow irrigation techniques to sprinkler irrigation in order to achieve these quality

standards. However, converting to sprinlders is expensive and the economic

justification is questionable. Potatoes are also the most difficult crop to produce in

this area because of their sensitivity to heat stress, which makes it imperative that

excellent irrigation techniques be practiced. Potato growers have their own bargaining

association that negotiates contracts either on a one or two year basis.

Sugarbeets are a traditional row crop in Malheur county. All sugarbeets are

grown under contract with a local sugar processing plant. The sugarbeet plant

contributes heavily to local employment. Sugarbeets are a relatively stable crop in

Irrigation efficiency is measured as the percent of water consumed by the crop to total
irrigation water applied.



terms of price and yield and contributes significantly to the county's agricultural

economy.

Soft white spring wheat is the major cereal crop produced in the county. In

addition to serving as a cash crop, wheat is also produced as a rotation crop with row

crops in order to maintain clean, disease free soil. Over 90% of the wheat is raised

on irrigated soil. Barley and field corn is raised primarily as a feed grain and is

generally consumed locally in feedlots and dairies.

Malheur County produces more alfalfa hay than any other county in Oregon

(over 50,000 acres per year). Eighty five percent of the alfalfa hay produced in the

county is either fed by the producer or sold for local consumption. The best quality

hay is sold to dairies and the remainder sold as feeder hay. The outlying areas of the

county also produce considerable acreage of other hay types such as grass and rye

that is consumed locally. Corn grown for silage is common in the county and is

consumed in local dairies and feedlots.

About 40,000 irrigated acres are devoted to pasture production. The majority

of pasture is produced on soils that are not well suited for intensive farming. The soil

may either be too steep or too shallow for annual cropping but is still quite productive

for pasture. The majority of pasture is utilized as feed (grazed and hay) for beef cattle

although dairies and sheep operations also utilize pasture.

A number of secondary crops are also grown in Malheur county. These crops

are "secondary" in terms of acres grown, but contribute collectively to the economic

base of the county. These secondary crops include a number of seed crops such as

alfalfa, red clover and various vegetable and flower varieties. Alfalfa seed production

is the largest of these specialty crops, with 7,300 acres produced in 1990.

Dry field beans contribute substantially to the agricultural economy of the

county. Several thousand acres are grown each year. However, acreage fluctuates

considerably from year to year in response to price. Dry beans are relatively easy to

grow and can fit into a crop rotation in many instances.

Sweet corn was once grown in the irrigated regions of the county; however,

no local processor is currently available. Peppermint and spearmint are produced by a

few producers in the county. All mint is processed locally and marketed out of the



area. It is a specialized crop that requires specialized processing equipment. Other

crops include small acreages of fruit such as apples, cherries, peaches, pears and

some berries. A large mushroom operation contributes significantly to the agricultural

economy by providing employment and also utilizes straw in part of its production

process.

1.1.2. Malheur County Groundwater

Groundwater contamination has been found in a 115,000 acre area in

Northeastern Malheur County. Groundwater samples from private water wells have

documented nitrate contamination. There are three aquifer units underlying this area

including the Glenns Ferry Formation or deeper aquifer, the upland gravel aquifer and

the (lower) alluvial sand-gravel aquifer. Sampling confirmed that most contaminated

groundwater is present in the shallow alluvial sand-gravel aquifer, which receives a

large portion of its recharge from canal leakage and irrigation water (Walker, 1989;

Gannett, 1990).

Between August of 1988 and April of 1990, 119 wells in the shallow aquifers

were sampled. In this sampling, 32 percent of the wells were found to have

nitrate/nitrite-nitrogen levels above 10 parts per million (ppm; also milligrams per

liter). Of the wells exceeding the standard, 10 percent were found to have nitrates

exceeding 20 ppm. The highest concentration recorded was 52 ppm; this well (as well

as other high concentration wells) was located in the Cairo Junction area.

Several observations were made following a review of indicator well data. The

greatest percentage of sites exceeding the nitrate/nitrite-nitrogen drinking water

standard (10 ppm) are generally located immediately southwest of the city of Ontario

(including the Cairo Junction area). Here, 23 of 51 wells exceed the federal drinking

water standard. High impact areas, such as Cairo Junction, are similar in that they are

generally underlain by the same soil unit, the Owyhee-Greenleaf silt loam.

Traditional fertilizer and agricultural chemical application practices are

believed to be the main source of nitrate contamination. Because of the groundwater

9
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quality problems identified in northern Malheur County, the area was designated by

the Oregon State Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) as a Groundwater

Management Area under the provisions of the Groundwater Protection Act of 1989

(ORS 468.698). This designation resulted in the formation of the Malheur County

Groundwater Management Committee whose task is to develop an action plan to

improve groundwater quality. As stated in the Groundwater Act of 1989, the ultimate

goal of the plan is to reduce levels of nitrite/nitrate-nitrogen found in the shallow

groundwater aquifer to below 70 percent of the maximum measurable level of 10 ppm

(ie., 7 ppm).

The groundwater management committee noted that the Owyhee-Greenleaf soil

area contains many wells with high nitrate concentrations. However, this does not

mean that health risks are limited only to this soil area. The whole Treasure Valley

region is impacted. The Owyhee-Greenleaf soil area is believed to exhibit high nitrate

concentrations because this area is best suited for row crop production. The

groundwater management committee was not willing to argue that there is a

correlation between physical and production characteristics and contamination

concentrations. In this dissertation, it is assumed that physical and production

characteristics are related to contamination concentrations. Furthermore, a least cost

environmental policy to control nitrate concentrations needs to account for variation in

these physical and production characteristics throughout the Treasure Valley.

The action plan proposed by the management committee relies on voluntary

approaches. The management committee believes that a voluntary approach will allow

each farm to have the opportunity to customize a sequence or system of available best

management practices (BMPs) complimentary to their individual farm operation. If
the voluntary approach does not result in satisfactory progress in reducing nitrate

contamination, then a regulatory approach with mandatory actions will be considered.

The action plan does not state what these mandatory actions might be.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the management plan, an analysis of

groundwater nitrate levels at indicator wells will be conducted 5 years after adoption

of the groundwater management plan. One of two conditions must be met before the

management plan is considered a success. First, well data must indicate that the 0.75
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percentile level of the nitrite/nitrate-nitrogen monitoring data for the entire

management area is below 7 ppm. If this is not true, then there must be evidence

(with 80 percent confidence) that nitrate levels will reach 7 ppm by July 1, 2000.

The second condition arises from observations concerning physical soil and

groundwater conditions in the area. Soil data indicates that it may take 10 or more

years for contaminants to move from the surface through the vadose zone to the

aquifer. Groundwater data then indicates that it may take between 5 to 11 years for

groundwater to move from the Cairo Junction area to the Malheur or Snake River

(Gannett, 1990). If these estimates of contaminant travel time are reasonably correct,

then there will be a substantial lag between implementation of a control program and

a significant reduction in nitrate/nitrite-nitrogen.

1.2. A Description of Modeled Area

The specific region evaluated in this investigation is located southwest of the

city of Ontario and includes the Cairo Junction area. This region was identified as

having the greatest percentage of well sites exceeding the nitrate/nitrite-nitrogen

drinking water standard. The region lies within the land area bounded by the Snake

River on the east, the Malheur River on the north and the North canal of the Owyhee

Irrigation District in the south-west corner (Figure 1.1). The study region

encompasses 32 square miles of which 17,860 acres (28 square miles) is farmed.

Crop acres represent land areas that can be farmed or, more specifically, land that is

not within the city limits of Ontario, is within an irrigation district and not on a river

boundary.

Data concerning the direction of groundwater flow was utilized to set both the

western and southern boundaries of the study region. Along these boundaries,

groundwater flow is normal (perpendicular) to the respective river (Walker, 1989).

Specifically, groundwater from the North canal flows directly to the Malheur River

along the western border and to the Snake River along the southern border. Hence,

nitrate contaminants near these borders do not contribute to interior accumulation of
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nitrates. The western boundary lies along the western edge of sections 11, 14, 23, 26

and 35, township 18 south, range 46 east. The southern boundary lies along the

southern edge of section 36, township 18 south, range 46 east and sections 31, 32 and

33 township 18 south, range 47 east.

This area is predominately in crop production; there is little animal

agriculture. Crop agriculture in the study region is divided along the Ontario-Nyssa

irrigation supply canal. Above the Ontario-Nyssa canal (west and south), fields have

steeper slopes (topography is rapidly changing), hence cereal crops (wheat and

barley), alfalfa and meadow hay are grown here. Below the Ontario-Nyssa canal

(north and east) is the relatively flat valley floor where row crops (onions, potatoes

and sugarbeets) dominate, with cereal crops and alfalfa being used as rotation crops.

Nearer the rivers, drainage and alkali problems preclude onion and potato production;

more cereal crops and meadow hay are grown. Finally, along the southern border,

sandy soils favor the production of cereal crops, potatoes, alfalfa and meadow hay.

Many of the specialty crops are also grown in this region, but not evaluated.



Figure 1.1. The Study Region
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2. Literature Review

The literature reviewed in this chapter, particularly that of Anderson et. al.

(1985), Zeitouni (1991) and Xepapadeas (1992b), was instrumental in the

development of the spatial, dynamic programming model outlined in Chapter 3. In

addition, insights and findings gleaned from the contemporary literature were useful

in framing the policy questions evaluated here, as well as forming expectations

concerning the results of such policies. This chapter is divided into two sections. The

first section discusses literature relevant to spatial or targeted policies for the control

of groundwater nitrates. The second section summarizes arguments pertaining to

basing groundwater policies on ambient groundwater quality. Finally, common

fmdings and implications are discussed.

2.1. Literature Regarding Spatial or Targeted Regulation

A paper by Tietenberg (1974) is the seminal piece on the role and effect of

spatial heterogeneity in a pollution control policy context. Tietenberg contends that the

proponents of taxes as the instrument for controlling externalities fall into one of two

schools depending on their implicit estimate of the amount of information the

government can realistically be expected to assemble. The first school proposes that

taxes be used to achieve an efficient allocation of resources in an economy with

pollution. Since the tax rate that will accomplish this goal is equal to the value of the

marginal damage caused by the efficient level of emission, the proponents of this

approach implicitly believe that the government can correctly estimate the functions

that describe the value of the damage caused by various emission levels.

The second school believes that it is unrealistic to expect a government to

accumulate the amount of information required to set the taxes at levels that will

14



Economic efficiency means that resources are not being wasted.

2 With a uniform tax, all individuals taxed face the same tax rate.
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sustain an efficient' allocation of resources. Therefore, they argue, the government

should recognize the inherent infeasibility of achieving efficiency and should rather

concentrate on insuring that whatever pollution level is chosen, it can be attained at

minimum cost. In this context, efficiency implies cost minimization but cost

minimization does not imply efficiency.

The common element shared by these two perspectives is that regardless of

whether the objective is efficiency or cost minimization, both believe that uniform

taxes2 can fulfill the objective. Tietenberg suggests that this theorem, while valid for

the simple model from which it was derived, is not valid for a more complicated (and

realistic) world. Uniform taxes on all emitters lead neither to cost minimizing nor

efficient pollution reduction, in general.

Tietenberg recognizes the informational demands of spatial taxes and taxes in

general. When choosing tax policies over other alternatives, economists emphasize the

desirable resource allocation effects from this type of policy, while making only

casual reference to the costs associated with implementing and administering such a

policy. Lawyers and regulators, on the other hand, in choosing other alternatives over

taxes, are concerned primarily with issues of implementation and enforcement while

ignoring the resource allocation implications of these policies. Dissatisfaction with the

implementability of tax policies results from the large informational demands placed

on the control authority before it can set correct tax rates. Tietenberg contends that it

is possible to respond to this problem (of information-intensive policies) in two ways:

1) to attempt to systematically acquire the requisite information, or 2) to seek policy

modifications that lessen the information requirements while maintaining as many

desirable properties as possible. Following the second alternative may require

sacrificing the goal of efficiency in favor of achieving any predetermined pollutant

concentration standard at minimum cost.

Tietenberg utilizes a spatially defmed general equilibrium model to define and

to characterize cost minimizing and efficient resource allocations. The model is
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spatially defined in the sense that individuals (emitters) are differentiated according to

location (or zone). The regulatory scheme utilized is a tax on emissions. The

relationship between emissions in one zone and pollutant concentration in another

zone is a critical aspect in this model. A pollutant accumulates in what are identified

as receptor zones. A tax, which reduces the concentration of the pollutant to a

predetermined standard, is determined for each receptor zone. Each emitter then pays

a per unit tax rate adjusted for distance from the receptor zone. Hence, the tax rate is

based upon the contribution by an emitter to contamination in a receptor zone. The

control authority raises or lowers the tax rate in the receptor zone until the standard is

achieved.

Within the framework of the model, three theorems concerning the equivalence

of a uniform and spatial tax are then proven under alternative assumptions. The model

used to evaluate a spatial tax is simple in structure. Although the model is spatial in

that the tax faced by individuals is differentiated based upon location, the model is not

dynamic. Furthermore, all emissions are instantaneously discharged into a medium

(such as water or air) where they are transported and diffused. There is no equation

or model that describes the movement of the contaminant from the point of emission

to the point of discharge.

An efficient system of taxes (which Tietenberg argued must be spatial) is

difficult to implement because of the amount of information required. Conversely,

easily administered tax systems (a non-spatial or uniform tax system) will incur

welfare losses. When faced with second best alternatives, Tietenberg maintains that it

becomes important to establish which properties of a tax structure should be retained.

One such property is that a desirable emissions tax should force firms to incorporate

environmental cost into their location decisions. Thus, it is important that taxes in

different zones accurately reflect the environmental costs of pollutant emissions in

those zones.

Anderson et. al. (1985) suggest that tax incentives be based upon the quality of

the medium contaminated (ambient environmental quality) rather than emissions (is

one of the first to do so) and that regulatory policies be differentiated by location (are

spatial). It is also one of the earliest economic studies to utilize a conceptual model of
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the groundwater contamination problem. Hence, the paper provides useful

methodological insight as well as a good, basic understanding of the problem

addressed in this dissertation work.

Anderson et. al. note that the management of groundwater aquifers to satisfy

standards for drinking water is a formidable task. It is difficult to monitor the

movement of groundwater, and there are substantial time lags between emissions and

detection of chemical residues. Once the aquifer is contaminated, residues may remain

in the groundwater for long periods, and it is technically difficult and costly to treat

(clean up) the aquifer.

Given detailed information on the porosities and spatial boundaries of

subsurface rock formations and unlimited computational funds, Anderson et. al.

(1985) argue that the movement of contaminants in groundwater could probably be

accurately modeled. At the time of this article, however, these data were not typically

available. The authors note that a number of groundwater solute transport models and

simulation programs have been developed with more modest data requirements and

reasonable computational costs. Although these models are imperfect, the nature of

the groundwater regime is such that even rough models can provide interesting

information.

Anderson et. al. conclude that since the contamination function they develop is

specific to Rhode Island soils and aquifers and to solubility characteristics of the

pesticide Aldicarb, it may be necessary to set on-site standards on a regional basis.

This requires the development of region-specific data. Clearly, the data requirements

for setting on-site standards are staggering. Yet, Anderson et. al. contend, if we are

to protect groundwater resources without abandoning economic activities at the

surface, these complex on-site and groundwater linkages must be understood.

Griffin (1987) credits Tietenberg (1974) with being the first to recognize that

spatial variability in the regional distribution of pollution can invalidate the efficiency

properties of uniform effluent charges. Griffin claims that Tietenberg's (1974)

analysis is the most rigorous and demonstrates that incentive policies for spatially

differentiated externalities are considerably more "information intensive" than those

for nonspatial externalities. The purpose of Griffin's paper is to examine spatial
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pollutants in a policy context where a specific environmental quality goal is being

sought by some regional authority.

Griffm's mathematical model is generic in that it is designed to represent any

pollutant in any location. However, an important characteristic of the pollutant being

considered is that it be persistent. That is, the pollutant possesses qualities of a stock

"resource" in that it does not decay (and is not assimilated) in the present planning

period. Thus, the regional authority must consider the impact that its decisions have

on the environmental quality of future time periods as well as the present. Proper

consideration of pollutant movement and decay processes suggests that spatial and

persistent pollutants are the rule rather than the exception.

Griffm's model represents multiple regions. The goal driving the economic

model is to meet an environmental constraint at least cost to society. While this

objective does not guarantee the achievement of Pareto optimality, it is commendable

in that it obviates the need for estimating abatement benefits (which is often a very

costly endeavor). Because the pollutant is persistent, slow media (especially

groundwater) or the choice of sufficiently small time increments will mean that

pollutants discharged during any period will also be present in the region in future

periods. Therefore, spatial transport functions for persistent pollutants will be

necessarily dynamic. Griffin does not model the dynamic, physical processes that

describe the transport of fertilizer through soil from its source to groundwater. Rather

instantaneous contamination is assumed.

Though similar in structure, the incentive scheme (called the economic

incentive) proposed by Griffin differs from the quality tax used in this investigation.

Specifically, Griffin's tax rate is based on discharges (emission) rather than ambient

levels and discharges that fall below the standard are subsidized. The tax is spatial,

however, it is shown that firms in the same zone will face the same economic

incentive. Griffin also considers regulation or direct controls on emissions.

Griffin shows that the least-cost incentive for each firm is the firm's marginal

rate of contribution to each sector's environmental degradation, summed across all

sectors weighted by the marginal value of each sector's present stock of pollution.

This incentive will provide greater abatement inducements for those firms discharging
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into critical areas. Because it is reasonable to presume that the dynamic pollution

transport functions do not differentiate between firms discharging into the same

sector, these firms should face the same economic incentives.

Braden et. al. (1989) demonstrates the importance of managing the movement

of agricultural pollutants, specifically sediment. Abatement costs can be reduced and

more ambitious abatement objectives justified when pollutants are contained.

However, containment requires coordinated action by landowners. Achieving this

coordination is a major challenge for pollution control programs.

Braden et. al. refer to spatial regulation as targeting (abating more where it

will be most effective and least costly). They argue that targeting will require models

that identify the best methods and places for reducing and containing discharges.

Braden et. al. also contend that selective programs will be less costly and less

disruptive and may permit more ambitious objectives than are possible if all farmers

confront the same abatement standards.

A second fmding by Braden et. al. that is relevant to this current investigation

concerns assumptions with respect to delivery ratios. Most economic studies of

pollution abatement assume that emissions and effects are linked by fixed delivery

ratios. However, if damages are not proportional to discharges, controlling discharges

alone will likely be a second-best strategy'. For efficiency, intercepting the pollutant

and changing the delivery ratios must be considered.

Braden et. al. maintain that the physical relationships that describe the

transport of a contaminant from its source to the medium contaminated (damaged) are

not fixed (or proportional). Specifically, these authors are concerned with the amount

of contamination delivered to (or loaded into) a medium (the amount delivered is what

causes the damage) and the fact that the amount delivered is not necessarily a fixed

proportion of amount discharged. Braden et. al. contend that the few economic studies

of agricultural sediment which go beyond the fixed ratio approach are based on

environmental simulation models. These models capture the effects of management

patterns on delivery rates.

A second-best strategy achieves a policy target at least cost, but is not efficient.
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Braden et. al. utilize a spatial, programming model (SEDEC, sediment

economics) of Illinois agriculture to demonstrate the optimal spatial management of

sediment. The model is not dynamic. The authors fmd that strategic containment of

sediment reduces the area and number of parcels that must be treated to attain the

abatement goal. Substantial differences in the locations of abatement measure

underscore the desirability of "targeting" in agricultural pollution control efforts.

Implementing the correct practices at critical points in the watershed can greatly

reduce sedimentation, with much less inconvenience than the current practice of

requiring farmers to reduce erosion below "tolerable" levels on all land or on all

highly erodible land.

Finally, Braden et. al. note that while a targeted management regime has cost

advantages, it also confronts implementation problems. Transport processes are

difficult to capture in a model. Also, "model" farmers in a linear programming model

are not real farmers. Strategic responses by farmers could complicate implementation,

increase costs, and perhaps change the optimal siting of abatement measures.

Zeitouni (1991) recognized that gains in efficiency could be made through

spatially differentiated control of environmental quality. She, like other authors,

argues in the case of groundwater pollution control that there are difficulties in

monitoring the movement of pollution in the ground and, therefore, less emphasis is

put on pollution transport in the evaluation of economic policies. Hence, Zeitouni

places greater emphasis on the description of pollution transport in groundwater as

developed by groundwater geo-hydrologists.

Zeitouni develops a mathematical model that maximizes social welfare from a

land resource that affects the quality of a groundwater resource. Specifically, an

agricultural producer releases fertilizers into an unconfined aquifer used as a water

supply. The cost of obtaining a given water quality standard at the well head is

assumed to be a function of the contamination concentration at the well. Efficient

emission control policies (an emission tax and emission regulation) are constructed

that explicitly link the location of the emission to the protected environment (water

quality). A numerical example is given utilizing the mathematical model.
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The groundwater flow model used by Zeitouni is identical to that used in this

investigation. However, here flow is horizontal in two dimensions where flow in

Zeitouni's model is horizontal in one dimension. Zeitouni does not attempt to describe

the dynamic, intermediate processes that describe the transport of fertilizer from its

source to groundwater (ie., instantaneous contamination is assumed).

Zeitouni's groundwater model assumes a rectangular aquifer with two of its

boundaries permeable and two impermeable. Water recharged into the area is pristine

and all contaminated water moves forward and carries the pollution away from the

area of concern. Moreover, it is assumed that there is no contamination before

polluting activities started. These assumptions are utilized in the current investigation.

Zeitouni points out that boundary and initial conditions may differ from aquifer to

aquifer, as well as the physical transport parameters and the parameters related to the

social benefits function.

Rather than solve for explicit tax schemes (the optimal tax4 is difficult to solve

analytically in the general case), Zeitouni constructs analytical rules for the control of

pollution in groundwater. She concludes that a uniform policy is efficient only when

all firms are identical and the pollutant is immobile. She correctly notes, however,

that contamination advances by two mechanisms. Even in the absence of flow a plume

of contamination would spread out via the dispersion mechanism. Finally, Zeitouni

concludes that contaminant applications upstream should be lower than they are

downstream. More generally, the optimal contaminant application increases with the

distance from the well site. This result is dependent on the advective and dispersive

mechanisms of groundwater flow.

Xepapadeas (1992b) suggests that when determining the appropriate structure

of optimal emission or Pigouvian taxes, the inherent complexities of the field, arising

from its dynamic, spatial and stochastic characteristics should be taken into account.

Xepapadeas' work motivated many aspects of this study. Xepapadeas claims that with

a programming model, a much more complex system can be analyzed than is true of

4 An optimal tax is the tax rate which equates the marginal damage of a pollutant to the
marginal benefit received from using that pollutant in a production process.
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the more simple models needed for comparative static or dynamic analysis.

Furthermore, it may be possible to draw more specific conclusions.

The methodology utilized here follows that proposed by Xepapadeas.

Specifically, the placement and removal of waste materials in and from the

environment is a dynamic process of waste accumulation and waste depletion. Thus

the accumulation of waste materials can be described with the aid of dynamic models.

In such models, the accumulation of the pollutant is considered the state variable of

the system. The objective is to control the system so that a socially desirable time

path is achieved for the state variable. Xepapadeas acknowledges that the

simultaneous treatment of dynamic, spatial and stochastic factors adds to model

complexity. On the other hand, Xepapadeas argues, given the inherent complexity of

natural systems, models might provide some useful insight into the various factors

affecting the process of waste accumulation.

Xepapadeas develops a number of emission taxes and examines their structure

under various assumptions about the dynamic, spatial and stochastic environmental

characteristics. Note that stochastic characteristics are not considered in this

dissertation. A differential equation describes the accumulation of and, hence ambient

concentration of, the pollutant generated by a firm's productive activities.

Intermediate processes that describe the transport of the pollutant from its source to

the medium contaminated are not considered (Xepapadeas assumes instantaneous

contamination). Pollutants are transported among regions, but it is assumed that

emissions moving from one region to another can never diffuse back (also assumed in

this dissertation).

Xepapadeas' model is used to derive optimal taxes (or subsidies) on individual

emissions, under conditions of perfect competition. These optimal taxes are obtained

along the lines of a dynamic version of the "cost minimization theorem" where cost

minimizing behavior has been replaced by expected net present value maximizing

behavior. With perfect monitoring, internalization of the environmental externality can

be obtained by a tax per unit emission. In its general version, the structure of the

optimal tax is complicated since different processes affect the tax simultaneously and

in such a way that their effects cannot be decomposed easily. Given its complication,
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the optimal tax derived by Xepapadeas is not utilized in this investigation. Results

from Xepapadeas' work do indicate that an efficient emission tax scheme should

discriminate between regions according to their physical characteristics (especially

transport coefficient and decay rate), among industries according to the production

and abatement technology used, and according to whether the pollution is of a stock

or a flow type.

Mapp et. al. (1994) note that several broad policies have been suggested as a

means of reducing nitrate contamination of ground and surface water. Taxes on

nitrogen use, restrictions on the total quantity of nitrogen that can be applied, or

restrictions on per acre nitrogen applications are included among the broad policy

alternatives that have been proposed.

These authors recognize the need for targeted or spatial policies. They note

that targeted policies have been suggested as alternative means of reducing the

likelihood of nitrate losses in runoff and percolation. Targeted policies might focus on

taxing or restricting nitrogen use on certain soils or restricting or taxing nitrogen use

in certain production systems. Policies targeted to specific soils or production systems

would be difficult to monitor and may not have a significant impact on regional

nitrate losses. However, targeted policies could reduce expected nitrate losses more

per dollar reduction in expected net returns than could broad policies. If these policies

are implemented on a regional basis, each policy is likely to have a different impact

on the expected quantity of nitrates lost in runoff and percolation, as well as on

producer net returns. Tradeoffs between nitrate losses and net return reduction will

likely vary by production situation and region.

Mapp et. al. (1994) develop and apply an analytical framework to evaluate the

potential economic and environmental effects of broad versus targeted water quality

protection policies in five distinct subregions across the 48,500 square mile Central

High Plains region overlying the Ogallala formation. Their study is one of the few

focused on analysis of nonpoint source pollution at the watershed or regional levels.

The authors note the need to go beyond the fixed ratio approach and use an

environmental simulation model to capture the effects of management patterns on
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delivery ratios. They follow Braden, Larson and Herricks (1991) in capturing

stochastic factors.

The analysis compares estimates of expected losses of nitrogen in runoff,

sediment, and percolation and the distribution of nitrate movements under broad

restrictions and targeted policies. The simulation model EPIC-PST was used to

simulate crop growth and nitrate movements, along with pesticide movement in

runoff, sediment, and percolation. The simulation model MODFLOW was used to

simulate groundwater flow beneath the study area. MODFLOW is a modular, finite

difference model that considers hydrologic factors including recharge, pumping and

aquifer interaction with rivers and streams. MODFLOW is used to estimate the effect

of water withdrawals on irrigation pumping costs. This model is, apparently, not used

to determine groundwater nitrate concentration and is static. Mapp et. al. establish a

base analysis against which two broad nitrogen restriction policies (a restriction on

total quantity nitrogen applied and a restriction on per acre nitrogen applied) and two

targeted nitrogen restriction policies are evaluated.

Mapp et. al. (1994) draw several conclusions from their study. First, broad

policies that restrict total or per-acre nitrogen use have potential for reducing nitrate

losses in runoff and percolation. In either case, the accompanying reductions in

producer income are likely to be substantial. Second, per acre restrictions are likely to

be more effective than total nitrogen restrictions in reducing expected nitrogen losses

in runoff and percolation, as well as in reducing percolation losses at all probability

levels. Third, targeting nitrogen reduction to more permeable soils may not produce

the anticipated reduction in percolation losses. The policy's effectiveness depends on

the distribution of soils within a subregion and on the current allocation of cropping

systems across soil types. It may prove more effective to target nitrogen restrictions

on particular production systems rather than soil types. Finally, Mapp et. al. (1994)

conclude that reductions in producer income for targeted policies are likely to be less

than for broad policies because fewer total acres are impacted by the targeted policies.

The next two studies, though not related to groundwater, demonstrate the need

for spatial or targeted policies. LaFrance and Watts (1995) in a study of public

grazing fees, note that state grazing fees differ substantially and systematically across
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states. They attempt to better understand the basic economic forces that influence

private grazing fees and contribute to the observed differences in fees across states.

They utilize a simple e_conometric model of grazing fees for cattle on private,

nonirrigated land in the eleven western states. Several hypotheses are considered in

this study, however, the one of interest concerns whether private grazing fees follow

the same response pattern across states.

LaFrance and Watts fmd substantial evidence that private grazing fees vary

systematically across areas in response to economic forces. This implies that a nation-

wide, uniform public grazing fee is likely to be both inefficient and inequitable.

Although LaFrance and Watts' work does not concern groundwater, it does indicate

that better public policies might differentiate between regions according to distinct

physical characteristics.

Finally, a study by the United States General Accounting Office (USGAO,

1995b) notes that because watershed projects differ in characteristics such as the type

and source of pollutants, local agricultural practices, and the community's attitudes, a

prescriptive, one-size-fits-all approach would be inappropriate. A watershed-based

approach to reduce nonpoint-source pollution is considered. It is maintained that

addressing nonpoint-source pollution throughout a watershed allows consideration of

the entire hydrological system, including the quantity and quality of surface water and

groundwater as well as all sources of pollution. Such an approach leads to a holistic

treatment, as opposed to piecemeal efforts aimed at individual pollutants or pollution

sources. Federal flexibility and locally driven approaches are key. The study indicates

that it is necessary to tailor strategies, monitoring, and enforcement to local

conditions.

2.2. Literature Regarding Tax Incentives Based on Ambient Quality

As noted in section 2.1 above, Anderson et. al. (1985), contend that tax

incentives should be based on ambient quality and spatially defined regulatory

policies. Here we consider arguments Anderson et. al. make with regard to tax
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incentives based on ambient quality. Anderson et. al. recognize that, in most cases,

direct monitoring of nonpoint pollution emissions is not feasible. Effective regulation

must therefore focus directly on input-output decisions and be based on ambient

contaminant concentration which can (in most cases) be monitored. Hence, there is a

need to simulate the accumulation of pollution in groundwater.

Many of the arguments made by Anderson et. al. (1985) are echoed by

Segerson (1988). She asserts that direct regulation, such as a unit (or Pigouvian) tax

is not appropriate for the control of nonpoint contaminants. This type of policy does

not allow for flexibility and cost-minimizing abatement strategies unless applied on a

site-specific basis. Furthermore, this type of policy does not distinguish between

"discharges" and the resulting pollutant levels that determine damages.

A policy such as a Pigouvian tax that is successful in controlling point source

problems is unworkable for non-point source pollutants because it is generally not

practical to measure emissions. Segerson gives two reasons for the inability to infer

behavior from observed outcomes. First, given any level of abatement, the effects on

environmental quality are uncertain due to stochastic variables, i.e., there is not a

one-to-one relationship between discharge and ambient levels. Second, the emissions

of several polluters contribute to the ambient levels and only combined effects are

observable, i.e., it is not possible to infer the actions of individual polluters from

observations on ambient levels.

In light of the problems unique to non-point source pollutants, Segerson

believes that an incentive mechanism (such as the quality tax) based on observable

variables (ambient pollutant levels) should be used to induce certain unobservable

actions. First, it involves a minimum amount of government interference in daily firm

operations, and firms are free to choose the least cost pollution abatement techniques.

Second, the incentive mechanism does not require continual monitoring of firm

practices or metering of "emissions." It does, however, require that the regulatory

authority monitor ambient pollutant levels. Finally, the incentive scheme focuses on

environmental quality rather than emissions, which is more appropriate for controlling

many forms of stochastic pollution. A disadvantage of this incentive scheme is the
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informational requirements necessary to set the initial quality rate to provide the

correct incentive.

Note that the incentive scheme proposed by Segerson differs slightly from the

form of the quality tax used in this investigation. Specifically, Segerson includes a

fixed penalty that is imposed whenever ambient levels exceed the cutoff. Also the

mathematical example Segerson presents is neither dynamic nor spatially dependent.

The model is simply a profit equation with generic pollution and cost functions that

depend on abatement level.

Xepapadeas (1992a), following Segerson's work, utilizes a similar incentive

scheme in a dynamic mathematical model. Xepapadeas argues that a social planner (or

regulator) cannot use standard instruments of environmental policy (e.g., Pigouvian

taxes) as a means of inducing dischargers to follow socially desirable policies because

of information asymmetries that result in moral hazard characterized by hidden

actions. Xepapadeas further contends that failure to account for pollution dynamics

results in long run inefficiencies, since policy schemes are based on myopic decision

rules.

Xepapadeas utilizes a dynamic, mathematical model to demonstrate the effect

of ignoring pollution dynamics and to demonstrate the differences between open and

closed looped control strategies. The object is to introduce an incentive scheme such

that individual dischargers will be induced to follow a policy leading to a socially

desirable steady state equilibrium level of pollutant accumulation. Xepapadeas

suggests that a closed loop incentive scheme be dependent on deviations between

observed and desired levels at each instant in time. If deviations are observed, every

potential discharger pays a penalty, hence Xepapadeas' modeled policy is not spatial.

The analysis of incentive schemes is carried out in the context of an n-player

noncooperative dynamic game.

Finally, a paper by Larson et. al. (1994) evaluates an input tax based on

ambient quality, but rejects the tax in favor of another policy. They focus on input

taxation since input usage is frequently observable and, as noted above, it is possible

to attain first-best (efficient) solutions to the welfare maximization problem by suitable

regulation of all inputs. However, it may be costly to observe input usage completely
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or to put in place the mechanisms to levy such taxes. Larson et. al. also indicate the

need for a spatial analysis. Specifically, they note that results could be generalized to

reflect observable differences between farms, such as differences in soil types and

topography. Also, nonlinearities in the pollution and production functions could affect

the rankings of which input to regulate.

Larson et. al. develop a systematic approach to the evaluation of second-best

policies for nonpoint pollution reduction. Such an approach is utilized in the current

investigation. Larson et. al. contend that this type of comparison, based on relative

cost-effectiveness of different policies in achieving a specified goal, is probably the

most realistic way to compare second-best policies for pollution control. The cost-

effectiveness approach (or "efficiency without optimality" in the language of Baumol

and Oates) is often the most useful framework, since marginal damages from

pollution are typically not well known. This allows a comparison of policies to meet a

series of pollution reductions without worrying about which specific pollution level is

socially optimal.

2.3. Common Findings and Implications

The literature reviewed here makes two essential points. The first point

concerns available information that regulators can use to control an environmental

contaminant. The second point addresses the need for spatial regulation. Specifically,

is there evidence for multiple damage functions for nitrates in groundwater based on

location? This section considers these points with respect to an analysis of tax policies

to control groundwater nitrate contamination in the study region.

With perfect information, any economic policy (for example taxes, standards,

production quotas, marketable permits) can be set such that the policy leads to an

efficient allocation of resources and an optimal level of pollution abatement.

However, the amount of information needed to achieve efficiency (and the cost of

obtaining that information) is formidable. For nitrates in groundwater, it is generally

not possible to monitor the amount of nitrate emitted into groundwater and/or monitor
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groundwater nitrate concentrations at all points in the aquifer. Furthermore, damage

to groundwater is typically not proportional to nitrate emissions'. Hence, policy

analysts should insure that whatever policy is chosen, that the desired pollution levels

are achieved at minimum cost (Tietenberg, 1974; Griffm, 1987).

As noted above, it is generally not practical to measure nitrate emissions. Even

if nitrate emissions could be measured, Segerson (1988) gives two reasons for not

basing groundwater regulatory policies on emissions. First, given any level of

abatement, the effects on environmental quality are uncertain due to stochastic

variables, i.e., there is not a one-to-one relationship between discharges (emissions)

and ambient levels of the pollutant which cause damages. Note that Braden et. al.

(1989) also make this argument. Second, the emissions of several polluters contribute

to ambient pollution levels and only combined effects are observable, i.e., it is not

possible to infer the actions of individual polluters from observations on ambient

levels.

If individual emissions cannot be monitored and basing a regulatory policy on

emissions is inappropriate, then the tax rate necessary to achieve a groundwater

quality target at least cost needs to be based upon something other than emissions.

The question is then "what else?" Anderson et. al. (1985) and Segerson (1988) argue

that groundwater policy should be based upon ambient groundwater quality since it is

ambient quality that can be easily observed. While ambient groundwater nitrate levels

cannot be measured at "all" points in an aquifer to meet efficiency requirements,

ambient levels can be measured at many points. As reported in Chapter 1, ambient

nitrate levels are routinely measured in the study region.

While it is conceptually easy to measure ambient groundwater nitrate levels, it

is much more difficult to model the physical processes which determine the portion of

applied nitrogen at the soil surface that leaches into (or is emitted into) groundwater

and the physical process of groundwater flow. Yet modeling these physical processes

is important if more realistic impacts of groundwater regulatory policies are to be

Efficiency requires that each agent contributing nitrate to the aquifer pay a tax based
on the groundwater damage they cause at all points in the aquifer.
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understood. Furthermore, modeling these physical processes is the only way to

capture the important non-linear relationships between discharges and damages which

Braden et. al. (1989) show to be important in policy analysis.

Important questions when setting up a model to evaluate least cost policies to

achieve an environmental quality target include 1) what information is available and

2) how much model complexity is necessary to answer policy questions? Available

information, in part, determines model complexity. However, since groundwater flow

is spatial and dynamic and nitrate contribution to groundwater is, at least, spatially

defined within the study area, a more complex model is required to determine what

tax policy achieves a desired groundwater quality target at least cost to producers.

The second essential point addressed in the literature reviewed concerns the

need for spatial regulation. If there is a single marginal damage function for nitrates

in groundwater, this implies that individual contributions of nitrate to groundwater by

producers do not matter. In this case, all producers should face the same tax. If,

instead, there is evidence that marginal damage functions for nitrates in groundwater

vary by location (spatially), then tax rates also need to vary spatially so that the

proper charge for damage to local groundwater can be assessed on producers.

When evaluating a least cost tax policy to control groundwater nitrates, the

inherent complexities of groundwater flow, arising from its dynamic, spatial and

stochastic characteristics, should be taken into account (Xepapadeas, 1992b). Also,

one should take into consideration not only the environmental quality in the immediate

vicinity of each polluter but also the diffusion of the pollution in the environment

(Zeitouni, 1991). Spatial problems in pollution management arise when groundwater

nitrates generated in one production region are transported to other production

regions. Groundwater flow distributes and accumulates nitrates. Nitrates accumulate

because groundwater flow rates vary throughout the study area and because nitrate is

persistent. Persistence means that nitrate does not decay (or is not assimilated) in the

present period (Griffm, 1987). A tax to control groundwater contaminants should

allow for the environmental effects in a region resulting from the interregional

diffusion of pollutants generated in other regions (Xepapadeas, 1992b).
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Spatial variation in groundwater flow rates is one part of the groundwater

nitrate contamination picture. Spatial variation in groundwater nitrates also arise from

spatially heterogeneous production practices which leach different amounts of nitrate

to groundwater. Since nitrate leached to groundwater varies by location and nitrates

are being carried from one location and deposited in another, it is clear that 1)

emissions are not proportional to damages (Braden et. al., 1989) and 2) that separate

marginal damage curves do exist for different locations within the study region.

Hence, a spatial or targeted tax should achieve a desired groundwater quality goal at

least cost relative to a non-spatial tax.



3. Methodology

3.1. The Malheur Model

The integrated model used in this study, referred to as the Malheur model, is a

spatially distributed, dynamic programming model. It is a composite of three distinct

sub-models (economic, soil water solute transport and groundwater solute transport)

where each sub-model represents one level in the nitrate contamination process. In the

economic sub-model, producers choose water and nitrogen fertilizer application rates to

maximize profits subject to an exogenously imposed regulatory policy. Results from

the economic sub-model become input in the soil water solute transport sub-model

which describes movement of water and nitrogen through the unsaturated or vadose

zone of soil. Results from the soil water solute transport sub-model are input in the

groundwater solute transport sub-model, which tracks loading and movement of

nitrates throughout the study aquifer. Results from this third sub-model re-enter the

first (the economic component) through the regulatory constraint in the next time

period. Figure 3.1 is a schematic of the Malheur modeling framework showing the

three sub-models, their linkages and the inputs and outputs of each.

Equations 3.1 through 3.21 comprise the formal mathematical expression of the

Malheur model. Within this set of equations, Equations 3.1 through 3.11 define the

economic sub-model. Specifically, nitrogen input (n) and the crops to which this

nitrogen is applied (ac,,t) are chosen to maximize profit (or net farm income) on 40

acres through time subject to an exogenously determined tax rate (tax) and a series of

production constraints (Equations 3.2 through 3.11). Note that the c subscript denotes

crop type, s the different production units differentiated by soil type and t time. In

Equation 3.1, and kg'y are the co-state or shadow values for soil water and

groundwater nitrates, c' and cgw are the state or stock values for soil water and
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the Malheur Integrated Assessment Framework
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groundwater nitrates, P is crop price, Q is crop yield, qadj is an adjustuient to crop

yield, np is nitrogen fertilizer price, cfc represents crop production fixed costs and r is

the discount rate.

Again, profit (n) is maximized subject to a series of production constraints.

Specifically, these constraints include limits on nitrogen use (Equation 3.2), limits on

the type of crops grown on a soil type (Equation 3.3), limits on the size of the

production unit to 40 acres (Equation 3.4) and a set of rotational constraints (Equations

3.5 through 3.11). In Equation 3.2, the parameter cane is the county average nitrogen

application rate for a crop. In Equation 3.3, the parameter cgrow designates which

crops can be grown on a specific soil type while the parameter nac (also in Equation

3.4) defines the number of acres over which profits are maximized.

The parameters cfc is dependent upon the parameter nac. Typically, enterprise

fixed costs (which include, among other things, a machinery compliment) are

calculated for a specific field size. Increasing field (or farm) size (specifically,

aggregating up 40 acres units) is not considered a problem. Fixed costs are summed up

over the number of 40 acre units farmed (constant returns to scale). However, reducing

field (or farm) size (segregating a 40 acre unit) can be troublesome. The relationship

of farm size and production fixed costs is addressed later in greater detail.

Maxfl
nc,s,t ac,s,t kgw c =c,s,t ti,t c,s,1T SC

E(E E [13' cQ(ne,$)c,s,lqadiC-(np + tax )nc,s,t-cfcc]a) 1 dt
t = 1 s=1 c =1 (1 +ry

n< can V c,s,tc,s,

ac,s,1 cgrowc,s* nac V c, s, t 3.3.

3.1.

3.2.



Eac,s,t nac V s, t
c=1

V s, t+ ac=p,s,t <ac=w,s,t +ac=s,s,t +ac=h,s,tac=0,s,i

V s, tac=o,s,t -1 +a c=p,s,t-1< ac=w,s,t +a
c=s,s,i +ac=h,s,t

a
c=0,s,1 < a V s, tc=p,s,t

V s, ta c=s,s,t< a
c=w,s,t

<a & t0.25a
C=W,S=iv C=rs,S=pir.,

< a V ta c=w,s=US,t + ac=s,s=US,t c=n,s=US,1

0.25(a < a V tc=w,s=ST,I
+ a

c=p,s=ST,t c=h,s=ST,t

While Equations 3.2 through 3.5 specify the production constraints on profit

maximization (Equation 3.1), Equations 3.12 and 3.13 specify the environmental

constraints on profit. A tax on nitrogen input is the environmental policy (or

constraint) exogenously imposed by a regulatory authority. Two forms of the tax (a

unit tax and quality tax) and two methods of application (uniform and spatial) are

assessed. The unit tax is simply a charge for each unit of nitrogen fertilizer consumed

in the production process (Equation 3.6). Producers respond to the tax by reducing

nitrogen input and/or altering crop rotation in order to maximize profits. The quality

tax is more complex. Where the quality tax is still a charge per unit fertilizer utilized,

the tax rate is a function of ambient groundwater quality (Equation 3.7). In this case,

groundwater quality information becomes "feedback" into the objective function
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through the tax (Figure 3.1). Also, this tax is levied only if groundwater nitrate

concentration levels exceed a cutoff level or standard.

Uniform application of the tax implies that all producers in the study region

face the same tax. Spatial application of the tax implies that at least one producer in

the study region faces a tax that is different from the tax faced by all other producers.

More specifically, producers within a production region defined by soil type face the

same tax, but the tax may vary across the different regions (soil types). The production

regions utilized in this investigation are defined later.

Unit tax

tax = b uniform
taxs = bs spatial

b 0 if any c571 std 3.12.

0 if c1 std Vs
b = bs = 0 otherwise

Water quality tax

tax, = b(Maxs{csg:} - std) uniform

tax, = bs(csg: - std) spatial

b 0 if any csg:i std

b if cs std Vs 3.13.

b = bs = 0 otherwise

tax, 0 if Maxs{csg;} std V t
taxs,, 0 for csg; std V tAs
tax = tax5,1 = 0 otherwise
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The tax rate (tax) is set such that desired groundwater quality goals are

obtained (ie., the 10 ppm EPA standard for nitrate is met). The tax rate faced by

producers (against which profits are maximized) is a function of groundwater quality.

Hence, profits are maximized subject to dynamic and spatial processes that determine

soil water and groundwater nitrate concentration.

Equations 3.14 and 3.15 describe the physical processes that determine soil

water nitrate concentration (csw) at any point in time. Soil water nitrate concentration

depends upon the amount of leached nitrogen (n1) dissolved in leached soil water (wl).

Leached nitrogen and soil water are both determined in the soil water solute transport

sub-model (Figure 3.1). Leached nitrogen and soil water are calculated daily (td) for

each crop on each soil type. These daily values are summed and used in Equation 3.14

to calculate annual values for soil water nitrate concentration. Note that the annual

value of soil water leached is fixed through time. The explanation for this is provided

in the first appendix. Also the value 4.4 in Equation 3.14 converts pounds of leached

nitrogen and inches of leached soil water into a concentration (milligrams per liter or

parts per million). The annual crop specific values for soil water nitrate concentration

(for each production zone s) are weighted and summed in Equation 3.15 to determine

soil water nitrate concentration for a production (40 acre) unit. Crop specific values are

weighted by the ratio of acres of that crop grown (cgrow) to total acres (nac).

nl(n )sw
cCAt = 4.412923 CA` C's''

w1C,s

365
Note 1) nl(n = E nl(n )

c,s,1,1

365
tdl



csa= E ccs:, (czEa ) cgrow, V s,t
nc=1 ac

4.412923 v, nl(nc,$),,
a

c,s,1 cgrow. V s,t
nac c=1 Iwic,s

Soil water nitrates arising from crop production (Equation 3.15) eventually

leach (or are loaded) into groundwater. Equation 3.18, utilizing information from

Equations 3.16 and 3.17, describes the physical process where soil water nitrates are

leached (or loaded) into groundwater. The resulting nitrate concentration in

groundwater after loading (c'gw) depends on dilution or, more specifically, groundwater

nitrate concentration before loading (Ow), soil water nitrate concentration (csw) and the

relative volumes of soil and groundwater. Since the focus area for loading (40 acres) is

the same for soil and groundwater, the ratio of volumes is reduced to a ratio of depths.

Specifically, the depth of water leached (wl) in inches is divided by the depth of the

aquifer (deep) converted to inches and adjusted for actual pore space (a) in which

groundwater is contained. Groundwater nitrate concentration will approach soil water

concentration through time. How quickly groundwater reaches soil water nitrate

concentration depends on dilution.

Groundwater nitrate concentration, hence loading, is calculated every dt, days.

For stability (Appendix 1) the proper time interval is five days. The soil water and

groundwater solute transport sub-models could not be linked on a daily basis. Hence,

annual weighted soil water nitrate concentration for each production unit (Equation

3.15) is assumed to be uniformly leached to groundwater over a year. Specifically,

one-seventy third (dtc/365) of the annual weighted soil water nitrate concentration is

leached (loaded) into the aquifer every five (dtc) days. Annual weighted soil water

leached by each production unit (Equation 3.16) must be used in Equation 3.18 if

annual weighted soil water nitrate concentration is used. Also, while soil water leached

by a specific crop on a specific soil type is fixed through time, annual weighted soil
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water leached by each production unit is a function of time, since the mix of crops

produced can change through time.

Finally, Equation 3.17 describes how soil water leached and soil water nitrate

concentration differentiated by soil type (s) is mapped onto a two-dimensional grid to

calculate groundwater concentration. The specifics of the two-dimensional grid are

discussed later. Production practice, hence leaching, are differentiated by soil zone.

Likewise, each i,j point on the two-dimensional grid lies within one of the soil zones.

Hence, for each i,j point there is a unique s that corresponds to that point.

aE c1)
cgrowwi

c=1 nac

V x(x E s > x E if)
map(ij) = x then cf:, =

map(if) then w144, wis=x,1

kw_ gwC1,, +

s,t

w Cid,dt
gw

sw 3.18.I
[11,htdeepxnax 12 365

Nitrates loaded (and diluted) in groundwater (Equation 3.18) are transported

throughout the study region as groundwater in the shallow aquifer flows toward the

Malheur and Snake Rivers. Nitrate is the only groundwater contaminant considered

and nitrate is assumed to arise exclusively from agricultural crop production. Equation

3.19 is the general equation that describes the movement and accumulation of

groundwater nitrates.

ac 82c .g.w a2c!" VI °cf.': VJ
Re .gw = R

at
=DI. w +DJ 4'1 - 'h -4 ai 2 if

aj 2 '1aai n al
3.19.
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The tax rate is set such that desired groundwater quality goals are obtained.

Hence, information on groundwater quality becomes feedback into the objective

function through the tax. Procedures for setting the tax rate are discussed in the next

chapter. Like soil water information (which had to be mapped from s to ij space;

Equation 3.17), groundwater information must be mapped from ij to s space (Equation

3.20.

40

In this study it is assumed that 1) nitrogen is not chemically bound by soil (retardation

R is 1), 2) nitrogen does not chemically decay through time (X is 0) and 3) nitrogen

(through a chemical process called dispersion) does not move upstream against the

flow of groundwater (DI and DJ = 0). These assumptions and a switch to a discrete

time interval yield Equation 3.20; the reduced discrete form of the fully explicit finite

difference expression (for groundwater velocities in the i and j directions (VIij and

VJii) ?_ 0). Note that Equation 3.20 is utilized in the groundwater solute transport sub-

model. Again, only the mechanical process of groundwater flow (advection) is

assumed in this study.

gw lgw

dt, Igwigw
na di

kC 1 - i+dij,t,t/

dt VJ.

na di

for a new t following t =365
dtc

t = 1.. T

= 1.. 365

dtc
gw gw

C 4,1,1,441
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3.21). The mapping of groundwater quality information, however, is more complex.

First, the mapping of groundwater information depends upon the form (uniform or

spatial) of the tax incentive. Second, only points designated as simulated observation

well sites are considered (See section 3.2.3 and Chapter 4). Third, of all points

designated as simulated observation well sites, only that site with the highest predicted

groundwater nitrate concentration is chosen. The specifics of this mapping are

discussed later. Finally, note that the groundwater nitrate concentration, upon which

the tax is based, is measured at the end of each year (t; after 365/dtc groundwater

cycles).

The uniform tax

Max,{cC-1}
Vx(x E s --> x if)
V if pairs at observation well sites
Vs

The water quality tax 3.21.
cs,' = Max x{cC}
Vx(x E s --> x if)

if pairs at observation well sites
s

t where t = 365
dtc

Two significant simplifications are made in order to maintain tractability. The

first is that the only source of groundwater nitrates is nitrogenous inputs to crop

agriculture. Other sources of groundwater nitrate include animal agriculture, septic

systems, crop waste (ie., cull onion heaps and sugarbeet heaps) and yard care products

(MCGMC, 1991). Of the other sources, only contributions by animal agriculture have

been extensively studied.



The second simplification involves fixing the quantity, timing and rate of soil

water flow, hence the amount of soil water leached. This is accomplished by fixing

irrigation technology, irrigation management (application rate and scheduling) and

climatic variables through time. Typically, irrigation technology and management do

vary through time as does precipitation, evapotranspiration (ET) and other stochastic

weather and management variables. As will be shown, fixing the quantity of leached

water through time fixes the flow (direction and rate; ie., velocity) of groundwater.

This allows groundwater nitrate transport to be modeled using steady-state flow

assumptions which greatly reduces computational time.

The essence of the Malheur model (as depicted by Figure 3.1) is contained in

the descriptions of Equations 3.1 through 3.21 Greater detail is provided in the

remainder of this chapter which is separated into three sections, one for each sub-

model. Specific details of the soil water and groundwater solute transport sub-models

are provided in the first appendix. Also note that all computer programs required to

complete this investigation are provided on diskette (see Diskette 1). The following

sections specify the assumptions and data needed to implement a specific sub-model.

3.2. The Economic Sub-model

The producer's decision problem is to choose levels of nitrogen fertilizer input,

crops to be grown and the number, of acres on which these crops are grown to

maximize farm profit over time. The problem is subject to production restrictions

(rotation, nitrogen application and acreage constraints), an exogenously determined

environmental tax and dynamic geo-physical processes that describe movement of

nitrates in soil and ground water (Equations 3.1 through 3.13, 3.15 and 3.20). In

Equations 3.1 through 3.11, and a are, respectively, the chosen level of nitrogen

fertilizer application in pounds per acre and the number of acres grown by crop (c)

and production unit (or soil type; s) each period (t). The stte (or stock) variables cswc,,,,

and cgwi represent the resulting concentration of nitrate in soil water (sw) and

groundwater (gw) measured in parts per million (milligrams per liter or ppm) by crop
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and farm each period. The parameters ksw and Xgw are the co-state (shadow)

values.

The agricultural sector is assumed to consists of a large number of producers

who use nitrogen fertilizer to produce wheat, onions, potatoes, sugarbeets and hay

(crop type is denoted by the c subscript in Equation 3.1). The hay crop is a composite

category representing both alfalfa and meadow hay. Crop production in the study area

is differentiated by soil type. Soils in the study region are grouped into four general

classifications (descriptions of the four soil groupings and their location within the

study region are provided later). The Owyhee-Greenleaf (00) soil is the most

productive in the region, hence, producers on this soil are able to produce all modeled

crops. Producers on the remaining soil types can only produce a sub-set of the

available model crops. Specifically, producers on Nyssa-Virtue (NV) soils can produce

wheat and hay, producers on the Umipine-Stanfield (reclaimed; US) soils can produce

wheat, sugarbeets and hay while producers on the Sagehill-Truesdale (ST) soils can

produce wheat, potatoes and hay.

For each crop, management practice (ie., rotation, input use and cultivation

practice), production technology and yields are assumed to be identical across all fields

on a specific soil type, but vary across the soil types. This assumption of soil specific

production homogeneity is considered accurate by OSU agricultural extension

personnel in the study region (L. Jensen, personal communication, 1994). Given this

production homogeneity within a soil zone, any field of a particular crop is identical to

all other fields of the same crop in the same soil zone. Hence, crop fields can be

aggregated or segregated as needed within a soil zone.

The focus of this study is on what is termed a production unit. A production

unit is 40 acres in size and may represent one or more (up to five) fields. The size of

the production unit is dictated by computational constraints inherent in the

groundwater solute transport sub-model. Actual farm size in the study region averages

365 acres, with individual field sizes averaging 22 acres (Perry et al., 1992). In this

analysis, each production unit is treated as an individual "farm". Hence, a 40 acre

production unit is viewed as being economically viable with respect to the crops that

can be grown (ie., a farm size of 40 acres is assumed to be sufficient to cover
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machinery compliment and other fixed costs). All production units within a soil zone

are identical (ie., crops grown, management strategies and decisions, production

technology, input use, returns and costs are the same for all production units within a

soil zone). Hence, production units within a soil zone can be aggregated or segregated

as needed.

Finally, note that since production units are identical within a soil zone, this

study reduces to an analysis of changes (due to a tax) on four unique production units

differentiated by soil type. Economic and production impact of a tax within a soil zone

is the product of individual changes by the relevant production unit and the number of

production units in that soil zone. Total economic and production impact (for the study

region) is the sum of economic and production impacts for the four soil zones.

With regard to the economic model, the focus is on the objective function, the

environmental tax and the set of production constraints. Revenues earned from crop

production are expressed in Equation 3.1 as 13,Q(n)qadjca. In the revenue

equation, Pc is the price per unit of yield producers receive for a crop and qadjc is an

adjustment factor reflecting yield reductions due to harvest and storage losses. Note

that crop price is assumed to be exogenous (ie., determined in a competitive market)

and to vary by crop type only; prices are fixed spatially and through time. Crop price

varies according to grade and quality within a grade. In this analysis, crops are sold at

a single (mean) price which implies one market (mean) grade. Seven years of data

(1987-1993) from the Malheur County extension service were used to determine initial

crop prices of $3.20 per bushel for soft white spring wheat, $5.00 per hundred weight

(cwt) for onions, $4.70 per cwt for russet potatoes, $37.00 per ton for sugarbeets and

$30.00 per ton for hay (Malheur County Extension Service (MCES), 1992).

3.2.1. Specification of Production Relationships

Crop yield-nitrogen response (production) functions are an important

component of the economic sub-model. In order to assess the affect of implementation

of taxes in the study region, current (1988-1992) conditions in the study region
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(including nitrogen use and crop yield) need to be reflected in the integrated model.

Hence, recent studies that relate changes in crop yield to reduction in nitrogen use are

of interest. To date, few (if any) studies which relate yield to nitrogen application have

been done for the different crops. The studies that have been done tend to involve

different application technologies, crop varieties and soil types. Hence, statistical

estimation of crop nitrogen-yield (production) functions is impossible.

While available experimental data are not adequate to estimate statistical

nitrogen-yield relationships, the data do suggest that the relationship between crop

yield and nitrogen input is quadratic across all modeled crops. Bock et. al. (1991),

citing numerous studies supporting a quadratic nitrogen-yield relationship, outline a

mathematical procedure for determining crop production functions which are

quadratic'. Specifically, the procedure outlined in the NLEAP users manual utilizes

maximum potential yield, nitrogen applied to obtain maximum potential yield and crop

nitrogen uptake information to establish measures of crop efficiency2 and a crop

efficiency index. These values for crop efficiency and the crop efficiency index are

then used to determine first and second order terms for a quadratic production

function.

Information on maximum potential yield and nitrogen application rate to obtain

the yield, however, are not available for the different crops in the study region. Survey

data (for 1990 crop production) reports maximum crop yield and maximum nitrogen

applied for the modeled crops (Jensen and Simko, 1991). This information is not

utilized here for the following reasons. First, the data are not classified by soil type.

As will be shown, crop yield varies by soil type. Second, maximum crop yield and

maximum nitrogen applied are not necessarily reported together. Specifically, the

observed maximum nitrogen input rate may not (and probably is not) from the same

field as the observed maximum yield.

The nitrogen-yield relationships in the Nitrogen Leaching and Economic Analysis
Package (NLEAP; Shaffer et. al., 1991), a commonly used agricultural simulation
model in economic environmental policy studies, are based on this mathematical
procedure.

2 Here, crop efficiency concerns the amount of applied nitrogen consumed by a crop.
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Survey data on maximum crop yield and maximum nitrogen applied is not

helpful here. Instead, county average crop yield (cay) and county average nitrogen

application (can) information is utilized in this investigation. It is assumed that the

county average nitrogen application rate results in the county average yield for a

specific crop. Also, it is assumed that the county average nitrogen application rate is

the economically optimal (profit maximizing) nitrogen application rate when

environmental regulatory constraints are not imposed (no tax). This optimal nitrogen

application rate results in the economically optimal output (assumed to be the county

average yield) for that crop.

The quadratic crop nitrogen-yield response (production) functions utilized here

are assumed to be "true" production functions. In fact, since mean values (cay and can)

are used to establish these functions, they lie below the "true" production function.

However, these functions lie within the input requirement set for their respective crop

and, as such, are feasible although not necessarily the economically or physically

optimal level.

The point where the county average nitrogen application rate for a crop yields

the county average yield for that crop is one point on that crop's nitrogen-yield

response function. Again, this is also assumed to be the point where crop enterprise

profits are maximized (the production function is tangent to a line originating from the

origin representing the ratio of input price to output price). Following Bock et. al.

(1991) it is assumed that the nitrogen-yield relationship for a crop is quadratic and that

crop yield is zero when no nitrogen is applied. Using two equations (the first order

condition for profit maximization when no tax Equation 3.22 and the quadratic

production relationship Equation 3.23), the unknown first and second order terms

(FOT and SOT) in these equations are simultaneously solved (Equation 3.24).

Solving for FOT and SOT requires that in Equation 3.23 be equal to

county average yield (cay,$) and that n in Equations 3.22 and 3.23 be equal to

county average nitrogen application (cane). Crop production technology (ie., all things

involved in the production of that crop except the amount of nitrogen applied) is fixed

through time (FOT and SOT are fixed). Solution values for FOT and SOT are

provided in Table 3.1 for the different crops and soil types. Note that solutions for



FOT and SOT in Table 3.1 are not exact (due to rounding error) and result in errors

when solving for optimal values.

FOTc, - 2 x SOT xn = nPc,, c,s, Pc x qadj

Q(nc,v)c,,, = FOTc,nc,,, - SOT c4nc2,,,,

2 cay npFOT = C's -
can P cqadj

C

cay npSOT = -
can P ccancqadj

C

Table 3.1. Solved values for FOT (top value) and SOT
(bottom value) by crop and soil type.

Haya

a) Hay is not fertilized so no FOT or SOT values
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Crop
Soil Type

NV OG US ST

Wheat 1.535 1.770 1.490 1.564
0.005 0.006 0.005 0.005

Onions 4.034
0.007

Potatoes 3.674 3.302
0.008 0.008

Sugarbeets 0.287 0.257
0.001 0.001

3.22.

3.23.

3.24.
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Survey data was used to obtain mean annual per acre values for county average

nitrogen application (can; Jensen and Simko, 1991). It is assumed that "can" is applied

uniformly (ie., "can" is not differentiated by soil type). By crop, "can" is 136 pounds

for wheat, 284 pounds for onions, 215 pounds for potatoes and 205 pounds for sugar

beets. Meadow hay and alfalfa are typically only fertilized in the establishment year

and then at a rate of 25 to 50 pounds per acre. Hence, on average over time, nitrogen

applications to hay are sufficiently small to assume that hay is not fertilized.

County average yield information for each crop (provided by the Soil

Conservation Service, Ontario, Oregon) is differentiated by soil type. Again, the

Owyhee-Greenleaf (OG) soil is the most productive in the region, hence the best yields

for all crops are recorded here. For the OG soil type, per acre county average yields

are 125 bu for wheat, 580 cwt for onions, 400 cwt for potatoes, 30 ton for sugarbeets

and 6 ton for hay. Per acre average yields on Nyssa-Virtue (NV) soils are 109 bu for

wheat and 5 ton for hay while per acre average yields on Umipine-Stanfield (US) soils

are 106 bu for wheat, 27 ton for sugarbeets and 4 ton for hay. Finally, per acre

average yields on Sagehill-Truesdale (ST) soils are 111 bu for wheat, 360 cwt for

potatoes and 5 tons for hay.

Production technology (including fertilizer and irrigation water application

technology) is fixed to reduce the complexity of the model. However, fixing

production technology may not be a great departure from reality given that a tax is

used to obtain a desired groundwater quality goal. Given many producers, there is no

incentive to adopt new technologies to reduce leached nitrates when facing a tax

because of the "free rider" problem. A producer who pays for a new technology that

reduces the amount of nitrogen leached at the same nitrogen input level may improve

groundwater quality and lower the tax, but not enough to cover the cost of the new

technology. Furthermore, all other producers receive benefit from this individual's

actions. Since individual producers who adopt a new technology fail to reap all of the

benefit of the new technology, a tax does not provide the proper incentive to pursue

investments in technologies to reduce leached nitrates when there are many producers.

As the number of producers is reduced (ie., assumed farm size is increased) the

greater is the benefit reaped by individual producers investing in a technology to
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reduce nitrates. This occurs because, as farm size increases, individual producers have

greater control over groundwater nitrate concentration and are better able to internalize

the cost of regulation based on groundwater quality. Hence, as farm size increases, tax

schemes can provide proper incentives to reduce nitrate leaching.

3.2.2. Specification of Return and Cost Parameters

The parameter qadjc adjusts crop yield to account for harvest and storage losses.

This adjustment is applied only to the potato and onion crops in this study. Small and

poor quality bulbs and tubers are eliminated prior to storage (culls). Experimental data

(Appendix 2) indicates that harvest losses are 6 and 13 percent of onion and potato

total yield, respectively. Although we assume cull onions and potatoes are lost, they

can be fed to livestock or used in other processes to generate some income. Rot and

shrinkage (water loss) during storage represent losses that are not recovered. On

average, 10 percent of the harvested weight of onions is lost prior to marketing (Shock

et. al., 1991). Total losses are 16 and 13 percent of total yield for onions and potatoes.

Costs associated with crop production are expressed in Equation 3.1 as

((np+taxsrnc,s,t+cfce)*ks,t. The per pound price of nitrogen fertilizer (np) is 22 cents

(L. Jensen, personal correspondence, 1994) regardless of crop or where it is applied.

Furthermore, the unit price of nitrogen remains constant through time. Nitrogen

fertilizer is the only variable cost; all the other costs of production are assumed to be

fixed. Crop production fixed costs (cfc) were compiled using Oregon State University

(OSU) crop enterprise budgets for Malheur County and University of Idaho crop

enterprise budgets for west-central Idaho. Charges for nitrogen fertilizer and land rent

in the crop enterprise budgets were subtracted from budget estimates of per acre crop

production cost. Production fixed costs (all other costs but nitrogen fertilizer) do not

vary spatially or through time. The per acre fixed cost for the production of soft white

spring wheat is $264.08, $1,922.30 for onions, $1,534.28 for russet potatoes, $876.18

for sugarbeets and $102.49 for hay.



3.2.3. Specification of the Environmental Constraint

The environmental control policy evaluated here is a tax on nitrogen fertilizer.

The purpose of the tax is to reduce groundwater nitrate levels to a predetermined level

(state or federal standard). This level is defined by the United States Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) to be 10 parts per million (ppm) or less for public drinking

water supplies. Assuming no perfect substitutes for commercial nitrogen, a positive tax

rate increases the price of nitrogen, producers reduce applied nitrogen (;,$) and/or

change crop mix which reduces soil water and groundwater nitrate concentrations. At a

sufficiently high tax rate, producers will reduce applied nitrogen and/or switch to a

crop rotation which (in time) will result in groundwater nitrate concentrations that

meet desired levels. Two forms of the tax (a unit tax and quality tax) and two methods

of applying the tax (uniform and spatial) are assessed (see Equations 3.12 and 3.13).

The tax is either an implicit or explicit function of ambient groundwater

quality, depending upon its form. The ODEQ has designated a number of domestic

and irrigation wells throughout the study region as monitoring wells. At these wells

groundwater nitrate levels are monitored on a regular basis. Hence, ambient

groundwater quality information is available and the effect of a tax on groundwater

quality, if implemented, can be measured. As will be discussed, spatial locations of

actual monitoring wells are identified in the integrated model. These are referred to as

simulated observation wells. Groundwater nitrate concentrations predicted by the

groundwater sub-model occurring at simulated observation well sites are used to set

and, in the case of the quality tax, adjust the tax rate.

The unit tax (Equation 3.12) is a dollar per unit charge on nitrogen. The unit

tax is not a function of time; once set, it remains at that prescribed level. The unit tax

is also assumed to be exogenously determined by a regulatory authority, specifically,

the ODEQ. For uniform application, the unit tax rate is positive if any measured

groundwater nitrate concentration at an observation well site is greater than the

standard (10 ppm) in the initial period. For spatial application, if any measured

groundwater nitrate concentration in a soil (production) zone exceeds the standard in

the initial period, a positive tax rate is assessed in that zone.

50
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The quality tax scheme- explicitly bases the tax imposed on ambient

groundwater quality (Equation 113). Since groundwater quality changes through time

in response to the tax, the tax rate itself is a function of time. The parameter b,

($/ppm-lb) is a charge (called a quality charge) for every ppm groundwater nitrate in

excess of the quality standard. The quality charge is exogenously determined by the

ODEQ which, once set, does not change through time. Like the unit tax, the quality

charge is positive if any initial measure of groundwater nitrate concentration

throughout the study region (a uniform tax) or within a soil (production) zone (a

spatial tax) is in excess of the standard.

The product of the quality charge and excess nitrate (the quality tax) is added

to the price of nitrogen. Since the quality tax is a function of groundwater nitrate

which is determined within the model, the quality tax is endogenous. With the quality

tax, nitrogen is taxed each period (year) only if groundwater nitrate concentration

exceeds the standard throughout the region (a uniform tax) or within a soil

(production) zone (a spatial tax). With this tax scheme, groundwater nitrate

concentration is expected to cycle. For a given quality charge, high excess nitrates (the

difference between measured groundwater nitrate concentration and the standard) result

in a high tax. Producers, to maximize profit, reduce nitrogen use and/or adjust their

crop rotation. Groundwater nitrate levels, hence excess nitrates fall, resulting in a

lower tax rate. At the lower tax rate it is profitable to return to pre-tax nitrogen

application rates and crop rotation, thus groundwater nitrate levels rise.

Since groundwater nitrate levels are cycling with the quality tax, the assumed

policy prescription is to set the quality charge so that average groundwater nitrate

concentration through time is less than or equal to the standard (10 ppm). This is not

an ideal policy since nitrates are allowed to exceed the standard in some periods. In

periods of excess nitrates, humans and animals face potential health risks if

groundwater is consumed. An alternative, perhaps better, policy would be to set the

quality charge such that the high concentration through time is less than or equal to the

standard. This alternative policy will impose higher costs on producers (from lost

profits)- since a higher groundwater quality objective is obtained on average through

time.
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The practicality of the chosen taxing schemes in terms of operational ease,

monitoring and enforcement is a concern. It is not the purpose of this investigation to

determine if a tax policy is the economically optimal method for controlling

groundwater nitrate contaminants in the study region. Moratoriums on nitrogen

fertilizer use (input quotas), production constraints (such as restricting the acreage of

crops that require large nitrogen input) or some other policy may be more appropriate.

Regardless of the chosen regulatory policy, implementation, enforcement and

monitoring (especially with a spatial policy) will be difficult.

Implementation of a taxing scheme would require cooperation by the nitrogen

dealers in the region. Conceptually, the environmental tax would function as a sales

tax, with dealers required to collect and return tax receipts to the environmental

agency. Here the dealer would be the focus of monitoring and enforcement efforts.

Clearly, a tax will work only if the nitrogen market for the region is isolated (ie.

producers must buy nitrogen from dealers in the region). Unfortunately, the study

region is small and borders two states. Purchase of nitrogen outside the region (or

state) is common. Hence, the effectiveness of this policy in actual practice is

questionable. Despite implementation, enforcement and monitoring difficulties, taxes

are commonly used in environmental policy analysis and have long been advocated by

economists as a tool to manage environmental contaminants.

3.2.4. Specification of Production Constraints

In this section, specifics of the production constraints (Equations 3.2 through

3.11) are discussed. The first constraint (Equation 3.2) limits the amount of nitrogen

applied to a crop to the county average application rate (can) for that crop. This

constraint guarantees that at the economic optima (assuming no taxes), the amount of

nitrogen applied (ne,,t) and crop yield (Q(ne,s,t)e,,,t) will equal the county average (cane

and caye,$). The next two constraints (Equations 3.3 and 3.4) place restrictions on crop

acreage. The first restricts the crops that can be grown on a production unit (according

to soil type) and restricts the total number of acres on which a crop can be grown to
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40 acres (nac or nodal acres is 40 acres). Here, the parameter cgrow is a 0-1 matrix

that indicates what crops are grown (1 if grown) on a specific soil type. Again, some

crops can only be grown on certain soils (due to soil texture, fertility, acidity and

slope) while other crops can be grown on all soil types. The second acreage constraint

(Equation 3.4) limits the total acreage of all crops grown on a production unit to 40

acres or less. This second constraint restricts the physical size of the production unit

(farm).

The next seven constraints (Equations 3.5 through 3.11) determine crop

rotation. Onions, potatoes and sugarbeets are high value crops, but they are risky to

grow. Drought, field diseases, storage problems and marketing uncertainties can result

in substantial losses. Hence, crop rotations arise as a result of crop diversification, an

attempt to reduce production and marketing risk. However, crop rotations are also used

for cultural reasons (specifically, the control of weeds, diseases and crop pests) and as

a form of nutrient management. For example, producers use large quantities of

irrigation water and nitrogen to assure Marketable yields in onions, but they also know

that onions have a shallow root system (Miller et. al., 1992a). Hence, they recognize

that a substantial amount of nitrogen is not utilized by the onion. To recover part of

this cost, producers often follow onions with wheat and/or sugarbeets that have long

root systems to "mop" or "sponge" up residual soil nitrates. As a result, less nitrogen

fertilizer is required by the "sponge" crop to meet it's nutritional needs.

Finally, crop rotation constraints are necessary in the model to insure that the

mix of crops "produced" in the model is equivalent to the observed mix of crops in the

study area. Without the rotational constraints, the model would chose to produce

continuously the profit maximizing crop on that soil type. Specifically, NV producers

would only grow wheat, OG producers onions, US producers sugarbeets and ST

producers potatoes. Hay would not be produced in the model, although a substantial

amount of hay is actually produced in the study region. The challenge is to have

rotational constraints that reflect the current crop mix, but not to overly restrict the

possible set of crop mixes when environmental regulations are in place.

The first rotation constraint (Equation 3.5) states that planted acres of onions

and potatoes must be less than planted acres of wheat, sugarbeets and hay on a
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production unit through time. The second rotational constraint (Equation 3.6) states

that planted acres of wheat, sugarbeets and hay this period (year) must exceed planted

acres of onions and potatoes last period (year). The program is dynamic, hence cross

period restriction are necessary. Bi-annual crop mixes, where (for example) only

onions and potatoes are grown one year and wheat and sugarbeets are grown the next,

are possible (and probably profit maximizing) given the second constraint. However,

this type of crop rotation is unlikely given production and marketing risks so they are

precluded by the first constraint. Wheat, sugarbeets and hay (unlike onions and

potatoes) are allowed to be continuously cropped.

The remaining five rotation constraints (Equations 3.7 through 3.11) "force" the

production of less profitable crops on a soil type. The specific purpose of these

constraints is to maintain appropriate crop mixes whether or not regulations are

imposed. Without these constraints, potatoes, wheat and hay, for example, would not

be produced on the OG soil type because an onion and sugarbeet rotation is most

profitable. Equation 3.7 requires that potatoes be produced if onions are produced and

Equation 3.8 that wheat be produced if sugarbeets are produced. The remaining

rotation constraints (Equations 3.9 through 3.11) require that a portion of each

production unit (except on OG soils) be devoted to the production of hay. Note that

only hay will be produced if no other crop is profitable (this is true on all soil types).

3.3. The Soil Water Solute Transport Sub-model

Nitrate applications (n,$) and the number of acres of each crop grown (k,,)

which maximize unit profit in the economic sub-model (along with information on

irrigation rate, scheduling and technology) enter the soil water solute transport sub-

model (Figure 3.1). Given this information, the soil water solute transport sub-model

determines the amount of soil water and nitrogen leached. The soil water solute

transport sub-model is based on the Nitrogen Leaching Simulator (NLEACH) Version

3.0 simulation model developed by the department of Bioresource Engineering, Oregon

State University (M. English, personal communication, 1995). NLEACH models the



movement and transformation of nitrate-nitrogen in an irrigated crop system. Figure

3.2 depicts the nitrogen cycle that NLEACH models.

Figure 3.2. The Nitrogen Cycle (Singer and Munns, 1987)
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There are two principal components of the model. The first is a soil water mass

balance that depends on water intake, deep percolation, soil moisture storage and

evapotranspiration (ET). The second is a nitrate-nitrogen mass balance that depends

upon nitrogen application, crop uptake and soil nitrate mineralization.
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NLEACH is a one-dimensional model, hence, its informational requirements

are not excessive. Physical information includes an initial guess of the percent of

available water in the root zone, seasonal crop mineralization, daily seasonal ET, daily

off season-ET, available water capacity, field capacity, and daily precipitation. Note

that some of the physical information may vary by soil type. Also note that monthly

values, while they may be easier to obtain, must be converted to daily values for use

in this model (divide the monthly value by the number of days in the month).

Crop information includes maximum rooting depth, julian planting date, julian

harvest date and the julian date maximum root depth is achieved. Crop information

may vary by soil type. Production information includes the amount of irrigation water

applied, the number of irrigation applications a year, the amount of nitrogen applied

and the julian date nitrogen is applied. Information on the quantity of applied water

and nitrogen (in water) that runs off (erodes from) the field is also required. The

model requires that input parameters be measured in metric units. The physical, crop

and production information is reported in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Transformation of the

production information is necessary (see Appendix 1).

The model is one dimensional, or alternatively, a plug-flow model. The number

of plugs (or pulses) in the soil profile depend upon the crop grown and the rate of soil

water flow. This model is capable of simultaneously modeling the movement of up to

15 nitrate-nitrogen pulses (up to three pulses each year corresponding to a maximum

of three yearly nitrogen applications). The model allows up to five years for a specific

pulse to move out of the root zone (be leached). Once a pulse leaves the root zone it is

assumed to be leached into groundwater. Note that if leaching is found to take longer

than five years, additional pulses may have to be monitored.

The time lag between when nitrogen is applied to the soil surface and when

nitrate enters ground water is important in policy analysis. Ignoring geo-physical time

lags can lead to sub-optimal policies (Kim et al., 1993; Fleming et al., 1995). Some of

this time lag is captured in the time it takes nitrogen to move through the root zone

(up to five years). However, additional time is required for nitrate to reach

groundwater from the bottom of the root zone (ie., nitrate is not instantaneously

leached to groundwater from the bottom of the root zone).



Table 3.2. Physical, crop and production (irrigation) information for the
Treasure Valley region of Malheur County, Oregon.

Information that varies by soil type

NV OG US ST

USDA-SCS, 1980
Mittelstadt, 1995; See also Miller et. al., 1992b & 1993a and Shock
et. al., 1993a, 1993b, 1994a, 1994b
Shock et. al., 1993a and 1993b
Wright, 1993

3.3.1. Water Balance Theory

The model used to determine the distribution of applied irrigation water and the

fate of the solute application is based on research papers by Rao et. al., (1976) and

Mills et. al., (1985). The model has been shown to replicate real world conditions on

non-cracking, well drained soils under irrigation. The water cycle of the model is in

balance when the amount of water infiltrated (precipitation and irrigation) plus the
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Available Water 0.19 0.19
Capacity' (%/100)

Field Capacity' (%/100) 0.33 0.33

0.19

0.33

0.22

0.29

Other Information

Irrigation Water Runoff (%/100) 0.26

Nitrogen Eroded3 (%/100) 0.28

Initial Available Water (%/100) 0.25

Daily off-season ET4 (mm) 1.00

Monthly Average Precipitation' (in): Jan - Dec 1.39,
1.03,
0.48,

0.88,
0.82,
0.75,

0.77,
0.11,
1.18,

0.68,
0.40,
1.30



Table 3.3. Physical, crop and production (irrigation) information for the Treasure
Valley region of Malheur county, Oregon.

Information that varies by crop

M. English, personal communication, 1995
J. Connor, personal communication, 1995
Jensen and Simko, 1991
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1995

amount of water initially held by the soil just equals the amount of water leached and

the current amount of water held by the soil.

For soil water movement, the model assumes that 1) soil water residing in all

pore sequences participates in the transport process, 2) soil water initially present in

the soil profile is completely displaced ahead of the water entering the soil surface,

and 3) soil water redistributes to field capacity after each irrigation. Each day, an
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Wheat Onions Spuds Beets Hay

Max Rooting Depth' (cm) 91 60 75 106 180

Julian Planting Date2 91 91 142 101 91

Julian Harvest Date2 212 259 255 284 304

Julian Max Rooting Date' 136 175 197 192 304

Applied Water3 (ac-in) 29 44 44 44 36

Water Applications3 8 19 16 17 8

ET4 (mm)

April 87.0 25.4 0.0 25.4 76.2

May 104.0 76.2 20.0 50.8 89.0

June 184.0 127.0 107.4 127.0 139.7

July 226.0 139.7 228.6 203.2 166.0

August 0.0 113.3 203.2 203.2 166.0

September 0.0 25.4 50.8 101.6 101.6

October 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.4 38.0
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effective depth of deep percolation is calculated, which contributes to solute

movement. If the effective depth of irrigation exceeds the soil-water deficit above the

solute front, the solute front is displaced. If the effective depth of irrigation does not

exceed the soil-water deficit above the solute front, then there is no additional

movement of the solute front.

3.3.2. Nitrate-nitrogen Mass Balance Theory

There are many factors that determine the fate of nitrate-nitrogen in the crop

root zone. However, most of these are assumed to be negligible in this particular

system. For example, an inorganic source of nitrate-nitrogen is assumed to be the only

input to the crop system and organic sources such as sludge or manure, which are

more difficult to model, are ignored. Likewise, volatilization, denitrification and

immobilization of nitrates are not considered.

With respect to the nitrate-nitrogen balance itself, the following assumptions are

required. First, that crop nitrogen uptake and mineralization are linearly proportional to

daily ET. Second, nitrogen availability is not a limiting factor. Third, all applied

nitrogen fertilizer is in a mobile nitrate form (urea), not an immobile form (ammonia).

Finally, the solute front is considered a fixed pulse, with no spreading of the solute

behind the front due to molecular diffusion and convective dispersion.

Crop uptake and mineralization of nitrate-nitrogen depends upon the location of

solute fronts within the soil profile. However, significant modifications were made to

the original NLEACH coding at this point. Originally, mineralization occurred in a

restricted region of the root zone (the first foot). Furthermore, if a pulse moved past a

crop's current root depth, crop uptake from and mineralization additions to that pulse

no longer occurred. These operational assumptions, though valid in light of earlier

assumptions, result in the specified annual amount of mineralization not being added to

soil and the required amount of nitrogen fertilizer not being taken up by the crop (ie.,

these parameters were not fully utilized). In some cases, the model used less than 50%

of amounts specified for mineralization and crop nitrogen.
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To achieve full utilization of specified crop nitrogen uptake and mineralization,

the following modifications were made. First, mineralization is allowed to occur

throughout the crop root zone. Second, if crop roots are within reach of the pulse

(solute front), mineralized nitrogen is added to the pulse and crop required nitrogen is

taken from the pulse. If crop roots are not within reach of a pulse, crop nitrogen

requirements are taken from mineralization and this difference is held for deposit into

the next pulse (can increase or reduce the nitrogen in that pulse). The model implicitly

assumes that nitrogen is available (from mineralization) for crop growth even though

the solute front has passed out of reach of crop roots. Hence, we relax (though not

nullify) the assumption that the solute front is a fixed pulse.

The nitrogen balance is calculated similarly to the water balance. That is, initial

levels plus additions equal current levels plus losses. The nitrogen cycle of the model

is in balance when the amount of applied, mineralized and residual soil nitrogen equals

the amount of nitrogen take up by the crop, leached and currently held in the soil.

3.4. The Groundwater Solute Transport Sub-model

Predicted values for nitrogen and water leached (note that leached nitrogen is in

leached soil water) for each crop and soil type from the soil water solute transport sub-

model are converted to a concentration (Equation 3.14). These crop specific

concentrations, weighted by acres of that crop grown divided by total acres (40 acres)

for each soil type, are summed to determine the average concentration of soil water

nitrate leached to groundwater by a farm unit (Equation 3.15). Finally, these farm unit

average soil water nitrate concentrations (after a spatial transformation, Equation 3.17)

are loaded into groundwater (Equation 3.18). These nitrates are then distributed

throughout the study region in groundwater. This distribution (and accumulation)

process (described by Equations 3.20) is the main feature of the groundwater solute

transport sub-model. Determining groundwater concentration, however, depends

critically upon knowledge of groundwater velocity. The procedures for calculating

groundwater velocity (described in Appendix 1) is external to the model.
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The geo-hydrology information and model used in this dissertation is based

upon the work of Walker (1989). Unfortunately, Walker's model could not be utilized

in this investigation. Hence, a similar geo-hydrology model was designed to better

meet the needs of this investigation. More technical detail concerning the geo-

hydrology model utilized in this investigation is provided in the first appendix. The

ability of the model here to reflect observed variables is comparable to that designed

by Walker.

Groundwater flow is modeled utilizing a mesh of grid points superimposed

over a map of the study region (Figure 3.3). Grid points (or node points; where the

vertical and horizontal lines of the grid cross) are spaced in two dimensions one-

quarter mile (1,320 feet) apart. Node spacing is dependent upon stability conditions

(Appendix 1). A node is centered in a square element (1,320 by 1,320 feet)

representing 40 acres. There are 89 boundary and 384 interior nodes in the study

region or 17,860 acres. Note that elements along the boundaries (specifically the Snake

river, Malheur river and North canal) may not be square, hence they do not contain 40

acres.

Each node point possesses a unique set of physical and production data that is

used to calculate groundwater nitrate concentration at that point. Hence, the

informational requirements of this model are enormous. The types and sources of

information utilized in this analysis are discussed in the first appendix. This

information, generally, is an updated version of the data used by Walker (1989) and

Gannett (1990). New data include surface elevation, soil type, canal width and

measured groundwater nitrate concentration. Furthermore, well and aquifer data for the

area between the Ontario-Nyssa and North canals was required (this area was not

modeled by Walker). This information was obtained from well logs kept by the

Oregon Water Resources Department.



Figure 3.3. Mesh of Grid Points Used to Locate Physical Data
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3.4.1. Solving the Groundwater Solute Transport Sub-model

Given velocity, groundwater nitrate concentrations can be determined (Equation

3.20). Again, groundwater nitrates arise from soil water nitrates that are loaded into

groundwater (Equation 3.18). Prior to loading, however, four measures of soil water

nitrate concentration (one for each production unit differentiated by soil type) must be

mapped onto the spatial grid (Equation 3.17). This mapping is accomplished by

assigning production unit average soil water nitrate concentration values to all node

points on the spatial grid (within the study region) that share a similar soil type

identification. This information is modified by assigning soil water concentration to

zero at node points that are not identified as being farmed (ie., lie within the city

limits of Ontario, Oregon).

Nodal information on soil type (see soils.in; Diskette 1.), on which the mapping

of information between the soil and groundwater sub-models depends, was obtained by

superimposing the mesh of node points over a Soil Conservation Service (SCS) soil

map of the study region (SCS, 1980). At the time of this study, SCS soil maps had not

been converted to digital form and made available on computer diskette. Each soil type

identification (grouping) is a combination of two related soil classifications; Umapine-

Stanfield (US), Owyhee-Greenleaf (OG), Nyssa-Virtue (NV) and Sagehill-Truesdale

(ST). The US, OG and NV soil groupings are all silt barns which vary by depth and

topographic slope. The ST soil grouping is a sandy loam. Smaller soil classifications

(in area) are also contained within the larger groupings. Specifically, the Kiesel and

Baldock classifications are contained in the US grouping, the Turbyfil and Powder

classifications are contained in the OG grouping and the Frohman classification is

contained in the NV grouping.

The fully explicit finite difference expression (Equation 3.20) is used to solve

for groundwater nitrate concentration at each node (farm and non-farm). Specifically,

given known values of groundwater nitrate concentration along the boundaries of the

study region (Appendix 1), groundwater nitrogen concentration at each interior node is

calculated. The explicit form of Equation 3.20 was chosen over the implicit form

because it avoids Gauss-Seidel iteration (Wang and Anderson, 1982). The implication
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of the term "explicit" is that the concentration to be calculated this iteration is a

function of concentration last period. Use of the explicit form is not always possible.

Stability criteria (Appendix 1) must be met and computation requires more computer

memory (relative to the implicit form) since calculated values at all nodes must be

held two iterations.

3.4.2. The Simulated Monitoring of Groundwater Nitrates

While the integrated model used here predicts both soil water nitrate

concentration and groundwater nitrate concentration, only groundwater nitrate

concentration is actually observed in the study region. Using test (or monitoring) wells

(existing water wells in most cases) the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality

(ODEQ) is able to monitor actual groundwater nitrate concentrations (MCGMC, 1991;

pgs 17-20). These wells are scattered across the study region, with at least two wells

residing in each production (soil) zone. The location of monitoring wells in the study

area and measured groundwater nitrate concentration (see the input file, obsconc.in,

Diskette 1.) was spatially located on the grid map of the study area (MCGMC, 1991;

pgs B-7 through B-28). Specifically, a mean nitrate concentration measured over a four

year period (1986 - 1990) was used in the analysis.

The ODEQ can observe groundwater nitrate concentrations only at the

monitoring wells. Hence, all simulated environmental policies are based upon the

predicted nitrate concentration of groundwater at nodes identified as monitoring well

sites. Furthermore, it is assumed that the ODEQ is concerned with extremes rather than

averages. Thus, simulated environmental policies key on the highest predicted nitrate

concentration at a well site within a soil zone or across all four zones. Note that the

simulated site with the highest concentration may change (within the set of simulated

sites) with changes in steady state. In a cyclical system, although simulated

environmental policies are based on the highest predicted nitrate concentration each

period (year), groundwater quality objectives are evaluated using the mean of the high

concentration over 9 years (the longest cycle assumed). Specifically, when the 9 year
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average high nitrate concentration equals the standard (STD), the policy objective is

achieved.

This study does not comment on the location of monitoring well sites. It will

be shown that these sites may not indicate the highest nitrate concentrations in a soil

(farm) zone. Of course, there is no reason why they should since these well sites were

chosen for ease of access (MCGMC, 1991). When monitoring began, groundwater

flow dynamics in the study area were not well understood. Hence, it was not possible

to set up a statistically correct sampling grid (nor were funds available to drill and

maintain wells).

This chapter has discussed the economic, the soil water and groundwater solute

transport sub-models. Linkage of the three sub-models is important in terms of

properly sequencing time dependent, physical processes. Feedback of groundwater

quality information (groundwater nitrate concentration) into the economic sub-model

depends on the structure of the environmental tax. If a unit tax, then groundwater

quality information does not become feedback into the economic sub-model. If a

quality tax, then groundwater quality information does become feedback into the

economic sub-model. The lack or presence of a feedback loop affects results.



4. Procedures

The purpose of this study is to evaluate tax policies to control agricultural

pollutants in a spatially heterogenous and dynamic setting. Specific objectives include

1) measuring changes in farm profit associated with the inclusion of spatial

information when determining tax rates and 2) evaluation of the role of dynamic

processes that describe the accumulation and distribution of non-point environmental

contaminants in tax systems. Alternative tax schemes utilizing different sources of

information to set the tax rate are compared to determine which achieves a desired

groundwater quality target for nitrate at least cost to producers.

This chapter outlines procedures utilized to evaluate these alternative tax

policies. These policies are evaluated relative to a set of expected outcomes suggested

by economic theory. Theoretical justification (a summary of literature reviewed in

Chapter 2 specific to each expectation) is provided for each policy. Divergence

between comparative static expectations and results from this dynamic, spatially

differentiated framework will suggest the importance of these issues. Procedures for a

sensitivity analyses and calibration of the model are also provided.

4.1. Analytical Procedures

This investigation evaluates the importance of accounting for physical

information when determining a tax rate to obtain a desired groundwater quality goal

at least cost to producers. Physical information accounted for in this investigation

includes 1) the relationship between surface applications of nitrogen and the amount of

nitrogen leached into groundwater and 2) the relationship between the location of

leached nitrogen and the location where nitrates are deposited (and damage to

groundwater occurs). The first relationship is closely tied to soil type which determines

what crops can be grown and the production technologies necessary to grow these
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crops. Soil type varies by location (is spatially heterogeneous), hence also plays a role

in the second relationship. However, the second relationship is largely dependent on

the rate and direction of groundwater flow.

To evaluate the importance of including available physical information when

setting tax rates, two forms of the tax (a unit tax and quality tax) and two methods of

application (uniform and spatial) are assessed. All tax rates are exogenously

determined by a regulatory authority and are set such that a desired groundwater

quality goal for nitrate is achieved. The unit tax is a charge for each unit of nitrogen

fertilizer consumed in the production process. Producers respond to the tax by reducing

nitrogen input and/or altering crop rotation in order to maximize profits. The quality

tax is more complex. The quality tax is a unit tax, but the tax rate is an explicit

function of current groundwater quality. In this case, groundwater quality information

becomes "feedback" into the objective function through the tax. Also, this tax is levied

only if groundwater nitrate concentration levels exceeds a threshold level or standard.

Uniform application of the tax implies that all producers in the study region

face the same tax. Spatial application of the tax implies that at least one producer in

the study region faces a tax that is different from the tax faced by other producers.

More specifically, producers within a production region defined by soil type face the

same tax, but the tax may vary across the different regions.

The tax rate is based on the ambient concentration of groundwater nitrate

(Anderson et. al., 1985; Segerson, 1988). The tax rate (or quality charge if utilizing

the quality tax) is exogenously determined by a regulatory authority. The tax rate (or

quality charge) is increased a cent at a time until the highest predicted (by the

groundwater sub-model) groundwater nitrate concentration at a simulated observation

well site throughout the study area or within a soil zone is equal to or less than a

quality standard. Note that the point of highest predicted groundwater nitrate

concentration can be at different simulated observation well sites through time. The tax

rate is not tied to a specific well site; rather, it is tied to the highest predicted

concentration that might occur at any one of the simulated observation well sites.

Also note that this analysis is based on high rather than mean groundwater

nitrate concentration. Compliance utilizing a mean concentration implies that some
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individuals may still be consuming potentially harmful levels of nitrate (Lee et. al.,

1993). Such an outcome would be inconsistent with health concerns upon which

groundwater regulation is based. The quality goal sought is the 10 ppm federal

drinking water standard for public water supplies.

In the next four sections, different physical information is used to set a tax to

control groundwater nitrates. With respect to information and the tax schemes

evaluated, a uniform, unit tax assumes a single marginal damage function for

groundwater nitrate for the entire study region. The uniform, quality tax scheme also

assumes a single marginal damage function for groundwater nitrate, but includes

information concerning the dynamics of groundwater flow and the impact this has on

groundwater nitrate concentration. The spatial, unit tax scheme accounts for

information (for example soil type and groundwater flow) that suggests marginal

damage functions for groundwater nitrate differ by location. Two spatial, unit tax

schemes are developed where each accounts for the available physical information

differently. Finally, a tax scheme based on soil water quality is developed to illustrate

the importance of basing groundwater control policies on ambient groundwater quality.

4.1.1. Procedures for Evaluating the Effect of Uniform Taxes

The uniform, unit tax is an implicit function of groundwater nitrate

concentration where the uniform, quality tax is an explicit function of groundwater

nitrate concentration in the present period. As an explicit function of groundwater

nitrate concentration, the uniform, quality tax signals producers concerning the current

state of nitrate in the aquifer and is an incentive that allows producers to change

production practices as groundwater nitrate levels change. By incorporating

information concerning current groundwater nitrate concentration into the tax rate, it is

believed that producers will be able to achieve the standard for groundwater nitrates at

a lower cost to producers than the uniform, unit tax. With the uniform, quality tax,

producers can increase acreage of higher nitrate leaching crops as groundwater nitrates
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fall below the standard and reduce acreage of these crops as nitrate concentration

approaches the standard, hence increase farm profit.

To test whether a uniform, quality tax reduces average farm profit level less

than a uniform, unit tax, (even though the tax rate for the uniform, quality tax exceeds

the tax rate for the uniform, unit tax), the uniform, unit tax rate (tax) is adjusted

sequentially (increased a cent at a time). Adjustments continue until the highest

predicted groundwater nitrate concentration at a simulated observation site across all

node points is just equal to the standard (10 ppm). Similarly, the quality charge (b) for

the uniform, quality tax is sequentially adjusted until the highest predicted groundwater

nitrate concentration at a simulated observation site across all node points is just equal

to the standard. The effect of the tax is tested by comparing average annual total farm

profit and the average tax rate between the two runs where the standard is achieved.

Note that all parameters used for comparative analysis (for example, average annual

total farm profit) are 8 year averages measured from the date stability is achieved in

the aquifer.

4.1.2. Procedures for Evaluating the Effect of a Spatial Tax

The second evaluation focuses on whether a spatial, unit tax reduces farm

profits less than a uniform, unit tax. A spatially determined tax for the control of

groundwater quality, if properly done, accounts for spatial heterogeneity in the

parameters that define groundwater quality (Tietenberg, 1974; Griffin, 1987; Zeitouni,

1991; Xepapadeas, 1992b). A tax scheme to control groundwater contaminants should

also account for the interregional diffusion of pollutants generated in other regions.

Such a consideration would imply that a control policy for an environmental pollutant

is not uniform for all polluters. Uniform regulation will not achieve a quality target at

least cost because this type of policy is too restrictive.

Specifically, theory suggests that if there is evidence that damage to

groundwater by nitrogen fertilizer varies by location, then a tax scheme to control

groundwater nitrates should account for this variation. There is evidence for multiple
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groundwater nitrate marginal damage functions based on location in the study region.

First, crop production, which is assumed to generate the nitrogen in groundwater,

varies by soil zone. In the model, four distinct production regions are identified

according to soil type. Soil type determines 1) which crops can be grown and 2) the

technology required to grow those crops. Anecdotal evidence suggests that specific

crop technologies are homogeneous within a soil zone. Furthermore, farm size and

structure (for example crops grown, crop rotations, inputs used, and equipment

complements) are reasonably homogeneous within a soil zone (L. Jensen, personal

communication, 1994). Second, groundwater nitrate concentration data indicate that

nitrate concentration levels can be segregated by soil zone. Note also that topography,

hence groundwater flow rates, can be reasonably segregated by soil zone.

The information used to determine which marginal damage functions vary by

location should also be used to develop a spatial tax scheme. A spatial tax scheme is

expected to obtain a desired concentration of nitrate in groundwater at a lower cost to

producers than a uniform tax because individual producers are paying a price that is

closely reflects the damage they cause. However, spatial tax schemes can be

implemented in a number of ways. The question then becomes which method for

implementing a spatial tax scheme achieves a desired groundwater quality goal at least

cost to producers? Here, two options for implementing a spatial tax scheme are

investigated. Each option utilizes the available spatial information differently.

The first option bases the tax rate on local groundwater nitrate concentration

yet recognizes that some local nitrate is generated by a source upstream in the aquifer.

Specifically, each production region (or soil zone) faces it's own unique tax (Mapp et.

al., 1994). While the tax is spatially differentiated according to soil type, firms within

a soil zone face the same tax (Griffin, 1987). Also, nitrate contaminated groundwater

in the study region flows toward the rivers, but not at a constant rate. Groundwater

velocities fall rapidly from the North canal to the rivers, where velocities are very low

and groundwater nitrates accumulate. Groundwater nitrate concentrations near the

rivers (the US soil type), therefore, depend on upstream groundwater nitrate

concentrations. Because of groundwater flow dynamics, the tax rate in each soil zone

cannot be set independently. A tax that reduces groundwater nitrates upstream also
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reduces groundwater nitrates downstream, hence reducing the tax level required to

obtain the standard downstream.

The first spatial tax scheme is implemented as follows. To account for

groundwater flow, the first tax rate was set in the NV soil zone (the top of the aquifer)

followed, in order, by tax rates set in the OG, ST and US soil zones. The tax rate in

each zone was set such that the highest predicted groundwater nitrate concentration at

a simulated observation well within that zone was less than or equal to the standard.

Achieving the standard is accomplished by increasing the tax rate (tax) in each soil

zone a cent at a time (each cent increase requires a separate model run). The tax rate

in each soil zone is assumed to be exogenously determined by a regulatory authority.

The question of whether a spatial, unit tax will reduce farm profits less than a

uniform, unit tax, is tested by comparing average annual total farm profit given a

uniform, unit tax to average annual total farm profit given a spatial, unit tax. Proper

comparison requires that the standard (10 ppm) be achieved with the spatial and

uniform, unit taxes. Section 4.1.1 outlines the procedures for analyzing the uniform,

unit tax.

The second option for the spatial control of groundwater nitrates utilizes

information concerning the final destination of nitrate in groundwater. Specifically, a

unit tax on nitrogen adjusted according to the contribution by producers in a soil zone

to groundwater nitrate contamination at a receptor site is levied on producers within

that soil zone (Tietenberg, 1974; Griffin, 1987)'. Determining the tax rate at a point

of final accumulation (the receptor zone) while distributing the tax among the

contributor's (based on the share of nitrate), should be more equitable in distributing

the tax burden. The first spatial tax option places emphasis on local concentration

which can result in downstream producers paying for more than their share of

contamination. Specifically, upstream producers face tax rates that are set too low and

the downstream producers face tax rates that are set too high.

The second spatial, unit tax option was developed as follows. First, the US soil

zone was identified as the receptor zone or the zone of final groundwater nitrate
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accumulation. Groundwater nitrates from upstream soil zones (NV and OG) flow down

and accumulate beneath the US soil zone before being discharged into either the

Malheur or Snake River. Next, the contribution of nitrate by a soil zone to

groundwater beneath that zone and all other soil zones is determined. Finally, a tax is

levied on unit nitrogen input based on groundwater quality beneath the US producer,

that is sufficiently high to induce compliance with the standard. The tax rate is

apportioned to contributing producers according to the percent of total concentration

their share represents. Specific details follow. To reduce complexity, the ST producer

was dropped from the endogenous tax analysis. However, in order to compare results,

the spatial, unit tax faced by ST producers under the second option is the same tax

they faced under the first option.

The contribution of nitrate by a soil zone to groundwater beneath that zone and

all other zones is determined as follows. Starting with a pure aquifer (predicted

groundwater nitrate concentration everywhere zero; ie., the aquifer is in its pre

agricultural state), crop production by a single producer (unimpeded by environmental

regulation) is modeled to establish the steady state nitrate contribution by that producer

beneath each of the soil zones. Four runs of the model are required, one for each soil

zone or farm. Using information from the four runs, a matrix is formed showing the

contribution to groundwater nitrate contamination by each of the producers beneath

each soil zone. Here, we are concerned with the contribution by each producer to

groundwater nitrate concentration beneath the receptor or US soil zone. There is a

"plume effect" (due to dilution) where the share of nitrate by an upstream contributor

in the zone of final accumulation diminishes with distance. Finally, the share of nitrate

by different contributors, once determined, is assumed to be fixed.

The spatial tax rate is a function of the environmental charge (a tax) necessary

to obtain groundwater quality compliance beneath the US producer. Specifically, the

environmental charge is increased a cent at a time until the highest predicted

groundwater nitrate concentration at a simulated observation well site beneath the US

producer is equal to or less than the standard. The difference lies in how the tax rate is

assessed. Given the contribution matrix developed above, the share of nitrate by the

NV, OG and US producers to total nitrate beneath the US producer is known. The
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quality charge is apportioned to the 3 producers according to the percent of total

concentration their share represents. Equation 4.5 shows how the environmental charge

necessary to obtain compliance beneath the US soil zone is apportioned to the

contributing producers.

( share Is=ustax
s=US

=
s=us

charge us
total

The tax scheme in Equation 4.5 improves groundwater quality in the zone of

final nitrate accumulation by reducing upstream (and local) sources that contribute to

the accumulation. Hence, groundwater quality is improved throughout the region.

Furthermore, depending on spatial and dynamic groundwater flow variables (which

determine the accumulation process) and distance from the point of final accumulation,

upstream contributors must have groundwater nitrate concentrations less than the

standard if the groundwater nitrate concentration in the zone of final accumulation

(beneath US) is to be less than the standard. Finally, reduction in upstream

concentration is required even if upstream concentration levels are in compliance with

the standard.

4.1.3. Procedures for Evaluating a Tax on Soil Water Nitrate Concentration

This section outlines procedures to test whether a unit tax based on soil water

nitrate concentration leads to excessive regulation (too stringent of a standard) and
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costs to producers. Braden et. al. (1989) point out that most economic studies of

pollution abatement assume that emissions and effects are linked by fixed delivery

ratios. However, if damages are not proportional to discharges (ie., damage is not

equal to some scaler times discharge), controlling discharges alone will likely be a

second-best strategy.

The study by Braden et. al. concerns sediment (the emission) in water that runs

off farm fields. Groundwater contamination is similar, but (perhaps) even more

complex. Nitrate in soil water from surface application of nitrogen fertilizer is what is

discharged to (or leached or loaded into) groundwater. (Note that the amount of

nitrogen applied to the soil surface is also not linked by fixed ratios to nitrogen

discharged.) The amount of contaminant discharged to groundwater is diluted and

further dispersed by groundwater flow. Hence, for nonpoint contaminants in

groundwater, damages are also not proportional to discharges. Following Braden et.

al., controlling soil water nitrate discharges (leached nitrates) alone will likely be a

second-best strategy.

A mathematical demonstration of this proposition for one dimensional

groundwater flow follows. This demonstration utilizes the reduced discrete expression

for groundwater flow (Equation 3.20) and the expression that describes leaching of soil

water nitrates into groundwater (Equation 3.18). Assuming groundwater flow in one

horizontal dimension (i) and accounting only for the advective process, Equations 3.20

and 3.18 are rewritten.

CP" = - A (Cigw - )41,+dt, 1
A.

dt VI.1
where A. =

rtadi

4.1.



cir = -

dtc
Where Z. =1

365 deepnal2

In Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the parameter Ow is the loaded concentration of

groundwater, Cgw is groundwater nitrate concentration prior to loading and C' is soil

water nitrate concentration. The subscript i indicates location, where i is the present

location and i+di is an upstream location di feet away. The subscript tc indicates time,

where tc is the current period and tc+dtc the period dtc days later. The parameters A

(the advection coefficient) and Z (the dilution coefficient) are location dependent.

Remaining parameters and scalers include groundwater velocity in feet per day for

groundwater flowing in the i direction (VI), porosity of aquifer materials (;), average

water leached in inches this year (wli,t) and aquifer depth in feet (deep).

The parameter dtc is set to a value of 5 days to assure stable nitrate

accumulation (see Appendix 1). Furthermore, the physical characteristics of the study

region are such that water leached is always less than the adjusted depth of the aquifer.

Hence, the value of Z is positive, but less than one.

Equation 4.3 shows the steady state relationship between upstream and local

groundwater nitrate concentration and soil water concentration. Equation 4.3 is solved

in three steps. First, Equation 4.2 is substituted into Equation 4.1. Second, this

substitution is simplified by noting that values for Z and soil water nitrate

concentration (C') at this location (i) and upstream locations (i+di) are equal within a

soil zone. Finally, we impose the steady state condition that the time rate of change in

groundwater nitrate concentration be zero.

4.2.
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Given Equation 4.3, the following three conditions must be true concerning soil

water and groundwater nitrate concentration in a steady state (Equation 4.4). Note that

these conditions hold only for groundwater velocity greater than or equal to zero (A is

positive). Also note that the orientation of groundwater flow is such that location i+di

is upstream to i. Finally, these conditions hold only for aquifer properties that result in

Z being positive, but less than one (ie., the properties of the aquifer in the study

region).

If Ci,s7 =C4giw then Cig: =cig+dwi,t hence Cis: =Cig+:,,,

If C7>Cigsw then C4g,w>C1+dwo hence Ci7>Cf.,;,,,, 4.4.

If C4s,w<C4gw, then Ci<Cf+d";,,, hence C,s,,w<Cf+dw,,,,

Soil water nitrates damage groundwater, but the extent of that damage depends

on groundwater flow. For example, according to the second condition, if upstream

groundwater is of better quality than soil water, then local groundwater is also of

better quality than soil water. By the second and third conditions, groundwater damage

is not proportional to soil water discharges. Note, however, that discharge and damage

are proportional in the specific case where soil water and upstream groundwater nitrate

concentrations are the same.

Although the mathematical demonstration above is devoid of economic content,

it should be clear that an economic incentive designed to improve soil water quality

may or may not improve groundwater quality. Furthermore, each of the conditions

above may be simultaneously true, but at different locations in the aquifer. Hence,

o= zi
(c4,

sw -
c41gw)'

.71[14.:

4.3.

- 1) -
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Braden et. al.'s conclusion that if damages are not proportional to discharges, then

controlling discharges alone will likely be a second-best strategy is generally true for

groundwater.

This mathematical demonstration holds only for groundwater flow in one

direction and requires that a number of simplifying assumptions be made. The

programming model utilized in this investigation allows for groundwater flow in

multiple directions and at different rates. Hence the programming model will provide a

more comprehensive demonstration that controlling discharges alone when damages are

not proportional to discharges will lead to second-best economic policies.

Numerous studies (for example Mapp et al., 1994; Thomas et al., 1994 and

Johnson et al., 1991) measure the benefit of different policies to improve groundwater

quality, but base their measure of groundwater quality upon nitrate leachate as

predicted by a soil water model (EPIC-PST, NLEAP and CERES, respectively). In this

case, a point source emission (leachate) policy is being used to control a non-point

source problem (nitrate in groundwater). Controlling leached nitrate (the emission) is

argued to be efficient, since each producer is regulated according to their marginal

contribution. However, there is not a one-to-one relationship between discharge and

ambient levels (Segerson, 1988). Furthermore, regardless of the degree of complexity

in a model of leaching behavior, such models provide only good guesses. Leached

nitrate is not generally observed nor easily monitored, while groundwater nitrate

concentrations are measurable. Hence, these studies that base their measure of

groundwater quality upon leached nitrates are in error.

The Nyssa-Virtue (NV) production zone is ideal for demonstrating that

excessive regulation and costs to producers will result when groundwater policy is

based upon soil water nitrate concentration. This soil zone lies along the North canal

of the Owyhee Irrigation District. Irrigation is not allowed by state and federal water

law above (to the south and west of) the North canal because this region does not lie

within an irrigation district. Without irrigation water, agriculture is not possible in this

high desert region. Hence, the shallow aquifer is assumed to arise from seepage from

the North canal which, in this analysis, is further assumed to contain nitrate-free water.

Clearly, modeled upstream groundwater in the vicinity of the North canal will be of
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better quality than soil water. Furthermore, modeled groundwater nitrates in the NV

soil zone arise exclusively from leached nitrogen in soil water. Hence, by the second

condition of Equation 4.4, it is expected that soil water nitrate concentration will

exceed local groundwater nitrate concentration.

A unit tax on nitrogen input is, again, utilized to encourage compliance with a

quality standard. The tax is applied spatially, since only producers in the NV soil zone

face the tax. The two tax alternatives are tested by comparing average annual total

farm profits by NV producers when the tax rate is determined according to

groundwater quality to average annual total farm profits in this zone when the tax rate

is determined according to soil water quality. The tax rate based on groundwater

quality is determined by increasing the tax rate a cent at a time until the highest

predicted groundwater nitrate concentration at a simulated observation well in the NV

production zone is less than or equal to the standard (10 ppm). Similarly, the tax rate

based on soil water quality is determined by increasing the tax rate a cent at a time

until soil water nitrate concentration in the NV production zone is less than or equal to

the standard.

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis: Production Assuming Non-zero Minimum Yield

A possible source of model sensitivity was identified with regard to the

nitrogen input - crop yield relationships used in this investigation. Specifically, the

crop production functions (Equation 3.23) assume essentiality (ie., if no nitrogen is

applied, then no crop is produced). This assumption forces the production function

through the origin. This is not the case in the study region where crops are grown in

rotation. For example, wheat can be grown following onions with no supplemental

nitrogen applied. This is due to 1) the amount of nitrogen applied to onions and 2) the

longer root length of wheat that allows nitrate, leached beyond the reach of onion

roots, to be consumed by the wheat crop. Experimental data (Appendix 2) shows that

all crops can be grown in the study region without fertilizer (at least one year).
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However, without fertilizer, losses in total yield can be substantial for some crops

(16% wheat, 36% onions, 31% potatoes, 9% sugarbeets).

If crops can be grown without nitrogen fertilizer applications, then significant

residual nitrogen is being carried over from the prior crop year and/or the native

fertility of the soil is high. Experimental data (Appendix 2) suggests that residual (pre-

season) nitrogen is indeed significant (89 to 397 pounds on average across crops in the

top six feet of soil). Nitrogen from soil (microbial) mineralization of organic material

can also be significant. Only for wheat and onions is seasonal mineralization less than

nitrogen leached and eroded (on average).

A nitrogen-yield (production) function with a non-zero intercept will have a

different slope (or elasticity) relative to a production function with a zero intercept and

this difference in slope effects economic results. In this investigation, the two

specifications of the production function (a zero or a non-zero intercept) share a

common point; the economic optima. The assumed economic optima for all crops in

this investigation is where the county average nitrogen fertilizer application for a crop

(ca;,) results in production of the county average yield for that crop (cayc,$). This

point lies on the nitrogen-yield function to the left of the production optima for that

crop and corresponds to the point where the factor price of nitrogen crosses the factor

demand (value marginal product) curve for nitrogen (ie., the production function is

tangent to the ratio of factor price to output price). The key point is that, for each crop

on each soil type, the two specifications of the production function (a zero or a non-

zero intercept) pass through the point where the county average nitrogen fertilizer

application equals the county average yield. This is the only point known with

certainty from the data and it is assumed to be the economic optima in situations

where production processes are not constrained by environmental regulation.

Again, for each crop on each soil type, the two specifications of the production

function share the same economic optima when not constrained by environmental

regulations. Clearly, the production function with the non-zero intercept will lie above



for ymin = cay, (1 - ychange)

Nitrogen is constrained in the model to be less than or equal to the county average.
Given this and that both forms of the production function are quadratic and that the
economic optima is to the left of the production optima (for factors which are not
free), production is always in stage two. Furthermore, the relevant portion of the
production function is between the intercept and the economic optima.
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and have a slope that is less than the production function with the zero intercept2.

Likewise, the factor demand equation (value marginal product curve) from the function

with the non-zero intercept will lie below and be more elastic than the factor demand

equation from the function with the zero intercept. Hence, for a unit increase in factor

price (due to regulation) less nitrogen will be used, but with a smaller reduction in

yield for the production functions with the non-zero intercept.

A quadratic production function with a non-zero intercept is expressed

mathematically as follows.

Q(n),,, = ymin, + FOTnc,,, - SOT n2 4.6.

Minimum crop yield (ymin) is the county average yield (cay) divided by 1 plus the

percentage change in crop yield (ychange where ychange is the difference between

maximum crop yield and crop yield with no nitrogen applied, divided by crop yield

with no nitrogen applied as reported in Appendix 2). At the economic optima, the

county average nitrogen application (can) should result in the county average yield

(cay). Using Equation 4.6 and first order results from profit maximization when not

constrained by regulation, a system of two linear equations can be solved for two

unknowns (the first (FOT) and second (SOT) order quadratic terms).

can -can,2

Pcqadj, -2Pccancqadjc

FOT,

SOT,

cay - ymin,
np 4.7.



Applying Cramer's rule (Chiang, 1984), the following numeric solutions for the two

unknowns result.

npFOT = 2 WI) C's -Yminc9 -Cqadjccan

np
1SOT = (cay-Yminc,$)-

pccancqadicC,S,cane2

The "true" intercept is expected to lie between the zero and non-zero intercepts

of the simulated production functions. Facing regulation, producers will reduce the

amount of nitrogen fertilizer applied to crops. While reducing the amount of nitrogen

leached, this has the added effect of reducing residual soil nitrates through time. With

less reserve nitrogen available for crop growth, yield when no nitrogen fertilizer is

applied is expected to decline. However, this decline is potentially modified by soil

mineralization. There is no reason why minimum crop yield will ever be zero (as long

as water is not limiting) even after years with no nitrogen application. Marketable

yield for some crops, however, may be zero since nitrogen input also affects the

quality of a crop.

Finally, the zero intercept form of the production function (Equation 3.23) and

the non-zero intercept form of the production function (Equation 4.6) are assumed to

be "true" production functions. In fact, since mean values (cay and can) are used to

establish these functions, they lie below the "true" production function. However, these

functions lie within the input requirement set for their respective crop and, as such, are

feasible though not necessarily the economically or physically optimal level.

The first and second quadratic terms assuming a non-zero intercept (Equation

4.8) and minimum yield are substituted into the crop production equations in the

model. Using the new production expressions for each crop, the uniform, unit tax rate

is determined following the procedures outlined in Section 4.1.1. Sensitivity of results

to the form of the production function is determined by comparing results from the

two uniform, unit tax analyses.

4.8.
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4.3. Model Calibration

The objective of model calibration is to establish predicted groundwater nitrate

concentrations that reflect existing (pre-regulatory) conditions in the study region.

Specifically, modeled groundwater conditions should reflect average groundwater

conditions as measured between August of 1988 and April of 1990. Model calibration

focuses on groundwater nitrate levels because of a lack of reliable economic and soil

water data in the study region. Given a lack of reliable data on which to calibrate the

economic and soil water sub-models, we turned to observed groundwater nitrate levels.

Since our goal is proper representation of groundwater quality, some

simplifying assumptions are made in both the economic and the soil water sub-models,

which allow for a more complex groundwater sub-model. However, economic,

production and soil water results should also reflect 1988 to 1990 conditions. Hence,

predicted groundwater nitrate concentration is calibrated to observed levels assuming

economic, crop production, soil and groundwater conditions prior to when groundwater

nitrate concentrations became an environmental concern. This is the base condition or

the base case.

Recall that the assessment framework used here is made up of three unique, but

interdependent sub-models (ie., the economic, soil water solute transport and

groundwater solute transport sub-models). Groundwater nitrate predictions from the

Malheur model (specifically, the groundwater solute transport sub-model) are adjusted

to 1988-90 levels through adjustments to specific parameters in the different sub-

models. Parameters in the economic sub-model are adjusted first because predicted

groundwater levels hinge on economic conditions (specifically, profit maximization).

Given economic variables, parameters in the soil water sub-model are adjusted next.

Note that the soil water sub-model has a direct and indirect impact on resulting

groundwater nitrate concentrations. The direct impact is through estimates of soil water

and nitrogen leached. The indirect impact is through estimates of soil water leached,

that affect groundwater velocity and, thus the rate and location of nitrate accumulation

in groundwater. Further parameter adjustments were required within the groundwater

solute transport sub-model.
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4.3.1. Adjustment of the Economic Sub-model

Adjustments to the economic sub-model involved 1) establishing a generic hay

enterprise representing both alfalfa and meadow hay and 2) discovering a crop price

that results in a per acre crop enterprise return and profit that reflect actual return and

profit in the study region. Survey estimates of crop enterprise profit in the study area

is not available. Data on per acre crop enterprise return and profit were obtained from

enterprise budgets from Oregon State University's Malheur County Extension Service

(MCES) and the University of Idaho for south-west Idaho (Payette). The Idaho

enterprise budgets provided returns and profits for a range of yields and prices. Given

county average yield information (cay) for the different crops, a crop price was chosen

from a 7 year range of region price data (1986-1992; MCES, 1992)3 to establish

model estimates of per acre profit that reflect budget estimates. A 1992 survey of

Malheur county agriculture was also used to check that model estimates of per acre

crop return for the study region were consistent with county average returns (MCES,

1992).

The enterprise budgets from the MCES and the University of Idaho often give

widely varying estimates for crop production costs, expected returns and profit. In

these budgets, large returns are realized by onion, potato and sugarbeet crops. These

returns reflect perfect conditions and no risk. Realistically, production of these crops

(especially onions and potatoes) in this region involves substantial risk (most notably

disease, water and market conditions). Hence, it is reasonable that expected returns

through time be much lower than reported returns in the crop enterprise budgets.

Typical crop rotations in the study area reflect the risk associated with production (and

marketing) of these high valued crops.

Finally, potato revenues per acre were further adjusted to account for harvest

and storage losses. Harvest and storage losses for onions had been accounted for in

earlier calibration runs. An analysis of potato production data from the Malheur

Agricultural Experiment Station (Appendix 2) indicates that harvest losses average 13
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percent. This loss was not accounted for in initial runs of the model; inclusion of

harvest losses resulted in enterprise losses. Adjustments to potato revenues were made

through adjustments in potato price. Specifically, the mean potato price over 7 years

(1986-1992) was dropped in favor of a higher price within the range of price data. By

adjusting price, potato returns were brought into line with enterprise budget estimates.

Two types of hay, meadow hay and alfalfa, are commercially produced in the

study region. To simplify the model, a composite category "hay" was formed to

represent both meadow hay and alfalfa. Forming the hay variable required that

composite price, yield and production costs be determined. Using MCES and

University of Idaho crop enterprise budgets for meadow hay and alfalfa, a composite

production cost for the study region was determined. Meadow hay yield is typically 1

to 2 tons less than alfalfa yield across the soil types, but more alfalfa is grown in the

study region (Soil Conservation Service, Ontario, Oregon). Hence, alfalfa yield was

used to represent hay yield. Alfalfa and meadow hay price information from Malheur

county was utilized to establish a composite hay price of $30 per ton (L. Jensen,

personal communication, 1994). This price was used in subsequent runs of the model.

Returns to the composite hay category were lowest of all crops considered, but not

substantially lower than wheat returns.

4.3.2. Adjustment of the Soil Water Solute Transport Sub-model

Key parameters in the soil water sub-model are adjusted so that predicted

quantities for soil water and nitrogen leached give rise to predicted groundwater nitrate

levels that reflect actual levels. Again, adjustments to parameters that determine soil

water leached effect results of the groundwater sub-model. First round estimates of soil

water leached were within the range desired, hence no adjustment to the parameters

that determine soil water leached are made in the soil water sub-model. Specifically,

based on practical knowledge, less than 1 foot per year of all water infiltrated can be

attributed to deep percolation of irrigation water (MCGMC, 1991). Note that the

number of solute fronts tracked by the soil water sub-model did have to be expanded
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from 9 to 18 for proper model performance. Resulting estimates of soil water leached

were used to recalculate earlier estimates of groundwater velocity (see section 4.3.3).

With these new velocity estimates, further adjustments to parameters in the soil water

solute transport sub-model were made.

With appropriate velocities in the groundwater model, the parameter residual

soil nitrogen (in the soil water sub-model) was adjusted to yield estimates of leached

nitrogen that (with estimates of leached soil sub-water) give rise to estimates of

groundwater nitrate in the groundwater model. Initial estimates of groundwater nitrate

concentration greatly exceeded observed levels at all locations. The parameter values

for nitrogen runoff (or erosion in irrigation runoff), mineralization and crop nitrogen

uptake are all integral in determining soil nitrogen leached. These parameter values

originate from experimental data generated in the region. Residual soil nitrogen (rno3)

is also integral in determining soil nitrogen leached, but this parameter is determined

within the model. Residual soil nitrogen arises from an averaging process. Hence, this

parameter (though not exogenous to the model) can be adjusted since it is only an

approximation. Furthermore, evaluation of the modeling process which determines

residual soil nitrogen (see Appendix 1) indicates that excess residual nitrogen is likely.

Residual soil nitrogen was adjusted by multiplying the estimated value by a

factor between zero and one. A number of combinations for each crop were tried.

However, multiplying residual soil nitrogen for each crop by 0.5 yielded groundwater

nitrate concentrations levels that closely fit observed values (given estimates of

nitrogen input and crops from the economic model).

In initial calibration runs, attempts were made to achieve experimental levels of

mineralization less nitrogen leaching less nitrogen runoff, as reported by the Malheur

Agricultural Experiment Station (Appendix 2). If successful, this would have been

viewed as a calibration of the soil water solute transport sub-model. However, these

attempts failed due to the averaging process used to calculate residual soil nitrogen.

Adjustment to residual soil nitrogen in one crop effected residual soil nitrogen, hence

calculated values for mineralization less nitrogen leaching less nitrogen runoff, for the

other crops (ie., the averaging process introduced interaction among the crops). Hence,
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the only reliable data on which model calibration could rest was observed groundwater

nitrate levels.

4.3.3. Adjustment of the Groundwater Solute Transport Sub-model

Groundwater solute transport depends on the assumed level of leached soil

water. Specifically, leached soil water affects the depth of groundwater (piezometric

head) which affects groundwater velocity. Groundwater velocity is an instrumental

parameter in groundwater solute transport. This parameter largely determines the final

distribution and accumulation of nitrates.

Adjustments in soil water leached arise from adjustments in the amount of

irrigation water applied and estimates concerning the amount of applied water that runs

off the field. To initiate calibration, groundwater velocity was estimated using

irrigation water application and infiltration assumptions made by Walker (1989) (see

Appendix 1). Although experimental work is in progress, reliable estimates of leached

soil water are not yet available. However, based on practical knowledge, less than 1

foot per year of all water infiltrated can be attributed to deep percolation of irrigation

water (MCGMC, 1991). Initial estimates of soil water leached were within this

guideline, hence no further adjustment to leached soil water were made. Using the

updated estimates of soil water leached, groundwater velocity was recalculated.

A final modification, not specifically related to calibration, was made in the

groundwater solute transport sub-model. Typically, the amount of soil water nitrate

loaded (or leached) into groundwater is modified by the relative volumes of soil water

and groundwater. Specifically, soil water nitrate concentration is diluted when

percolated into groundwater. Given our assumed aquifer depth of 15 feet, groundwater

volume is 4.6 to 8.1 times greater than soil water volume (recall that the amount of

soil water leached is fixed through time).

Given the small ratio of soil water volume to groundwater volume, 118 model

years (approximately 3.5 hours of execution time on a mainframe computer) are

required to achieve stability of groundwater nitrate levels in the aquifer. To reduce



computational time, the initial volume ratio was replaced with a ratio of one (ie., no

dilution). With this modification, the model achieved stability in 25 years. This

modification does increase predicted groundwater nitrate concentrations. Reduced

dilution diminishes the advective process of groundwater flow (which carries nitrates

downstream), hence higher local groundwater nitrate concentrations. Since predicted

nitrate levels are higher, this modification reduces the fit between predicted and

observed groundwater nitrate concentrations.
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5. Results

Chapter 4 describes procedures used to perform a set of experiments on

alternative taxes with the integrated model developed in the third chapter. Results from

these experiments are reported here. Accuracy of results depends upon how well the

different sub-models of the integrated framework depict economic, soil water and

groundwater conditions. Hence, the first section of this chapter discusses how well the

different sub-models preform in terms of replicating current conditions. The second

section reports experimental results from each experiment or analysis and the last

section reports results from a sensitivity analysis of key parameters/assumptions. This

last section also includes results from an alternative policy to control groundwater

nitrates against which the results of this study can be compared.

5.1. Establishing Modeled Base Conditions

As discussed in Chapter 4, the objective of model calibration is to establish

predicted groundwater nitrate concentrations that reflect existing (pre-regulatory)

conditions in the study region. Specifically, modeled groundwater conditions should

reflect average groundwater conditions as measured between August of 1988 and April

of 1990. Model calibration keys on groundwater nitrate levels because these data are

more reliable than economic and soil water data in the study region. However, it is

also important that economic, production and soil water results also reflect pre-

regulatory conditions. Hence, economic, crop production, soil and groundwater results

should reflect conditions prior to declaration of the study area as a groundwater

management unit by the ODEQ.
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5.1.1. The Groundwater Sub-model

Groundwater velocity is a critical parameter in the calculation of groundwater

nitrate contamination (Equation 3.20). Groundwater velocity depends on the change in

piezometric head (the elevation of the water table) over a specified distance. Appendix

1 discusses the process, which is external to the Malheur model, for determining

piezometric head. Given that the modeling framework itself is multi-leveled, accuracy

of results from any level depend on the accuracy of results from the next level below.

Hence, it is prudent to step back and assess the results of the model used to predict

piezometric head.

Calibration of the Malheur model (Chapter 4) requires that piezometric head be

predicted twice at every point on the spatial grid. The first set of predictions, based on

assumptions utilized by Walker (1989), allowed for an initial run of the model in order

to adjust the parameters that determine leached soil water. Estimates of piezometric

head from this initial run are compared to actual head values obtained from well logs

in the study region (Gannet, 1990). Resulting estimates of head from this initial run

utilizing Walker's (1989) data on irrigation infiltration are reported in Table 5.1 under

the heading "Initial." These results show that the model used in this investigation

accurately predicts head in the study region (particularly the lower shallow aquifer).

Given appropriate values for leached soil water (Chapter 4), new estimates of

piezometric head were made at every point on the spatial grid. These estimates of head

are reported in Table 5.1 under the heading "Base" because these values are utilized in

all subsequent runs of the model. The adjustment from Walker's (1989) estimates of

soil water leached to estimates obtained from the soil water sub-model has little affect

on how well predicted head values fit observed values. Relative to the "Initial" case,

head values are lower (6.4 to 0.8 feet on average across the soil zones), but this is seen

as an improvement since fewer nodes report head values higher than surface elevation

at that node.
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Table 5.1. Comparison of actual head to predicted head heights under initial
assumptions', base assumptions and two sensitivity runs.

Mean difference between observed and
predicted head (ft)

Mean squared error (ft2)

R2

Number of nodes where predicted head
exceeds surface elevation

Water depth at nodes where predicted
head exceeds surface elevation (ft)

Initial Vadose Zone Depth and Change in Depth From Initial, by Soil Association'

Walker's (1989) assumptions: 48 ac-in irrigation water applied with 40%
leaching rate at all agricultural nodes.
Average leached soil water as predicted by the soil water solute transport
sub-model spatially varied by soil type.
No irrigation water applied, groundwater drawn from domestic, municipal
and industrial wells only, but canals operated at seasonal capacity.
Like sensitivity run A, but canals are dry.
Actually zones of transmissivity, which are loosely related to soil zones. The
different soil associations are Nyssa Virtue (NV), Owyhee Greenleaf (OG),
Umapine Stanfield (US) and Sagehill Truesdale (ST).
The aquifer is assumed to be 15 feet deep, hence increases in the vadose
zone greater than 15 feet imply that the aquifer is eliminated in that zone.
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NV OG US ST

Initial Depth (ft) 53.3 11.3 4.8 14.0

Increase in Depth of Vadose Zone (ft)6

Base 6.4 5.4 0.8 1.2

Sensitivity Run A 5.0 4.6 0.7 1.0

Sensitivity Run B 26.3 8.4 1.3 3.5

Experimental
Results

Initial Base2

Sensitivity Runs

A3 B4

5.9 11.3 10.2 22.2

995.3 1,086.1 1,056.0 2,157.9

0.89 0.88 0.88 0.77

45 2 2 0

2.8 3.3 3.5 0
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Two sensitivity analysis are conducted to assess the sensitivity of modeled

piezometric head to changes in irrigation and canal infiltration parameter values. The

first sensitivity analysis assesses the response of the aquifer to changes in water

infiltration from irrigation. Specifically, irrigation water applications, hence irrigation

infiltration, is set to zero. Infiltration from precipitation and canals remain unchanged.

This analysis sets the lower bound on heads in the study area for the case where

irrigation canals are maintained at capacity, but surface irrigation does not occur. Note

that the initial case, which utilizes Walker's (1989) assumptions, sets the upper bound

on heads in the study area. Results from the first sensitivity analysis are reported in

Table 5.1. under the heading "Sensitivity Run A."

The results of the first sensitivity analysis are very similar to base results.

Eliminating the 5.5 to 9.7 inches of soil water that is leached in the base case has little

impact on head. Hence, predicted head values are not sensitive to further reductions in

irrigation infiltration from base levels. This suggests that head height in the base case

(the height of the water table) arises primarily from seepage from irrigation supply

canals. Also note that the mean change in depth to groundwater from the initial case is

less in sensitivity run A then it is in the Base. This is because of assumptions made

concerning precipitation.

Estimates of leached soil water used to determine head in the base case are

derived using surface water applications from both irrigation and precipitation. In

sensitivity run A, infiltration from precipitation is assumed to be 40 percent of 10

inches annual precipitation or 4 inches (Walker, 1989). Four inches from precipitation

is not greatly different from the estimates of 5.5 to 9.7 inches of leached soil water

from irrigation and precipitation used in the Base. Additionally, the 4 inches of

leached water from precipitation in sensitivity run A is applied uniformly, whereas the

5.5 to 9.7 inches of leached water in the Base is not.

The aquifer in the study region appears to arise (according to results from the

first sensitivity analysis) because of irrigation supply canal seepage. A second

sensitivity analysis assesses the impact on head height of total abandonment of

irrigation (no irrigation water or canal infiltration) in the study region. The results of
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the second sensitivity analysis are reported in Table 5.1 under the heading "Sensitivity

Run B."

Results from the second sensitivity analysis indicate that the upper shallow

gravel aquifer is eliminated. Specifically, average depth to groundwater in the NV soil

zone increases 26.3 feet while the assumed depth of the aquifer is only 15 feet. The

lower shallow gravel aquifer is affected, but continues to exist. However, water table

elevations (head heights) are at or near the elevation of the Malheur and Snake rivers.

Hence, groundwater in the shallow gravel aquifer is being charged by inflow from the

rivers. This is precisely the conclusion of the Malheur County Groundwater

Management Committee (1991; page 13) who argue that, prior to irrigation

development, the water level in the shallow aquifer was at or above the elevation of

the adjacent rivers.

5.1.2. The Economic Sub-model

While the objective of model validation is to establish predicted groundwater

nitrate concentrations that reflect pre-regulatory conditions in the study region, it is

also desired that economic and soil water results reflect conditions prior to regulation.

Estimates of leached soil water from the soil water solute transport sub-model are

shown in the preceding discussion to be within the range expected. The following

discussion establishes that base level economic results are also within expected ranges.

As outlined in Chapter 4, adjustments to the economic sub-model involved

establishing a generic hay enterprise and adjusting per acre crop enterprise profits.

With respect to per acre crop enterprise profits, adjustments were made via changes in

crop price, a component of per acre crop revenue. Specifically, crop price (chosen

from a range of regional price data spanning the relevant period) was chosen to

establish estimates of per acre enterprise profit that reflect estimates on enterprise

budgets from the Malheur County Extension Service and the University of Idaho.

Predicted yields for the different crops on the different soil types reflect yields

provided by the Soil Conservation Service, Ontario, Oregon. Later it is shown that
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estimated crop mixes and modeled rotations are consistent with prevailing crop mixes

and rotations in the study region.

Having reasonable initial (or base case) model estimates of per acre enterprise

profit for each crop in the region is necessary if changes in profit due to regulation are

to be reasonable. Also, as regulation is strengthened (ie., the tax is increased) crops are

(potentially) removed from production. Having appropriate base level estimates of per

acre profit for each crop modeled helps assure that production response to regulation

(ie., which crops are taken out of production and in what order) is appropriate.

Many of the enterprise budgets used in this investigation were constructed in

1993. However, production practices described in the budgets are consistent with 1988-

90 practices (including nitrogen application rates and timing) and production costs are

(generally) unchanged. Note also that the enterprise budgets for south-west Idaho

assume a 500 acre farm producing 170 acres of the focus crop, while the budgets from

the Malheur County Extension Service are based on 40 acre fields. Fields in the study

region are small; typically 40 to 80 acres in size. Historically, smaller field sizes were

necessary to accommodate flood irrigation which required field leveling. Also, the area

was settled in an era of smaller farms and canal systems were designed accordingly.

Once a canal infrastructure is in place, it is difficult to consolidate and create large

fields.

In the model, each element (or farm unit) is 40 acres and as many as 5 crops

can be grown. Hence, modeled field sizes are less than those upon which enterprise

estimates are based. Recall, however, that crop production is assumed to be

homogeneous within a region. Specifically, each region (differentiated by soil type) is

sufficiently small such that available crops, field size for each crop, soil type, input

and output prices, production technologies, inputs, weather and diseases, for example,

are the same. Hence, farm units (elements) or crop fields within a region can be

aggregated or separated as needed.

Table 5.2 reports per acre enterprise profit, revenues and cost for each crop in

the study region. Enterprise budget estimates of per acre crop profit for base yields

(the county average yield) and prices are $70.50, $102.75, $54.38 and 70.50 for spring

wheat (NV, OG, US and ST respectively), $428.70 for onions (OG), $321.72 for
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russet potatoes (for both OG and ST) and $151.72 and $ 59.22 for sugarbeets (OG and

US). Estimates for hay, a composite of alfalfa and meadow hay, are not available

because meadow hay and alfalfa is largely consumed in a livestock enterprise.

Comparing these budget estimates to model estimates of per acre crop enterprise profit

indicates that model estimates are reasonable. Note that budget estimates for potatoes

are higher than model estimates. On the potato budget, 360 cwt is the lowest yield for

which information is available. The $322 per acre potato profit reported above utilizes

this yield although actual potato (marketed) yield is 348 and 313.2 cwt in the OG and

ST production regions.

A second data source was also utilized to check the reliability of model results.

A 1992 survey of Malheur county agriculture indicates that county wide per acre

returns are $279 for wheat, $4,000 for onions, $2,067 for potatoes, $944 for sugarbeets

and $51 for alfalfa hay (Malheur County Extension Service, 1992). These figures

indicate that model estimates of per acre crop returns are reasonable. The notable

exception is per acre hay returns which are 2.5 to 3 times higher than 1992 returns to

alfalfa.

The higher than expected return to hay is seen as an upward bias that is off-set

by revenues from crops grown in the study region (with higher revenues than hay) that

are not modeled. Although only five crops are modeled, a number of crops are

produced in the study region. Other crops with enterprise budgets that report per acre

profits for a range of prices and yields include dry beans, corn seed, field corn, alfalfa

seed, feed barley and winter wheat. Per acre profits for these crops range from -$120

to $126 for dry beans, -$375 to $325 for seed corn, -$225 to $38 for field corn, -$316

to $491 for alfalfa seed, -$82 to $47 for feed barley and -$4 to $183 for winter wheat.

Based on this information (and information concerning nitrogen input), modeled crops

can proxy for many of the crops that are not modeled. For example, spring wheat can

proxy for winter wheat and dry beans, and sugarbeets or potatoes can proxy for corn

seed and mint (spearmint and peppermint). Hay can proxy for many of the remaining

crops because returns and profits to the hay crop are higher than expected.



Table 5.2. Per acre enterprise profits, revenues and costs
in the base case, by soil association.

Enterprise Profits ($)
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NV OG US ST

Wheat 54.78 106.01 45.22 61.19

Onions 451.19

Potatoes 262.81 78.34

Sugarbeets 188.35 77.41

Hay 47.51 0 17.51 47.51

Enterprise Revenues ($)

Wheat 348.77 400.00 339.22 355.18

Onions 2,435.97

Potatoes 1,844.39 1,659.92

Sugarbeets 1,109.63 998.69

Hay 150.00 0 120.00 150.00

Enterprise Costs ($)

Wheat 293.99 293.99 293.99 293.99

Onions 1,984.78

Potatoes 1,581.58 1,581.58

Sugarbeets 921.28 921.28

Hay 102.49 0 102.49 102.49



5.1.3. Base Results

The above results indicate that the various components of the integrated

assessment model perform adequately in terms of replicating key hydrologic and

economic endpoints. Given this, the Malheur model was run without an environmental

constraint until stability was achieved in the aquifer. The results of this model run

(base results), which are reported in Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, are intended to simulate

economic, production, soil water and groundwater conditions prior to regulation. All

subsequent runs (upon which policy analysis rests) are compared to the base results.

Stability of the aquifer is checked at the end of each time (t) loop (one year). If

the largest difference between groundwater nitrate concentration calculated in the

present period and groundwater nitrate concentration calculated over the past nine

periods is less than a specified tolerance (0.03), the aquifer is assumed to be stable.

The tolerance level is subjective; depending upon the level of error one is willing to

accept and constraints on computation time. Discussion concerning stability and the

determination of stability is found in the third chapter. Given modification of the

equation that describes nitrate loading (or leaching into groundwater; see Chapter 4),

stability of groundwater nitrate concentration was achieved in 25 years.

Given per acre enterprise profits reported in Table 5.2 and the number of crops

that can be grown on the OG soil type, it is not surprising that unit profit is greatest

for OG producers ($10,084 on 40 acres). Not only is unit profit greatest for the OG

producers, it is nearly 4 times greater than unit profit on the other soils. Unit profit on

the ST and NV soils are nearly equal at $2,613 and $2,133 respectively (on 40 acres),

with US producers ($1,576 on 40 acres) receiving the least. Not only are modeled

profits greatest for OG producers, but there are more production units (or modeled

producers) on the OG soil type (222) than on any other soil type. Hence, total modeled

profit from the OG soil zone is quite high ($2,238,553) relative to the other soil zones

and represents 84 percent of total modeled profit for the region. There are 91

production units (each 40 acres) on NV soils contributing $193,044 to regional profit,

108 production units on US soils contributing $170,260 to regional profit and 26

production units on ST soils contributing $67,926 to regional profit.
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Table 5.3. Base model economic and soil water results by soil association.

Environmental quality results: Soil Water

One unit (farm) is 40 acres in size.
Weighted average: weighted by ratio of crop acres grown to total acres.
Total acreage is number of units times 40 acres.
% of a 40 acre production unit in that crop when profit is maximized.

a) % of total modeled acres.
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Unit profit ($)1

Units (farms)

NV

Economic results

OG US ST All

2,133

90.5

10,084

222

1,576

108

2,613

26 446.5

Total acres3 3,620 8,880 4,320 1,040 17,860

Total profit ($) 193,044 2,238,553 170,260 67,926 2,669,783

Optimal Crop Mix: % 4

Wheat 80 25 25 40 37 a

Onions 25 12

Potatoes 25 40 15

Sugarbeets 25 25 18

Hay 20 0 50 20 17

NV OG US ST

Nitrogen applied (lbs/a)2 108.8 210.0 85.2 140.4

Nitrogen leached (lbs/a)2 12.3 84.7 13.8 38.0

Soil water leached (in)2 5.5 9.7 7.3 7.9

Soil water nitrate
concentration (ppm)2

10.9 38.0 9.4 20.6
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Rotational constraints (see Equations 3.5 through 3.11), largely dictate the types

of crops grown and the relative number of crop acres grown on each soil type in the

base case. If not for the rotational constraints, only the highest valued crop would be

grown in each soil zone. By soil zone, there are 3,620, 8,880, 4,320 and 1,040 crop

acres in the NV, OG, US and ST soil zones for 17,860 total crop acres. By crop, 6,612

acres are in wheat, 2,220 acres are in onions, 2,636 acres are in potatoes, 3,300 acres

are in sugarbeets and 3,092 acres are in hay. Table 5.3 shows the break-down of crop

acres allocated to each crop in each soil zone.

Actual crop acres (total for each crop) and average acres for each crop by soil

zone is not known for the study region. Only county wide totals are reported by the

Malheur County Extension Service (MCES). The study region represents 7 percent of

all irrigated acreage in the county (260,000 acres total; MCGMC, 1991). Comparing

modeled crop acreage estimates above to county wide crop data for 1991, the study

area produces 27 percent of the wheat, 21 percent of the onion, 32 percent of the

potato, 20 percent of the sugarbeet and 3 percent of the hay (alfalfa and meadow) crop

acreage (MCES, 1992). Again, how well these percentages represent actual crop mix

in the study area is not known.

Crop production in the base analysis requires nitrogen fertilizer input, which

results in leached nitrates if there is deep percolation of soil water from precipitation

and/or irrigation. Across the soil types, an average of 109, 210, 85 and 140 pounds of

nitrogen are applied per acre by NV, OG, US and ST producers, respectively. This

applied nitrogen gives rise to an average of 12, 85, 14 and 38 pounds of leached

nitrogen per acre by NV, OG, US and ST producers. This nitrogen, when mixed into

5.5, 10, 7 and 8 inches of leached soil water (per acre weighted average), results in

soil water nitrate concentrations of 11, 38, 9 and 21 ppm for the NV, OG, US and ST

producers.

Table 5.4 reports per acre nitrogen and soil water leached by crop for each soil

type. Leached nitrogen and leached soil water are key parameters reported in a number

of economic analyses of groundwater regulation (see, for example, Johnson et al.,

1989). Given the number of potential crops in each soil zone, further analysis will

focus on weighted average per acre nitrogen and soil water leached across the crops
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planted within a soil zone (see Table 5.3). This is done to reduce the amount of

information reported.

Onions leach the most nitrogen, followed, in order, by potatoes, sugarbeets,

wheat and hay. Note that hay, by assumption (see Chapter 3) does not leach nitrogen.

Potatoes and onions leach the most soil water followed, in order, by sugarbeets, hay

and wheat. Table 5.4 also reports percent of applied nitrogen leached and percent of

applied water and precipitation leached.

Soil water percolates into, is mixed with, and is discharged downstream in

groundwater. Table 5.5 reports various measures of groundwater nitrate concentration

by soil zone and for the study region. Specifically, the high, mean and low nitrate

concentration are reported for observed levels, for predicted levels across all nodes and

for predicted levels at nodes identified as simulated well sites. Note that simulated well

sites correspond to locations where actual groundwater nitrate concentration is

measured. Table 5.5 is an in-depth analysis of groundwater quality. This type of

analysis is necessary to quantify how well groundwater nitrate concentration is

measured in the base case. Subsequent analyses will only report the high value of

predicted groundwater nitrate concentration at a simulated well site.

The mathematical expression for groundwater flow smooths what in nature is

widely varying concentration gradients. The model does a reasonable job of predicting

groundwater nitrate concentration, though predicted concentrations tend to be high

relative to observed. Differences between observed and predicted high concentrations

at simulated observation wells range from -6.2 to 4.3 ppm (mean difference -1.4 ppm),

while mean values range from -11.9 to 1.4 ppm (-5.5 ppm mean) and low

concentrations range from -8.4 to 0 ppm (mean difference -3.7 ppm). The model

accounts for much of the spatial variation in nitrate concentration in the NV and ST

soil zones (mean squared errors of 16.7 and 19.8). The model is less able to pick up

spatial variation in the OG and US soil zones (mse 294 and 131) resulting in a mse of

185.5 for the model. Finally, while no node beneath NV soils was in violation of the

quality standard (10 ppm), 91 percent of the nodes beneath OG soils, 48 percent of the

nodes beneath US soils and 100 percent of nodes beneath ST soils were in violation of

the quality standard.



Table 5.4. Base model results for leached nitrogen and soil
water, by crop and soil association.

Nitrogen leached: Pounds per acre

NV OG US ST

Wheat 15.4 51.5 27.7 27.1

Onions 142.7

Potatoes 93.8 67.9

Sugarbeets 50.8 27.6

Hay 0 0 0 0

Percent of applied nitrogen leached

Wheat 11.3 37.9 20.3 20.0

Onions 50.2

Potatoes 43.6 31.6

Sugarbeets 24.8 13.5

100

Hay 0 0 0 0

Soil water leached: Inches per acre

Wheat 5.0 6.1 5.2 4.8

Onions 11.0

Potatoes 12.0 11.2

Sugarbeets 9.8 8.8

Hay 7.7 0 7.7 7.7

Percent of applied water and precipitation leached

Wheat 9.8 13.2 10.4 9.3

Onions 17.2

Potatoes 19.5 17.6

Sugarbeets 14.5 12.3

Hay 14.5 0 14.5 14.5



Table 5.5. Base model groundwater quality results by soil association.

Observed groundwater nitrate concentration (ppm)

NV OG US ST All

High 8.1 31 32.9 14.4 32.9

Mean 2.7 12.8 12.2 14.2 11.0

Low 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.0 0.0

Predicted groundwater nitrate concentration at all nodes (farms)

High 8.6 38.0 29.5 24.4 38.0

Mean 3.7 24.1 12.1 18.4 18.5

Low 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.3 0.0

Percent (%) units in violation of 0 91 48 100
quality standard

Predicted groundwater nitrate concentration at simulated observation well sites
only (ppm)

5.2. Analysis of Tax Policies to Control Groundwater Nitrates
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To date, environmental regulations or management plans to reduce groundwater

nitrate levels have not been imposed on the study area. Identification of excessive

High 5.9 36.9 28.6 20.6 36.9

Mean 4.2 24.7 10.8 17.8 16.5

Low 0.0 8.4 5.4 15.0 0.0

Difference between observed and
predicted mean

-1.5 -11.9 1.4 -3.6 -5.5

Mean Squared Error 16.7 293.8 131.2 19.8 185.5
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groundwater nitrate levels by state and federal agencies led to formation of the

Malheur County Groundwater Management Action Committee, which developed a

groundwater management action plan for the county. Development and implementation

of the action plan resulted in a significant amount of research at Oregon State

University and, particularly, the Malheur County Agricultural Experiment Station.

This work, released as educational bulletins and other extended outreach media,

showed that less nitrogen (than has traditionally been used) could be applied with little

affect on crop yield or quality of the harvested product. Further, it was shown that use

of tissue and soil tests to monitor nitrogen requirements, use of alternative nitrogen

forms, application technologies and application schedules and changes in crop rotation

all lead to reduction in groundwater nitrate concentrations. Hence, though no direct

regulatory action has taken place, the threat of regulation and the fact that many of the

nitrogen reduction activities advocated could be implemented at little (or no) cost has

led to "voluntary" actions that can improve groundwater quality in the study region (C.

Shock, personal communication, 1995): To date, however, there is insufficient data to

measure the extent of groundwater improvement (if any) in the study region.

In this investigation, a tax on nitrogen input based on groundwater quality is

utilized to obtain the EPA's 10 ppm federal drinking water standard for public water

supplies'. Different physical information is used to develop different tax schemes. For

example, a uniform, unit tax scheme (where all producers are taxed the same) assumes

a single marginal damage function for groundwater nitrate for the entire study region.

A uniform, quality tax scheme also assumes a single marginal damage function for

groundwater nitrate (hence all producers are taxed the same), but includes information

concerning the dynamics of groundwater flow and the impact this has on groundwater

nitrate concentration. A spatial, unit tax scheme accounts for information (for example

soil type and groundwater flow) that suggests marginal damage functions for

groundwater nitrate differ by location. Finally, a tax scheme based on soil water

I Note that a more stringent quality goal of 7 ppm mandated by the Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) is also evaluated.
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quality is developed to illustrate the importance of basing groundwater control policies

on ambient groundwater quality.

Next, a set of expected outcomes suggested by economic theory are tested by

analyzing the different tax schemes above. The first expected outcome is that a

uniform, quality tax to obtain the 10 ppm standard for nitrate in groundwater will

reduce average farm profit less than a uniform, unit tax, (even though the tax rate for

the uniform, quality tax exceeds the tax rate for the uniform, unit tax). Here the

importance of allowing groundwater quality information to become feedback into the

producer's objective function through the tax incentive is demonstrated. The second

expectation is that a spatial, unit tax will have reduced farm profits less than a

uniform, unit tax when the 10 ppm nitrate standard is obtained. Two spatial, unit tax

schemes are developed where each accounts for the available physical information

differently. Utilizing the two spatial, unit tax schemes, a third expected outcome is

tested. Specifically, it is expected that a spatial, unit tax based on the contribution of

nitrate by each soil zone at a receptor site will obtain the standard for groundwater

nitrates and reduce farm profit less than a spatial, unit tax which does not include this

information. The fourth and final expected outcome is that using a unit tax to achieve

a soil water quality target when a groundwater quality target (specifically, the 10 ppm

standard for nitrate in groundwater) is actually desired, results in the desired

groundwater quality goal not being met and/or larger reductions in farm profit.

Procedures for testing each expected outcome and theoretical justification for each

outcome are provided in Chapter 4.

Analysis of the tax policies relies primarily on comparisons of annual total farm

profit for the study region from the different model runs. The annual profits analyzed

here are not economic profits, hence they are not zero in this long run analysis.

Annual unit returns can be viewed as net farm income on 40 acres. Net farm income

(or average annual unit profit) reflects returns to management, risk and equity. Note

that return to equity reflects the value of land (or rent) which is correlated to crop

productivity (ie., the types of crops that can be grown, crop yield and quality of the

harvested product). Accounting for these returns leads to zero long run economic
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profits. Groundwater quality policies change annual unit profit, hence returns to

management, risk and equity. Specific changes to these three returns are not measured.

5.2.1. Evaluating the Effect of Uniform Taxes

In the uniform, unit tax analysis, a tax rate of 84 cents per pound was required

to reduce the highest predicted groundwater nitrate concentration at a simulated

observation well site to the standard (Table 5.6). Both the EPA's standard of 10 ppm

and the ODEQ's stricter standard of 7 ppm are met at this tax rate. However, at this

tax rate, only hay is profitable in the region. Hay does not require nitrogen input,

hence no tax is paid. Also, because it is assumed that hay does not leach nitrates,

nitrate in the aquifer is eliminated. Annual total profit in the region is reduced 63%

from the base, largely because of a 69% reduction of profit in the large and highly

productive OG soil zone (compare Tables 5.3 and 5.6). Since, hay is the only crop

grown and hay requires no nitrogen input, no tax is paid.

Because production technology is assumed to be fixed, producers have limited

options in response to the tax. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 3, a tax on

nitrogen input based on groundwater quality may not provide incentive to adapt

technologies that reduce nitrate leaching. Being price takers, producers immediately

respond to the tax by reducing nitrogen input. As the tax rate is increased, nitrogen use

is reduced further. This reduction in nitrogen reduces crop yield according to that

crop's production function. Hence, producers are losing on both sides of the profit

equation as revenues are reduced from falling yields and costs are increased by the tax.

At the point where enterprise cost is greater than or equal to enterprise return, the

producer has the option of shutting down that enterprise. Given rotational constraints,

however, the profit maximizing solution may be to operate some crop enterprises at a

loss while maintaining profitable enterprises in the crop mix. In this case, the producer

shuts down the farm (the farm goes out of business) when whole farm profit is less

than zero. Since this is a time dependent model with a long run horizon, short run



Table 5.6. Results of a uniform, unit tax on nitrogen by soil association and for
the study region.

Economic results

NV OG US ST All

Unit profit ($)1 1,900 3,100 700 1,900

Total profit ($) 171,986 688,289 75,724 49,410 985,309

Tax rate ($) 0.84

Tax paid ($) 0 0 0 0

Optimal Crop Mix: % 4

Wheat 0 0 0 0 0 a

Onions 0 0

Potatoes 0 0 0

Sugarbeets 0 0 0

Hay 100 100 100 100 100

Environmental quality results

NV OG US ST

Nitrogen applied (lbs/a)2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nitrogen leached (lbs/a)2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Soil water leached (in)2 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7

Soil water nitrate 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
concentration (ppm)

High predicted groundwater 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
nitrate concentration (ppm)3

% units in violation of quality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
standard

One unit (farm) is 40 acres in size.
Weighted average. Weighted by ratio of crop acres grown to total acres (40).
Simulated observation well sites only.
% of a 40 acre production unit in that crop when profit maximized.

a) % of total modeled acres.
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losses (where average revenue exceeds average variable cost, but not average total

cost) are not allowed.

In the model, when the sum of enterprise profits across the wheat, onion, potato

and sugarbeet enterprises no longer exceed profit by the hay enterprise, the producer

switches to hay production. This switch from the production of multiple crops in

rotation to the production of hay will occur at a sufficiently high tax rate. Hay is

produced since hay is not fertilized, thus avoiding the tax. However, it was not

expected that all crops except hay would be removed from production. This result

occurs because onions, the crop with the highest value in the study region, need to be

removed from production if the nitrate standard is to be achieved. The tax rate

required to remove onions from production also removes wheat, potatoes and

sugarbeets from production.

Finally, the tax rate necessary to obtain the 10 ppm nitrate standard also

obtained the ODEQ's 7 ppm standard. Hence, whether a regulatory agency is pursuing

the EPA's standard of 10 ppm or the ODEQ's standard of 7 ppm, the solution is the

same. Achieving either standard utilizing a uniform, unit tax will require substantial

change in agricultural practices at a large cost to producers in the study region. This

would call into question the political feasibility of such a tax policy.

The next evaluation concerns the impact on farm profit of a uniform, quality

tax to achieve a desired quality goal. With the uniform, unit tax, the tax rate is not an

explicit function of groundwater quality. Alternatively, the uniform, unit tax rate is an

explicit function of current groundwater nitrate concentration. Specifically, the tax on

nitrogen input is calculated every period (model year) and how much tax is paid that

period depends on the difference between the highest observed nitrate concentration

and the desired standard (Equation 3.13). If the highest observed groundwater nitrate

concentration in the current period does not exceed the standard for nitrate, no tax is

paid (the tax rate is zero).

With the uniform, quality tax, groundwater nitrate concentration fluctuates as

producers respond to changes in the tax rate through time. Specifically, at high

groundwater nitrate concentrations a high tax rate is paid and producers significantly

reduced nitrogen fertilizer input and/or take crops out of production. This action
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reduces the amount of nitrogen leached, resulting in improved groundwater quality. As

groundwater quality improves, the tax rate falls and producers increase their use of

nitrogen fertilizer and/or restore crops previously removed to the crop mix.

Given that economic, soil water and groundwater variables are fluctuating

through time, time averages are reported. Due to widely fluctuating concentrations

along the no-flow boundaries (see Appendix 1), stability could not be detected'.

Results from runs with varied time lengths were compared to establish the time

required for stability in the model. As was the case with the uniform, unit tax (where

aquifer stability was detected), very little change in results was noted after 25 years.

Time averages are measured over 9 periods (model years) starting from the period

model stability is detected. Hence, the specified time length for the program is 35

years.

With the uniform, quality tax, a quality charge greater than 10 cents per ppm-

pound would reduce farm profit, but not improve groundwater quality (Table 5.7).

Hence, this analysis is based on a quality charge of 10 cents per ppm-pound. At this

quality charge a time average annual tax rate of 72 cents is paid by all producers.

Note, however, that this tax does not achieve compliance with the 10 ppm nitrate

standard in the OG and US soil zone. All crops grown in the base continue to be

grown, but fewer acres (except hay) are grown. Given that all crops continue to be

grown, economic losses are not as great as in the case of the uniform, unit tax. Time

average annual total profit in the region is reduced 35% from the base, again led by a

38% reduction in profit in the OG soil zone (compare Tables 5.3 and 5.7). Given

production of all crops, nitrogen continues to be leached, but at reduced levels.

In summary, use of the uniform, quality tax increases annual total farm profit

28 percent over the uniform, unit tax (compare Tables 5.6 and 5.7). However, the

uniform, quality tax does not result in the desired groundwater quality goal in all soil

zones. This occurs because in periods where the tax rate is zero, enough nitrate is

leached by onion and potato crops to keep groundwater nitrate levels elevated above

2 This does not occur with a unit tax because with a unit tax groundwater nitrate
concentrations do not fluctuate through time.



Economic results

NV OG US ST All
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Table 5.7. Results from a uniform, quality tax on nitrogen by soil association
and for the study region. The tax rate at which no further gains in
groundwater quality are realized (quality charge (b) is $0.10/ppm-lb).

Unit profit ($)1 2,004 6,204 1,090 2,217

Total profit ($) 181,344 1,377,291 117,693 57,639 1,733,968

Tax rate ($) 0.72

Tax paid ($) 0 0 0 0

Optimal Crop Mix: % 4

Wheat 35.5 11 11 17.7 16.5 a

Onions 11 5.5

Potatoes 11 17.7 6.6

Sugarbeets 11 11 8.2

Hay 64.5 55.5 77.8 64.5 63.2

Environmental quality results

NV OG US ST

Nitrogen applied (lbs/a)2 48.3 93.3 37.9 62.4

Nitrogen leached (lbs/a)2 6.0 32.0 6.0 17.0

Soil water leached (in)2 6.7 8.5 7.5 7.8

Soil water nitrate 5.3 14.6 4.1 9.2
concentration (ppm)

High predicted groundwater 2.9 15.0 11.8 9.8
nitrate concentration(ppm)3

% units in violation of quality 0.0 38 9 44
standard

One unit (farm) is 40 acres in size.
Weighted average. Weighted by ratio of crop acres grown to total acres (40).
Simulated observation well sites only.
% of a 40 acre production unit in that crop when profit maximized.

a) % of total modeled acres.
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the standard on average through time. Since the uniform, unit tax obtained the

groundwater nitrate standard and the uniform, quality tax did not, it is inappropriate to

argue that one of these_tax schemes is superior to the other. Hence, this test of the first

expected outcome, that a uniform, quality tax to obtain the 10 ppm standard for nitrate

in groundwater will reduce average farm profit less than a uniform, unit tax, is

inconclusive. What is clear is that groundwater quality information must be carefully

incorporated into a tax scheme if groundwater quality goals are to be obtained.

5.2.2. Evaluating the Effect of a Spatial Tax

Two spatial, unit tax schemes are developed and evaluated in this investigation.

Each scheme utilizes available physical information differently, hence each is

implemented differently. The first spatial, unit tax bases the tax rate on local

groundwater nitrate concentration yet recognizes that some local nitrate is generated by

a source upstream in the aquifer. The second spatial, unit tax utilizes information

concerning the final destination of nitrate in groundwater. Specific information

concerning the implementation of these two tax schemes is discussed in Chapter 4.

With the first spatial, unit tax scheme, tax rates of $1.40 and 13 cents were

required to bring into compliance the high predicted groundwater nitrate concentration

beneath, respectively, the OG and ST soil zones (Table 5.8). Producers in the NV and

US soils were not required to pay a tax because groundwater nitrate concentrations

beneath these producers are in compliance. Production in the OG and ST soil zones

was limited to hay, while production in the NV and ST soil zones continued at base

levels. Annual total profit in the region is reduced 59% from the base (compare Tables

5.3 and 5.8). Since the NV and US soil zones are still in production, nitrogen is still

leached by these soils.

Constrained production in two soil zones and unconstrained production in the

other two soil zones brings the high predicted groundwater nitrate concentration in

each of the soil zones in compliance with the 10 ppm standard. Highest concentration

in the NV soil zone remains unchanged, while 83 (OG), 67 (US) and 82 (ST) percent



Table 5.8. Results from a spatial, unit tax on nitrogen input by soil association
and for the study region.

Economic results

NV OG US ST All

Unit profit ($)1 2,133 3,100 1,576 1,900

Total profit ($) 193,044 688,289 170,260 49,410 1,101,003

Tax rate ($) 0 1.40 0 0.13

Tax paid ($) 0 0 0 0

Optimal Crop Mix: % 4

Wheat 80 0 25 0 22 a

Onions 0 0

Potatoes 0 0 0

Sugarbeets 0 25 6

Hay 20 100 50 100 72

Environmental quality results

NV OG US ST

Nitrogen applied (lbs/a)2 108.8 0 85.2 0

Nitrogen leached (lbs/a)2 12.3 0 13.8 0

Soil water leached (in)2 5.5 7.7 7.3 7.7

Soil water nitrate 10.9 0 9.4 0
concentration (ppm)

High predicted groundwater 5.9 6.3 9.4 3.8
nitrate concentration (ppm)3

% units in violation of quality 0 0 0 0
standard

One unit (farm) is 40 acres in size.
Weighted average. Weighted by ratio of crop acres grown to total acres (40).
Simulated observation well sites only.
% of a 40 acre production unit in that crop when profit maximized.

a) % of total modeled acres.
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reductions from the base are observed beneath the other soil zones. Producers in the

US soil zone are not in compliance with the ODEQ's stricter standard of 7 ppm. These

producers would face a tax if a 7 ppm quality goal were desired.

Again, the second spatial, unit tax utilizes information concerning the final

destination of nitrate in groundwater. Specifically, a unit tax on nitrogen adjusted

according to the contribution by producers in a soil zone to groundwater nitrate

contamination at a receptor site is levied on producers within that soil zone. To

implement this tax scheme, a receptor site must be identified and contribution to this

receptor site by the different soil zones determined. Information on the direction of

groundwater flow in the study area suggests that all nitrate eventually accumulates

beneath the US soil zone before being discharged to the Malheur and Snake rivers.

The share of nitrate by the NV, OG and US producers to total nitrate beneath the US

soil zone is 2, 78 and 20 percent (Table 5.9). To reduce complexity, the ST producer

was dropped from the analysis. However, in order to compare results with the first

spatial, unit tax scheme, ST producers are taxed 13 cents (Table 5.8) for each pound

of nitrogen purchased.

The results shown in Table 5.9 are important for understanding groundwater

flow in the study area. They also indicate that groundwater management policies

should be based on ambient groundwater levels rather than soil water. First, the results

demonstrate a "plume effect," (where the share of nitrate by an upstream contributor

diminishes with distance). Second, groundwater flow rates are slowing, resulting in

accumulation of nitrates, hence higher concentrations downstream. Specifically, while

the NV soil zone contributes 5.9 ppm nitrates beneath its own zone, it contributes 6.3

ppm to contamination beneath the OG zone. Finally, nitrate contamination from the

NV and OG zones account for 80 percent of the groundwater nitrate concentration

beneath the US zone. A policy applied to the US producer that attempts to bring soil

water nitrate levels into compliance with the standard will have limited impact on

groundwater quality beneath the US soil zone (can only reduce groundwater nitrate

concentration to 25.3 ppm). Desired groundwater quality goals beneath the US

producer can only be achieved by reductions in upstream nitrate levels.



Concentration (ppm)i

1) Reported concentrations are the high predicted
groundwater nitrate concentration at a simulated
observation well site in that soil zone.

A tax (environmental charge) of 97 cents per pound of applied nitrogen was

required to bring the high predicted groundwater nitrate concentration beneath the US

soil zone into compliance. Given this charge, the NV producer faces a tax rate of 2

cents, the OG producer 86 cents and the US producer 9 cents (Table 5.10). All

producers face a tax in this case, not just those with excessive groundwater nitrate

levels. The OG producer switches to a continuous hay crop, hence no nitrogen

fertilizer is applied and no tax is paid. Production on NV and US soils is not changed

from the base even though these producers now pay a tax. The tax encourages slight

NV OG US ST

NV 5.9 6.3 0.5 3.8

OG 0.0 30.4 24.8 5.6

US 0.0 0.0 6.5 0.0

ST 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.2

Base 5.9 36.9 28.6 20.6

Percentage (%)

NV 100 17 2 18

OG 83 78 27

US 20 0

ST 54
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Table 5.9. Contribution by soil zone of
groundwater nitrates to local and
downstream concentrations.



Economic results

NV OG US ST All

Unit profit ($)1 2,049 3,100 1,281 1,900

Total profit ($) 185,421 688,288 138,325 49,410 1,061,445

Tax rate ($) 0.02 0.86 0.09 0.13

Tax paid ($) 84 0 294 0

Optimal Crop Mix: % 4

Wheat 80 0 25 0 22 a

Onions 0 0

Potatoes 0 0 0

Sugarbeets 0 25 6

Hay 20 100 50 100 72

Environmental quality results

NV OG US ST

Nitrogen applied (lbs/a)2 108.3 0 84.1 0

Nitrogen leached (lbs/a)2 12.3 0 13.7 0

Soil water leached (in)2 5.5 7.7 7.3 7.7

Soil water nitrate 10.9 0 9.3 0
concentration (ppm)

High predicted groundwater 5.9 6.3 9.3 3.8
nitrate concentration (ppm)3

% units in violation of quality 0 0 0 0
standard

One unit (farm) is 40 acres in size.
Weighted average. Weighted by ratio of crop acres grown to total acres (40).
Simulated observation well sites only.
% of a 40 acre production unit in that crop when profit maximized.

a) % of total modeled acres.
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Table 5.10. Results from a spatial, unit tax on nitrogen by soil association and for
the study region where the tax rate is based on share of
contamination. The environmental charge is $0.97.
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reductions in nitrogen applications, but has no affect on nitrogen leached by these two

soils.

Highest predicted groundwater nitrate concentration beneath the NV producer

remains unchanged. The highest predicted groundwater nitrate concentration beneath

the US producer, however, is reduced 67 percent from the base, due to elimination of

upstream contamination by OG producers (compare Tables 5.5 and 5.10). The highest

predicted groundwater nitrate contamination beneath the OG producer is reduced 83

percent. All producers are in compliance with the EPA's 10 ppm standard and all but

the US producer are also in compliance with the ODEQ's stricter standard of 7 ppm.

In terms of crop acres, soil water and groundwater quality variables, there is no

difference between the two spatial, unit tax schemes (compare Tables 5.10 and 5.8).

While the form of the tax rate had no impact on production and quality

variables, there is an impact on economic variables. Specifically, NV and US

producers pay (total) tax bills of $84 and $294 for every 40 acre production unit

farmed. The tax has a negative impact on farm profitability. Annual total profit in the

region is reduced $1,608,338 (60%) from the base (compare Tables 5.10 and 5.3).

Relative to the first spatial, unit tax scheme, annual total profit for the region is

reduced $39,558 (4%) (compare Tables 5.10 and 5.8). This reduction is caused by the

tax and subsequent reduction in profits earned by the NV and US producers.

In summary, the results of this analysis confirm that a spatial, unit tax to

achieve a desired quality goal reduces annual farm profits less than a uniform, unit tax.

Implementation of the first spatial, unit tax increased annual profits in the study area

$115,694 (10.5%) over annual total profits from the uniform, unit tax (compare Tables

5.6 and 5.8). However, this improvement is probably not sufficient to justify

implementation of the spatial tax in the study area, particularly if the costs of

implementation, litigation, monitoring, enforcement and information are considered.

Obtaining the 7 ppm standard would further weaken the case for a spatial tax in the

study region.

The results of this investigation also show that a tax based on the percent

nitrate contributed by all sources to a receptor zone does not achieve the desired policy

goal at least cost to producers in the study area. Although a tax based on share of



3 Here, soil water nitrate concentrations must comply with the quality standard for
groundwater.
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contribution was thought to lead to a more equitable solution, it in fact cost producers

more relative to the first spatial tax. Under the first spatial, unit tax scheme, neither

the NV nor the US producers faced a tax because groundwater nitrate concentrations in

these soil zones were in compliance (after concentrations beneath the OG soil zone

were brought into compliance). Although the NV and US producers contribute to

contamination, taxing these producers for this contribution only results in greater losses

in profit. This result suggests policies to control groundwater nitrates in the study area

should focus on crop production (specifically onions and potatoes) in the Owyhee-

Greenleaf and Sagehill-Truesdale soil zones. By complying with the 10 ppm standard

for groundwater nitrates in these soil associations, the standard is met throughout the

study region.

Onion and potato production is so profitable that removal of these crops has a

severe negative effect on agricultural profits. Furthermore, spatial implementation of

taxes does nothing for the producers of onion and potatoes. Regardless of the tax

scheme, these crops must be removed to achieve groundwater quality goals. Profit

losses associated with the loss of these two crops out weighs any profit gains from

spatial differentiation on the other soil zones.

5.2.3. Analysis of a Tax Based on Soil Water Nitrate Concentration

Results from the base analysis (Table 5.3) and a spatial, unit tax based on soil

water quality (Table 5.11) are compared to test whether a unit tax based on soil water

nitrate concentration leads to excessive regulation and costs to producers relative to a

spatial, unit tax based on groundwater quality. This analysis focuses on the NV soil

zone because groundwater flowing into this sub region from upstream in the aquifer is

assumed to be free of nitrate (see Chapter 4). A tax rate of 6 cents was required to

reduce soil water quality beneath the NV soil zone to the standard (Table 5.11)3. At



Table 5.11. Results from a spatial, unit tax on nitrogen based on soil water
quality in the NV soil association.

Economic results

Environmental quality results

One unit (farm) is 40 acres in size.
Weighted average. Weighted by ratio of crop acres grown to total acres (40).
Simulated observation well sites only.
% of a 40 acre production unit in that crop when profit maximized.

a) % of total modeled acres.
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NV OG US ST All

Unit profit ($)1 1,900 10,084 1,576 2,612

Total profit ($) 171,986 2,238,553 170,260 67,926 2,648,726

Tax rate ($) 0.06 0 0 0

Tax paid ($) 0 0 0 0

Optimal Crop Mix: % 4

Wheat 0 25 25 40 21 a

Onions 25 12

Potatoes 25 40 15

Sugarbeets 25 25 18

Hay 100 0 50 20 34

NV OG US ST

Nitrogen applied (lbs/a)2 0 210.0 85.2 140.4

Nitrogen leached (lbs/a)2 0 84.7 13.8 38.0

Soil water leached (in)2 7.7 9.7 7.3 7.9

Soil water nitrate
concentration (ppm)

0 38.0 9.4 20.6

High predicted groundwater
nitrate concentration (ppm)3

0 36.6 28.1 20.6

% units in violation of quality
standard

0 80 50 96
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this tax rate the 10 ppm and 7 ppm standards were obtained. Obtaining the standard

required that NV producers switch from a wheat-hay rotation to continuous hay.

Annual total profit in the region is reduced (11%) from the base. Given that only hay

is produced, no nitrogen is leached, hence groundwater beneath the NV soil zone

returns to pre-agricultural levels.

While soil water nitrate concentrations beneath the NV soil zone exceeded the

10 ppm standard for groundwater nitrates, groundwater nitrate concentration did not.

This result occurs because high quality groundwater from upstream in the aquifer

dilutes the concentration of soil water nitrates beneath the NV soil zone. The purpose

of the tax utilizing soil water quality information is to reduce groundwater nitrate

concentration. Yet groundwater quality in the NV soil zone was in compliance with

the standard prior to the tax being levied (high predicted groundwater nitrate

concentration at a simulated observation well in the base is 5.9 ppm; Table 5.5).

Hence, economic losses in the NV soil zone resulting from the unit tax based on soil

water quality were not necessary. Basing a tax on soil water nitrate concentration (an

intermediate parameter) rather than groundwater nitrate concentration results in the tax

rate being set that imposes excess costs on producers.

Whenever soil water nitrate concentration exceeds upstream groundwater nitrate

concentration in the aquifer, a tax rate based on soil water quality will be too high.

The greater the difference between soil water and upstream groundwater quality, the

greater the error and subsequent cost to producers. Furthermore, this result will hold

for any policy that reduces farm income to improve groundwater quality.

5.3. Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to test the sensitivity of model results to

an alternative form of the crop yield-nitrogen production function. Specifically, a non-

zero intercept (or a non-zero minimum yield) was allowed when no nitrogen fertilizer

is applied. In this section, the impacts of a command and control policy (input

restrictions) on regional farm profit are also discussed. This second analysis is not a
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sensitivity analysis, but rather a comparative analysis of the cost effectiveness of two

different policies that achieve the same policy goal.

5.3.1. Production Assuming Non-zero Minimum Yield

Crops of marketable quality (e.g. wheat) can be grown in the study region

without nitrogen fertilization when grown in present rotations. This indicates that

significant residual nitrogen is being carried over from the prior crop year and/or that

the inherent fertility of the soil is high. A non-zero intercept changes the shape, hence

elasticity of the yield-nitrogen application response (production) function and resulting

factor demand (value marginal product) curve for each crop on each soil type. This

can have a significant impact on model results. This investigation measures the impact

of assuming a non-zero intercept on the results of a uniform, unit tax.

The process for determining the intercept and slope parameters for quadratic

yield-nitrogen (production) functions assuming a non-zero minimum crop yield is

outlined in the fourth chapter. Table 5.12 reports these parameter values for the

different crops on the different soil types'. By assumption, at the economic optima,

where the chosen crop mix and nitrogen input maximizes profit on 40 acres, the

county average nitrogen application rate for a crop results in that crop's county

average yield. Finally, note that the "true" intercept is expected to lie between the zero

and non-zero intercepts of the simulated production functions.

A tax rate of $1.26 was required to reduce the highest predicted groundwater

nitrate concentration at a simulated observation well site to the standard (Table 5.13).

At this tax rate both the EPA's standard of 10 ppm and the ODEQ's stricter standard

of 7 ppm are achieved for groundwater. Furthermore, at this tax rate no nitrogen is

Note that the values in Table 5.12 are rounded and that rounding will affect the
accuracy of calculated results if checking model solutions. The GAMS program
utilized to execute the Malheur model calculated the values in Table 5.12 up to twelve
places right of the decimal.



Table 5.12. Parameter values utilized in a sensitivity analysis of
quadratic yield-nitrogen production relationships by crop
and soil association.

1) All entries subject to rounding error

Calculated minimum yield'

NV OG US ST

Wheat 93.2 106.8 90.6 94.9

Onions 460.3

Potatoes 322.6 290.3

Sugarbeets 27.5 24.8

Hay 5.0 6.0 4.0 5.0

Calculated first order quadratic term (FOQT)1

Wheat 0.164 0.198 0.158 0.168

Onions 0.790

Potatoes 0.672 0.600

Sugarbeets 0.018 0.016

Calculated second order quadratic term (SOQT)1

Wheat 0.00035 0.00048 0.00033 0.00037

Onions 0.001

Potatoes 0.001 0.001

Sugarbeets 0.00003 0.00002
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Economic results

NV OG US ST All

Unit profit ($)1 1,900 4,399 1,012 1,900

Total profit ($) 171,986 976,662 109,283 49,410 1,307,342

Tax rate ($) 1.26

Tax paid ($) 0 0 0 0

Optimal Crop Mix: % 4

Wheat 0 50 25 0 31 a

Onions 0 0

Potatoes 0 0 0

Sugarbeets 50 25 31

Hay 100 0 50 100 38

Environmental quality results

NV OG US ST

Nitrogen applied (lbs/a)2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nitrogen leached (lbs/a)2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Soil water leached (in)2 7.7 7.2 7.3 7.7

Soil water nitrate 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
concentration (ppm)

High predicted groundwater 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
nitrate concentration (ppm)3

% units in violation of quality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
standard

One unit (farm) is 40 acres in size.
Weighted average. Weighted by ratio of crop acres grown to total acres (40).
Simulated observation well sites only.
% of a 40 acre production unit in that crop when profit maximized.

a) % of total modeled acres.
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Table 5.13. Sensitivity of uniform, unit tax results to an alternative form of the
production relationships by soil association and for the study region.
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applied, hence no nitrogen is leached to groundwater. Groundwater quality returns to

pre-agricultural levels.

Producers in the NV and ST soil zones switch to continuous hay even though

wheat and potatoes can now be grown without nitrogen fertilizer, hence no tax. Yields

of wheat and potatoes without nitrogen fertilizer (minimum yield) on these soils are

sufficiently low to trigger a switch to a more profitable (hay) crop. This was not the

case for wheat and sugarbeets on the OG and US soils. These crops on these soils are

more profitable, even at yields reflecting no nitrogen, than is hay.

A higher tax rate (42 cents higher than the tax rate when utilizing the original

production function) was necessary to remove onions and potatoes from production.

Onions and potatoes cannot be profitably grown without nitrogen fertilizer.

Furthermore, removal of these crops from production is required to achieve

groundwater quality goals. The higher tax rate required to remove onions (and

potatoes) from production on OG soils is consistent with expectations. Because yield is

less responsive to changes in nitrogen input when assuming a non-zero intercept, a

higher tax rate is required to bring the onion enterprise to the break even point.

The tax, and subsequent changes in crops grown to avoid the tax, reduced

annual total farm profits $1,362,441 (51%) from the base (compare Tables 5.13 and

5.3). Relative to the original analysis where a zero intercept is assumed (compare

Tables 5.13 and 5.6), annual total profits for the region are increased $322,033 (33%).

This increase in profits is due to the continued production of wheat and sugarbeets on

the OG and US soils.

In summary, results are not sensitive to the form of the production function in

the NV and ST soil zones but do display sensitivity in the OG and US soil zones. For

the entire region, there is little difference in results across the two forms of the

production function. This result is due to large losses associated with the elimination

of onion and potato production to achieve groundwater quality standards. The onion

and potato enterprises are shut down regardless of the assumed form of the nitrogen-

yield response (production) function.



5.3.2. Results from a Restriction of Nitrogen Input

This analysis investigates an alternative regulatory policy (to taxes). All

previous analyses utilized a tax to reduce groundwater nitrate levels. Many studies

have shown that a unit tax on nitrogen input (or taxes in general) does not achieve a

groundwater quality target at least cost to producers (Johnson et. al., 1991; Mapp et.

al., 1994; Thomas and Boisvert, 1994). Given the results of these studies, an input

restriction on nitrogen is imposed to determine if a non-tax strategy can achieve the

desired standard for groundwater nitrates at least cost to producers in the study region.

Nitrogen input restrictions were imposed in the model by limiting the total

amount of nitrogen fertilizer applied. Given production heterogeneities, the restriction

is not equally binding in all soil zones. The original specification of the crop nitrogen-

yield production relationships (assuming a zero intercept) is utilized. Because an input

restriction on nitrogen differentiates across space by soil type, this policy is compared

to the first spatial, unit tax scheme (Table 5.8).

Starting with a 200 pound per acre restriction on total nitrogen applied, applied

nitrogen was reduced a pound at a time until the stated quality goal of 10 ppm was

achieved (Table 5.14). The quality standard was achieved with a 58 pound per acre

restriction on total nitrogen applied (2,320 total pounds per 40 acre farm unit). All

crops identified in the base remain in production, although hay is added to the crop

rotation on the OG soil type. Restricting applied nitrogen (and altering crop mix)

reduces nitrogen leached, the concentration of nitrate in leached soil water and

groundwater nitrate concentration.

Annual total profit in the region is reduced $1,154,517 (43%) from the base

(compare Tables 5.14 and 5.3), but is increased $414,263 (27%) relative to the spatial,

unit tax (compare Tables 5.14 and 5.8). By soil association, the nitrogen input

restriction reduces annual total profit 5% and 20% in the NV and US soil zones, but

increases annual total profit 39% and 13% in the OG and ST soil zones relative to the

spatial, unit tax. The large increase in annual total profit in the OG soil zone results

because onions and potatoes remain in production with a nitrogen input restriction.
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Economic results

One unit (farm) is 40 acres in size.
Weighted average. Weighted by ratio of crop acres grown to total acres (40).
Simulated observation well sites only.
% of a 40 acre production unit in that crop when profit maximized

a) % of total modeled acres.
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Table 5.14. Results by soil association and for the study region from a
comparative analysis utilizing a uniform restriction on nitrogen of 58
pounds per acre.

NV OG US ST All

Unit profit ($)' 2,025 5,106 1,307 2,197

Total profit ($) 183,280 1,133,535 141,331 57,120 1,515,266

Optimal Crop Mix: % 4

Wheat 42.5 7.5 17.5 17.5 18 a

Onions 7.5 4

Potatoes 7.5 17.5 5

Sugarbeets 7.5 17.5 8

Hay 57.5 70 26 65 66

Environmental quality results

NV OG US ST

Nitrogen applied (lbs/a)2 58.0 58.0 58.0 58.0

Nitrogen leached (lbs/a)2 6.6 22.4 9.6 15.8

Soil water leached (in)2 6.5 8.2 7.4 7.8

Soil water nitrate
concentration (ppm)

5.9 10.2 6.3 8.6

High predicted groundwater
nitrate concentration (ppm)3

3.2 9.9 8.8 8.6

% units in violation of quality
standard

0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0
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Although onions and potatoes remained in production in the OG soil zone, a

significant reduction in acres (70%) was require to achieve compliance with the 10

ppm standard.

In summary, model results are sensitive to the policy implemented to control

the level of nitrate in groundwater. Although producers in the NV and US soil zone

suffer greater profit loss with an input restriction on nitrogen, the profit gained by

producers on the OG and ST soil types result in this policy achieving the desired

standard for groundwater nitrates at lower cost to the region than a spatial, unit tax.

Note, however, that gains by the OG and ST producers will be diminished if the more

restrictive standard of 7 ppm is to be obtained. Imposing a 7 ppm standard for

groundwater nitrates may result in a spatial, unit tax being the better control strategy if

the standard is to be obtained at least cost to producers.

Finally, regardless the policy utilized to achieve groundwater quality goals,

onion and potato acreage had to be reduced. These crops, while highly profitable,

contribute the most to groundwater quality deterioration (see Table 5.4). The extent of

the acreage reduction is policy specific and total reduction is not always necessary.

While tax policies were the focus of this investigation, the nitrogen input restriction

analysis indicates that it is likely that some other control policy (for example, crop

acreage restrictions) can achieve the standard for groundwater nitrates at least cost to

producers in the study area and be easier to implement, monitor and enforce than

taxes. However, changes in production technologies were not explored. Different

production technologies might allow onions and potatoes to remain in production with

tax schemes to control groundwater nitrate concentration levels.



6. Conclusions

The primary objective of this research is to evaluate agricultural non-point

pollution control policies in a spatially varying and dynamic setting. The empirical

focus is irrigated agriculture in the Treasure Valley area of Malheur County, Oregon.

Groundwater is the medium of study and nitrate in groundwater is the non-point

source contaminant. Alternative tax schemes are the regulatory policy utilized,

although some conclusions from this study will hold for all policies designed to control

groundwater nitrates. Specific objectives include 1) measuring changes in farm profit

associated with the inclusion of spatial information when determining tax rates and 2)

evaluation of the role of dynamic processes that describe the accumulation and

distribution of non-point environmental contaminants in tax systems.

Information needed to set efficient tax rates' to control groundwater nitrates is

typically not available. A relevant policy question then is what information is available

upon which a tax policy might be based? The tax incentives analyzed in this study are

based on ambient groundwater quality, because groundwater is damaged by nitrate

emissions and ambient levels are more easily observed than emissions. Furthermore,

rather than measure the total cost for each additional unit of nitrate-damaged

groundwater, this analysis focuses on an accepted (or federally/state mandated)

groundwater quality standard or target. It is not known if the target represents the

socially optimum level of nitrogen use (where the marginal benefit to society of

nitrogen equals the marginal cost of contaminated groundwater to society).

Since an efficient tax rate is difficult to achieve, the policy goal of this

dissertation is to meet a groundwater quality target at least cost to producers in the

study region. This policy goal raises other empirical questions. For example, what

additional information can be utilized to develop a tax incentive based on ambient

groundwater quality that achieves a target for groundwater nitrate levels at least cost to
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I Defined as the tax rate where resources are not wasted and where each individual pays
for the damage they cause to groundwater at all locations throughout the aquifer.
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producers? This investigation evaluates the importance of accounting for physical and

natural science relationships when determining a least cost tax rate to meet a desired

groundwater quality goal. Physical science relationships accounted for in this

investigation includes 1) the relationship between surface applications of nitrogen and

the amount of nitrogen leached into groundwater and 2) the relationship between the

location of leached nitrogen and the location where nitrates are deposited (and damage

to groundwater occurs). The first relationship is closely tied to soil type, which

determines what crops can be grown and the production technologies necessary to

grow these crops. Soil type varies by location (is spatially heterogeneous), hence also

plays a role in the second relationship. However, the second relationship is largely

dependent on the rate and direction of groundwater flow.

Different assumptions concerning physical relationships are used to develop

different tax schemes to control groundwater nitrates. With respect to information and

the tax schemes evaluated, a uniform, unit tax assumes a single marginal damage

function for groundwater nitrate for the entire study region. The uniform, quality tax

scheme also assumes a single marginal damage function for groundwater nitrate, but

includes information concerning the dynamics of groundwater flow and the impact this

has on groundwater nitrate concentration. The spatial, unit tax scheme accounts for

information (for example, soil type and groundwater flow) that suggests marginal

damage functions for groundwater nitrate differ by location. Two spatial, unit tax

schemes are developed where each accounts for the available physical information

differently. Finally, a tax scheme based on soil water quality is developed to illustrate

the importance of basing groundwater control policies on ambient groundwater quality.

The unit tax is simply a charge for each unit of nitrogen fertilizer consumed in

the production process. Producers respond to the tax by reducing nitrogen input and/or

altering crop rotations in order to maximize profits. The quality tax is more complex.

The quality tax is still a charge per unit of fertilizer utilized, but the tax rate is a

function of current groundwater quality. In this case, groundwater quality information

becomes "feedback" into the objective function through the tax. Uniform application of

the tax implies that all producers in the study region face the same tax. Spatial
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application of the tax implies that at least one producer in the study region faces a tax

that is different from the tax faced by all other producers.

The tax rate (or quality charge if utilizing the quality tax) is exogenously

determined by a regulatory authority. The tax rate (or quality charge) is increased a

cent at a time until the highest predicted (by the Malheur model) groundwater nitrate

concentration at a simulated observation well site throughout the study area or within a

soil zone is equal to or less than a quality standard. The tax rate is based on high

rather than mean groundwater nitrate concentration because compliance utilizing a

mean concentration implies that some individuals may still be consuming potentially

harmful levels of nitrate (Lee et. al., 1993). Such an outcome would be inconsistent

with health concerns upon which groundwater regulation is based. If the highest

simulated value at an observation well is in compliance, than all other results are

below the standard, which makes it less likely that harmful levels of nitrate remain in

the aquifer. The primary quality target is the 10 ppm federal drinking water standard

for public water supplies. However, a more stringent quality goal of 7 ppm mandated

by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) is also evaluated in this

analysis.

The "best" tax policy to control groundwater nitrate contamination in this

setting was determined by comparing the changes in farm profitability of achieving a

desired groundwater nitrate standard across the different tax schemes. Evaluation of tax

policies was accomplished utilizing a spatially distributed, dynamic programming

model of Treasure Valley Oregon irrigated crop agriculture. The assessment model (the

Malheur model) is a composite of three sub-models (economic, soil water solute

transport and groundwater solute transport). Each sub-model represents one level in the

nitrate contaminate process; 1) economically optimal nitrogen fertilizer application; 2)

the leaching of applied nitrogen via soil water and 3) distribution and accumulation of

nitrate in groundwater. Modeling each process is necessary to evaluate accurately the

economic consequences of implementation of a tax to control groundwater nitrates.

The three sub-models are linked as follows. In the economic sub-model,

producers choose a crop mix (number of acres on which each crop is grown) and

nitrogen fertilizer application rate for each crop in order to maximize whole farm
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profits subject to an exogenously determined tax rate. Results from the economic sub-

model (crops and application rates) become input in the soil water solute transport sub-

model that describes movement of water and nitrates through the unsaturated or vadose

zone of soil. Results from the soil water sub-model (soil water leached, nitrogen

leached and soil water nitrate concentration), in turn, are input in the groundwater

solute transport sub-model which tracks loading and movement of nitrates throughout

the study aquifer. Results from this third sub-model (groundwater nitrate

concentration) can reenter ("feedback" into) the economic sub-model through the tax

constraint the next period. A flow-chart that describes the Malheur model is provided

in chapter three.

The spatial aspect of the Malheur model can be explained as follows. The study

region is broken into four distinct sub-regions based upon soil type. Soil type

determines 1) what crops can be grown, 2) the specific production technologies and

management systems needed to grow those crops, and 3) crop yield. Crops grown,

production technologies, input use and crop yields are homogeneous (because soil type

is the same) within a soil zone, but are heterogeneous across soil zones. Note,

however, that while production processes are independent across soil zones in this

model, groundwater nitrate concentrations, which are also heterogeneous across soil

zones, are not.

Development of the spatially differentiated, dynamic programming model

linking the economic and physical processes that determine groundwater quality is a

methodological contribution of this work. While past studies have linked static, spatial

(targeted) economic and soil water models (Braden et. al., 1989; Mapp et. al., 1994),

dynamic, non-spatial, economic and soil water models (Johnson et. al., 1991) or

dynamic, spatial economic and groundwater models (Griffin, 1987; Zeitouni, 1991;

Xepapadeas 1992b), this is the first attempt to link the three types of models

(economic, soil water and groundwater) in a dynamic and spatially oriented fashion.

Furthermore, this is the first dynamic, spatial analysis to utilize policies based on

ambient groundwater quality (Anderson et. al., 1985; Segerson, 1988).

This integrated modeling framework provides a broader range of information

concerning regulatory effects than previous static or non-spatial studies. For example,
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this model allows for two-dimensional spatial analysis of groundwater policies,

something that is very difficult to do with a static model or example. By integrating

the processes that determine groundwater quality, this model provides a more accurate

representation of ambient groundwater levels on which groundwater regulatory policies

should be based. Utilizing such an integrated model, it is possible to convert what is

typically a non-point source contaminant into a point source analysis.

The next section summarizes the comparative analyses of the different tax

policies. Also, this section summarizes the sensitivity of results to an alternate form of

the yield-nitrogen production relationships. This is followed by discussion of major

findings. Finally, suggestions for further research are made.

6.1. Conclusions from Analysis of Tax Policies to Control Groundwater Nitrates

The empirical tests of tax policies rely primarily on comparisons of annual total

farm profit for the study region from the different model runs. The annual profits

analyzed here are not economic profits, hence they are not zero in this long run

analysis. Annual unit returns can be viewed as net farm income on 40 acres. Net farm

income reflects returns to management, equity and risk. Accounting for these returns

leads to zero long run economic profits.

Both the EPA's groundwater nitrate standard of 10 ppm and the ODEQ's

stricter standard of 7 ppm can be met with a uniform, unit tax. However, meeting the

standard required that only hay be produced in the study region. Annual total profit in

the region is reduced 63% from base profit. Compliance with the standard for

groundwater nitrates utilizing a uniform, unit tax will require substantial change in

agricultural practices at a large cost to producers in the study region. This would call

into question the political feasibility of such a tax policy.

Use of a uniform, quality tax increases annual total farm profit 28 percent over

the uniform, unit tax. However, the uniform, quality tax does not result in the desired

groundwater quality goal in all soil zones. This occurs because in periods where the

tax rate is zero, enough nitrate is leached by onion and potato crops to keep
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groundwater nitrate levels elevated above the standard on average through time. Since

the uniform, unit tax achieved the groundwater nitrate standard and the uniform,

quality tax did not, it is-not possible to determine whether one of these tax schemes is

superior to the other. What is clear is that groundwater quality information must be

carefully incorporated into a tax scheme if groundwater quality goals are to be

obtained. Based on the results of this investigation, a uniform, quality tax scheme

should not be used in the study region if adherence to the standard is the ultimate goal.

The results of this analysis confirm that a spatial, unit tax to achieve a desired

quality goal reduces annual farm profits less than a uniform, unit tax. Implementation

of the first spatial, unit tax increased annual profits in the study area 10.5% over

annual profits from the uniform, unit tax. However, this improvement is probably not

sufficient to justify implementation of the spatial tax in the study area, particularly if

the costs of implementation, litigation, monitoring, enforcement and information are

considered. Obtaining the 7 ppm standard would further weaken the case for a spatial

tax in the study region.

The results of this investigation also show that a spatial tax based on the

percent nitrate contributed by all sources to a receptor zone does not achieve the

desired policy goal at least cost to producers in the study area. Although a spatial tax

based on share of contribution was thought to lead to a more equitable solution, it in

fact cost producers more relative to a spatial tax based on groundwater nitrate

concentration beneath a soil zone (local concentration). With a spatial tax based on

local groundwater nitrate concentration, neither the NV nor the US producers faced a

tax because groundwater nitrate concentrations in these soil zones were in compliance

(after concentrations beneath the OG soil zone were brought into compliance).

Although the NV and US producers contribute to contamination, taxing these

producers for this contribution only results in greater losses in profit. This result

suggests policies to control groundwater nitrates in the study area should focus on crop

production (specifically onions and potatoes) in the Owyhee-Greenleaf and Sagehill-

Truesdale soil zones. By complying with the 10 ppm standard for groundwater nitrates

in these soil associations, the standard is met throughout the study region.
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The unexpected result concerning the spatial, unit tax based on the percent of

nitrate contributed by all sources to a receptor zone, may have been observed because

this tax scheme was poorly designed. This tax scheme does not take into account the

number of producers in each soil zone. Clearly the larger the soil zone (or the more

producers there are within a soil zone) the greater the contribution of nitrate by that

soil zone. In this investigation each soil zone was treated as if they were equal in size.

Finally, note that this spatial tax scheme is susceptible to strategic behavior by

producers if they are large enough to influence groundwater nitrate concentration.

Onion and potato production is so profitable that removal of these crops has a

severe negative effect on agricultural profits. Furthermore, spatial implementation of

taxes does nothing for the producers of onion and potatoes. Regardless of the tax

scheme, these crops must be removed to achieve groundwater quality goals. Profit

losses associated with the loss of these two crops out weighs any profit gains from

spatial differentiation on the other soil zones.

Model results also confirm that a unit tax based on soil water nitrate

concentration leads to excessive regulation and cost to producers. Specifically, profit

losses associated with a unit tax based on soil water quality were not necessary,

because base level high predicted groundwater nitrate concentration beneath the NV

soil zone is within the EPA's 10 ppm standard. Clearly, in this case, basing a tax on

soil water nitrate concentration (an intermediate parameter) rather than groundwater

nitrate concentration results in a tax rate that imposes excess costs to producers. A tax

based on soil water quality is inferior to a tax based on ambient groundwater quality.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to test the sensitivity of model results to

an alternative form of the production function. A non-zero intercept (or a non-zero

minimum yield) was allowed when no nitrogen fertilizer is applied. This analysis

indicates that results are not sensitive to the form of the production function in the NV

and ST soil zones but do display sensitivity in the OG and US soil zones. For the

entire region, there is little difference in results across the two forms of the production

function. This result occurs because large losses associated with the elimination of

onion and potato production are necessary to achieve groundwater quality standards.
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The onion and potato enterprises are shut down regardless of the assumed form of the

nitrogen-yield response (production) function.

Finally, a comparative analysis was conducted to investigate if the standard for

groundwater nitrate could be achieved at a lower cost to producers using another

policy. The alternative policy analyzed is a restriction on the total amount of nitrogen

that can be applied per acre. Although producers in the NV and US soil zone suffer

greater profit loss with an input restriction on nitrogen, the profit gained by producers

on the OG and ST soil types result in this policy achieving the desired standard for

groundwater nitrates at lower cost to the region than a spatial, unit tax. Note, however,

that gains by the OG and ST producers will be diminished if the more restrictive

standard of 7 ppm is to be achieved. Imposing a 7 ppm standard for groundwater

nitrates may result in a spatial, unit tax being the better control strategy if the standard

is to be achieved at least cost to producers.

Regardless the policy utilized to achieve groundwater quality goals, onion and

potato acreage had to be reduced. These crops, while highly profitable, contribute the

most to groundwater quality deterioration. The extent of the acreage reduction is policy

specific and elimination of these crops is not always necessary. While tax policies

were the focus of this investigation, the nitrogen input restriction analysis indicates that

it is likely that some other control policy (for example, crop acreage restrictions) can

achieve the standard for groundwater nitrates at least cost to producers in the study

area and be easier to implement, monitor and enforce than taxes. However, changes in

production technologies were not explored. Different production technologies might

allow onions and potatoes to remain in production with tax schemes to control

groundwater nitrate concentration levels.

6.2. Major Findings

A number of implications are drawn in this study. One implication of particular

importance can be applied to all aquifers where groundwater flow rates can be

measured. Specifically, an empirical finding is the need to base groundwater regulatory
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policies on ambient groundwater quality and not some intermediate quality indicator,

such as soil water quality. While complex models such as the one utilized here are not

required to prove this point (indeed, a one dimensional flow model is used in the

mathematical proof), this model is the first empirical model to demonstrate this fact,

and does so in more than one horizontal dimension.

That groundwater regulatory policies need to be based on ambient quality was

demonstrated for the case where upstream groundwater quality is better than the

quality of leached soil water. The other three cases are not explicitly shown, but easily

demonstrated (see Chapter 4). For example, when there is no groundwater flow, local

groundwater quality will converge to soil water quality (gains from spatial regulation

will not be realized in this case (Zeitouni, 1991)). If soil water quality equals upstream

groundwater quality, then local groundwater quality will also converge to soil water

quality. In this case, results from a tax based on soil water quality will be the same as

results from a tax based on groundwater quality. Finally, if upstream groundwater

quality is poorer than soil water quality, then local groundwater quality will be of

poorer quality than soil water.

This last relationship is of particular interest. Neither a tax based on

groundwater quality nor a tax based on soil water quality will solve local groundwater

quality problems in this case. A regulatory authority has to consider upstream

groundwater quality in the aquifer to solve local groundwater quality problems. This

problem is not evident when a policy is based exclusively on soil water quality. Soil

water quality in one region is not dependent upon soil water quality in another region.

Of course, this problem is also not evident if one focuses exclusively on local

groundwater quality. A spatial focus (hence a spatial model) is required for the proper

control of groundwater quality in this setting.

A regulatory policy based on soil water quality is inferior to a policy based on

ambient groundwater quality. Specifically, anytime soil water is of poorer quality than

upstream groundwater quality, a regulatory policy based on soil water quality will be

sub-optimal (a tax based on soil water quality will exceed a tax based on groundwater

quality). The greater the difference between soil water and upstream groundwater

quality, the greater the error and subsequent cost to producers. Furthermore, this result
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will hold for any policy that reduces farm income to improve groundwater quality.

This is generally true, not just in Malheur county. The point is that upstream quality

and groundwater flow dynamics are critical for successful groundwater quality

management.

The remaining empirical implications from this study cannot be applied

generally to all aquifers. This point is not surprising, given many of the parameters

used to implement the groundwater flow equations are specific to the area. However,

the implications will hold for areas characterized by a shallow aquifer with properties

similar to those used in this investigation. Because model outcomes depend on specific

parameter values, Anderson et. al., (1988) argue for setting on-site standards on a

regional basis.

The next set of implications were observed across the different comparative

evaluations performed here. Direct regulatory policies to control groundwater nitrates

(a tax or an input quota) had a severe effect on farm profits. This is an important

finding because this region's economy is tied to agriculture. Reductions in annual total

profit from base levels in the study region range from 63 percent (the uniform, unit

tax) to 59 percent (the spatial, unit tax) for tax policies that achieved compliance with

groundwater nitrate standards. In all tax cases, onion and potato production must be

eliminated to achieve groundwater quality goals, hence the large reductions in regional

profit. An alternative policy (a per unit restriction on nitrogen) resulted in a 43 percent

reduction in annual total profit from base levels. In this case, production of onions and

potatoes continued, although acreage was severely reduced.

Results from the nitrogen input restriction analysis indicates that tax schemes

do not achieve the desired standard for groundwater nitrates at least cost to producers

in the region. Regulators should look to other policies to control groundwater nitrates.

Onions and potatoes were removed from production or had acreage severely reduced in

all of the policies analyzed here. This indicates that a policy restricting the acreage

(number of acres planted per farm and/or the location of planted acreage) of onions

and potatoes might achieve desired groundwater quality goals at least cost to

producers. Restricting the production of onions and potatoes would allow all other

crops to remain in production, hence an increase in farm profits.
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The findings in the tax and nitrogen input restriction analyses also reinforce the

need for producers to explore new technologies and/or production strategies so that

taxes (or quotas) can be avoided. In this investigation, production technology

(including fertilizer and irrigation water application technology) was assumed fixed in

order to reduce the complexity of the model. However, fixing production technology

may not be a great departure from reality, given that a tax is used to obtain a desired

groundwater quality goal. In a situation characterized by many producers, there is no

incentive to adopt new technologies to reduce leached nitrates when facing a tax

because of the "free rider" problem. A producer who pays for a new technology that

reduces the amount of nitrogen leached at the same nitrogen input level may improve

groundwater quality and lower the tax, but not enough to cover the cost of the new

technology. Furthermore, all other producers receive benefit from this individual's

actions. Since individual producers who adopt a new technology fail to reap all of the

benefit of the new technology, a tax does not provide the proper incentive to pursue

investments in technologies to reduce leached nitrates when there are many producers.

As the number of producers is reduced (ie., assumed farm size is increased) the

greater is the benefit reaped by individual producers investing in a technology to

reduce nitrates. This occurs because, as farm size increases, individual producers have

greater control over groundwater nitrate concentration and are better able to internalize

the cost of regulation based on groundwater quality. Hence, as farm size increases, tax

schemes can provide proper incentives to reduce nitrate leaching.

Voluntary actions on the part of producers appear to have reduced groundwater

nitrate levels in some agricultural regions of Malheur county (I. Camacho, personal

communication, 1995). These reductions are largely due to educational efforts that

identified methods to reduce nitrogen fertilizer (e.g., soil nitrogen tests and eliminating

fall pre-plant fertilization) or make current applications more efficient without

substantially increasing cost or affecting crop yield and market quality. These
a

voluntary activities were not included in this model because their effects on

groundwater nitrate levels have not been documented. Given the severe economic and

political consequences of direct regulation, sufficient time should be given to allow
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these voluntary activities to work. Incentives that aid voluntary compliance should also

be explored.

The desired groundwater quality standard of 10 ppm (as well as a tighter

standard of 7 ppm) was generally obtained in all tax and sensitivity analyses. The lone

exception was the uniform, quality tax. However, the spatial and dynamic environment

in which this incentive is tested in this investigation is different from that in which the

uniform, quality tax was proposed. Segerson (1988), who proposes this incentive, tests

it in a static environment. Griffin (1987) tests a similar incentive in a spatial and

dynamic environment, but bases the incentive on emissions not ambient levels.

Xepapadeas (1992a) bases the incentive on ambient levels and presents it in a dynamic

setting, but does not consider spatial attributes. Hence, a tax incentive based on the

difference between ambient groundwater quality and a groundwater quality standard in

a spatial and dynamic setting may not achieve desired groundwater quality goals.

Finally, although this investigation shows that a spatial tax policy is cost

effective relative to a uniform tax policy, the benefit received by using a spatial tax

policy (in the form of a reduced tax bill to producers) may not be sufficient to cover

the added cost of implementing, monitoring and enforcing such a policy. This finding

results from region specific production relationships that necessitate the elimination of

onions and potatoes when a tax incentive is used to achieve desired groundwater

quality goals. The economic loss associated with reductions in onion and potato

production is so great that it outweighs any economic improvements that might result

in other soil zones because of a spatial policy. The total effect across all zones is that

the economic gain is not sufficient to justify implementation of a spatial policy.

Although the economic gains of a spatial tax policy may not be sufficient to

justify this policy in the study region, a spatial tax policy may be justified in other

regions. The results of this study apply to hydrological regions with shallow aquifers

that discharge to streams or rivers. However, not all hydrological regions in the United

State have similar groundwater flow dynamics (e.g. the Ogallala aquifer). Furthermore,

in order to model better groundwater flow, the study region is limited in size (smaller

than the entire irrigated acreage of Treasure Valley). Hence, in terms of overall

groundwater policy, there still may be gains associated with a spatial policy. This
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study may indicate that region size (ie., area in square miles) also influences whether a

spatial policy obtains a policy goal at least cost to those regulated within that region.

6.3. Model Improvements and Further Research

A number of improvements to the model are possible. Such changes will aid

future research utilizing this model and strengthen results from any reevaluation of the

current investigation. First, nitrogen fertilizer is the only input assumed in the

production process. Nitrate leaching depends on the amounts of both nitrogen fertilizer

and water used in crop production; hence a first-best solution to the nitrate problem

would require regulation of both inputs simultaneously (Larson et. al., 1994). Larson

et. al. (1994) note, however, that coordination of policies for multiple inputs is costly

because each is subject to somewhat different regulatory processes and institutions.

The question Larson et. al. (1994) addresses is which single input, nitrogen or water,

can be regulated at least cost. Their results suggest that water market incentives could

achieve non-point source reduction goals at relatively minimal efficiency costs.

Furthermore, Frasier et. al., (1993) found that nitrate emissions could be reduced while

increasing farm income by applying lower quantities of water and fertilizer and

applying them at appropriate times. Hence, applied water is an important variable to

consider when developing policies to control groundwater nitrates.

Water (or irrigation) input was not utilized as a control variable in this

investigation for several reasons. First, while yield-nitrogen and yield-applied water

response functions were readily available for the different crops in the study region,

joint yield-nitrogen-applied water response functions are not. Water is treated in

experiments at the local experiment station as a fixed input, ie., that producers use the

full irrigation allotment. Hence, water is a non-limiting factor except in drought years.

Using crop simulation models (ie., CERES) it is possible to simulate yield at

different nitrogen fertilizer and irrigation water input levels (Braden et. al., 1989;

Johnson et. al., 1991; Mapp et. al., 1994). Using the simulated data, a production
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function is then statistically estimated. However, simulation models for onions,

sugarbeets and alfalfa are not available.

Second, if irrigation water is a choice variable, then significant structural

changes need to be made in the model. With irrigation water as a choice variable,

leached water becomes dynamic. The amount of water leached effects the height of the

water table which effects groundwater velocity which then effects the distribution and

accumulation of groundwater nitrates. Implementation of these dynamic effects in the

current model requires that groundwater flow be modeled using a transient flow

algorithm rather than steady state flow. Transient flow greatly increases computational

time since piezometric head and groundwater velocity are calculated each period (this

requires repeated Gauss-Seidel iteration).

Connor (1995), utilizing the same study region and groundwater flow model,

examined if water transfers could be used to reduce the level of nitrate in groundwater.

In Connor's case, nitrogen was a fixed input while irrigation water input was the

choice variable. Integrating this and Connor's model should be the first step in

developing an integrated assessment framework that accounts for changes in both

nitrogen and irrigation water input. Note, however, that the marriage of the two

models would require substantial change to Connor's model since it is static while the

model in this dissertation is dynamic.

A second improvement of the model would be to model better the hay (or

meadow hay and alfalfa) enterprise. Hay was assumed not to contribute to groundwater

nitrates on average over time. However, when hay is plowed to make way for another

crop, a large amount of nitrogen is released in residue. In all periods where hay is not

plowed (if not fertilized), hay consumes all nutrients available to it. This "dynamic"

system for hay is a generalization that needs to be explored.

The integrated assessment modeling framework developed here is useful for

analyzing a variety of policies to reduce groundwater nitrates. A great deal of spatial

and temporal information is captured in this model. The value of this information can

be determined by adding or deleting information and seeing how model results change.

The value of some information will change with changes in the policy implemented

and (or) the policy goal desired. This modeling framework is particularly useful for
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investigating the "best" method for implementing spatial control policies for

groundwater nitrates, how changes in location of a polluter effect ambient groundwater

contaminant levels, how groundwater nitrate levels respond to changes in technology

and how strategic responses to regulatory strategies impact groundwater nitrate levels.

With the exception of demonstrating how best to implement a spatial policy in the

study area, none of these issues were addressed in this investigation.

The integrated assessment framework developed in this investigation is a

comprehensive representation of a specific, complex problem. Although there is room

for improvement, the modeling approach used here performs well in this sitting. A

relevant question in this analysis (and any analysis of this nature) is how much detail

is necessary to answer policy questions? Given the site-specific nature of groundwater

pollution problems and processes, comprehensive models such as this may be required.

However, this model (and approach) is transportable in the sense that parameter values

can be respecified for use in other regions of the U.S., particularly the west. Data

requirements for such transferability appear modest, suggesting that even complex

groundwater resource issues are tractable.
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Appendix 1. Specifics of the Malheur Program

This appendix provides greater detail of the Malheur model. Specifically,

details of the NLEACH model and procedures for determining groundwater velocity

(omitted from Chapter 3) are discussed here. The Malheur model integrates three

separate models of agricultural production, soil water flow and groundwater flow. The

sequencing of these models, discussed in the next section, is very important. The

second section discusses the NLEACH model that describes soil water flow and

transport of nitrogen in soil water. The third section discusses the specifics for

determining groundwater velocity and groundwater nitrate concentration. Finally, the

fourth section provides other information that is needed to calculate groundwater

nitrate concentration. This information was also omitted from Chapter 3.

A-1.1. Sequencing of the Integrated Model

The sequencing of the three sub-models in the integrated model is important for

proper results. There are three time loops involved in the integrated model; a yearly

loop (t), a daily loop (td) and a cycles loop (te). The change in the yearly loop (dt) is

one year, the change in the daily loop (dtd) is one day and the change in the cycles

loop (dtc) is five days. The daily and cycle loops are nested in the yearly loop. After

365 iterations of the daily loop and/or 73 iterations of the cycles loop, a new iteration

on the yearly loop begins (the counter on the daily and cycles loop is set back to

zero). The economic sub-model resides within the year loop, the soil water solute

transport sub-model within the day loop and the groundwater solute transport sub-

model within the cycles loop. There are secondary loops (crop, soil type and solute

front loops) nested in the day loop of the soil water sub-model.

Parameter values for nitrogen applied and acres planted by crop and soil type

from the economic sub-model are solved yearly. The parameter value for applied
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nitrogen is partitioned according to a pre-determined nitrogen application schedule for

each crop. Given irrigation information, nitrogen applied and acres planted, parameter

values for leached soil water and nitrogen are calculated daily by the soil water solute

transport sub-model. These daily values are summed at the end of the daily loop. The

yearly values for soil water and nitrogen leached (the summed daily values) are

utilized to calculated annual average soil water nitrate concentrations for each of the

production units. One seventy-third of annual average soil water nitrate concentration

enters the calculation of groundwater nitrate concentration every cycle (in the

groundwater solute transport sub-model). At the end of the cycle loop, groundwater

nitrate concentrations at all nodes are stored in memory. These values (if feedback) are

used to determine the new tax rate and a new iteration of the year loop begins.

A possible improvement of the integrated model involves the sequencing of the

soil water and groundwater sub-models. Currently annual values for soil water and

nitrogen leached are imiformally loaded into the groundwater model. A better

sequencing of these models would allow five day accumulations of soil water nitrates

to be loaded into the groundwater sub-model. Specifically, after 5 daily iterations of

the soil water sub-model, soil water nitrate concentration would be determined and

groundwater nitrate concentration calculated. With this sequencing the cycle loop

would be eliminated.

Implementing this sequence would require substantial changes to the current

Malheur model. The current loop sequence is the year loop followed by the crop, soil,

day and solute front loops followed by the cycle loop. The improvement would require

that the year loop be followed by the day, solute front, crop, and soil loops. Although

careful thought would be required to implement this improvement in the current

model, this improved sequence would more accurately reflect the leaching of nitrates

into groundwater.



A-1.2. The soil water sub-model

In this section, specifics of the Nitrogen Leaching Simulator (NLEACH) are

discussed. First, assumptions utilized in this dissertation concerning soil water and

nitrogen leached are outlined. Next, the NLEACH program is reviewed. Finally, this

section concludes with discussion concerning the calculation of annual soil water

nitrate concentration.

The original version of NLEACH was written in Microsoft Visual-Basic for use

on a micro computer. The visual-basic code was translated into General Algebraic

Modeling System (GAMS) code and adapted for use on a mainframe computer that

utilizes the unix operating system. In translation, other adaptations were made.

Specifically, the original version modeled a single crop and soil type while the

modified version accounts for the different crops and soil types used in this

investigation. Furthermore, the original version is a single period model while the

modified version is multi-period. Conversion to a multi-period model required that the

ending soil states (soil water and soil nitrogen) be passed into the next period while

accounting for changes in crop rotation and/or crop acres grown.

A-1.2.1. Model Assumptions

The purpose of this section is to discuss the assumptions that result in soil

water leached being fixed through time and nitrogen leached being only a function of

applied nitrogen. Leached nitrogen is a function of the amount of nitrogen fertilizer

applied, crop, crop growth, soil fertility (which determines the extent of microbial

activity), water infiltration and geo-physical parameters. The nitrogen cycle, which the

NLEACH model simulates, is depicted in Figure 3.2. Nitrogen (the basic element or in

the form of urea) is immobile in soil (or on the soil surface) until it dissolves in water

to form nitrate (NO3). The exception is nitrogen applied in gaseous form as ammonia.

However, ammonia (NH4) is assumed to remain immobile through the nitrification

process that converts it to nitrate. Nitrate is the leached product, hence nitrogen is
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leached if, and only if, water is leached. Leached water, however, does not imply

leached nitrogen.

The ability to control leached nitrates ultimately hinges on the ability to

manage deep percolation of irrigation water. Deep percolation occurs when the amount

of infiltrated water is in excess of that soil's water holding (or field) capacity.

Precipitation and snow fall are beyond the producer's control, as are soil type and

other geo-physical parameters that determine field capacity and the rate at which water

can flow through a soil. However, by carefully monitoring soil moisture status,

switching irrigation technology (or carefully monitoring the current technology), and

adjusting the rate and/or timing of water application, producers can minimize soil

moisture in excess of field capacity and the number of occasions this excess occurs,

thereby minimizing nitrate leaching.

Applied water, if not infiltrated, is not leached. Infiltration depends on many

factor including slope, soil type, crop cover, irrigation technology, and irrigation rate.

In this study, water infiltrated equals water applied (by irrigation and precipitation) less

irrigation water lost to runoff. The percent of applied water that runs off the field has

been measured in numerous studies conducted by research personnel at the Malheur

County Agricultural Experiment Station (MCAES) and by Mittelstadt (1995). The

purpose of experiments conducted by the AES was to show the effectiveness of

various methods for reducing sediment erosion. Hence, fields with steeper slopes and

high irrigation applications rates were utilized. Mittelstadt (1995) measured a wide

range of runoff values from a number of privately owned fields (soil types) with

varying crops and commonly used application technologies. The mean runoff value

from Mittelstadt's (1995) data (0.26) is utilized in this investigation (Table 3.2).

Irrigation water application (equal to the county average for each crop) is fixed

spatially' and through time (Table 3.3) as is precipitation (Table 3.2). Hence, given a

mean value for runoff, infiltration depends only upon crop type.

1 Spatial heterogeneity arises from differences in soil type. The study region is divided
into four zone based upon soil type. To be fixed spatially implies that the same
parameter value is used in each of the soil zones. To vary spatially implies that a
different parameter value is used in each soil zone.
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The portion of applied water that infiltrates into the soil (soil water) is held in

the soil, consumed by a crop and/or leached. From initial sprout to maturity, plants

take up increasing amounts of soil water. A portion of this soil water is released to the

atmosphere or transpired. This transpired water, along with evaporated water, is readily

measured (evapotranspiration or ET). Crop ET, like infiltration, is fixed spatially and

through time.' ET is treated as a climatic variable, although crops will reduce

transpiration when under stress. Hence, no stress (environmental, physical or

nutritional) is assumed. The strong correlation between the rate of crop growth and

measured ET is used in this model (Table 3.3). Specifically, crop growth is assumed to

be a linear function of crop ET where the amount of water taken up by a crop (soil

water consumption) is equal to measured ET (mm).

Water is leached (deep percolation) when infiltration less crop consumption

exceeds the soil's capacity to hold water in the root zone. If annual infiltration, annual

consumption and the physical properties of soil are fixed through time, then annual

soil water leached must also be fixed through time3. Leached soil water depends upon

both location and crop type where spatial variation in leached soil water arises from

spatial variation in how much water a soil can hold (available water capacity). Crop

specific variation in soil water arises from differences in crop rooting depth that define

the amount of water held in a root zone.

Nitrogen moves through soil only if water is moving through the soil and is

leached only if soil water is leached. Above it is shown that annual predictions of

leached soil water from this model are fixed through time. Hence, dynamic changes in

soil water nitrate concentration arise exclusively from dynamic changes in nitrogen

leached. Leached nitrogen is a function of the amount of nitrogen fertilizer applied,

nitrogen application technology, application timing, crop growth, soil fertility, health

of soil microorganisms, irrigation technology, rate and timing, water infiltration,

ET is fixed through time in the sense that the same monthly (converted to daily)
values are utilized each year.

Crop water uptake, soil moisture status and soil water leached change daily throughout
a year, however, these daily changes are the same each year. Hence, there are no
annual change in these variables.
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climate, geo-physical parameters, and other factors4. However, in Equations 3.14 and

3.15, leached nitrogen (n1) is specified as a function of only applied nitrogen. Next, the

components of nitrogen leaching and the assumptions that fix all variables, but

nitrogen applications, through time are considered.

Nitrogen application technology, form and timing are held constant (nitrogen

application rate is a choice variable); a realistic assumption in the study region.

Nitrogen is typically applied in the form of urea. Although the number and timing of

nitrogen applications vary by crop, producers tend to apply nitrogen at roughly the

same time during the season. Finally, nitrogen applied to wheat is typically broadcast

while onions, potatoes and sugarbeets typically have nitrogen applied in the irrigation

furrow at the base of the crop (side-dressed) (Perry et. al., 1992).

Applied nitrogen, especially if applied in an irrigation furrow, can be eroded

(removed from the field) by wind and water. Irrigation water application technology,

rate and timing in conjunction with nitrogen application technology, form, rate and

timing and the physical properties of the soil determine the amount of nitrogen eroded

by water. A number of studies by MCAES personnel were utilized to derive a mean

value for percent nitrogen eroded (28%; Table 3.2).

The effect of crop growth on nitrogen uptake is complex. Nitrogen is taken up

as a bi-product of the crop's "search" for water (by root growth). Hence, the rate of

crop nitrogen uptake (like soil water uptake) is a linear function of crop ET.

Specifically, the faster (and larger) the plant grows, the more soil water it takes up (if

not limiting). Since nitrogen is dissolved in soil water, nitrogen (and other nutrients) is

taken up at a faster rate (if not limiting) as more water is transpired. If either nitrogen

or water is limiting (ie., the crop is stressed), the health of the crop, hence yield, will

suffer. Since, water and other crop nutrients are assumed to be non-limiting (non-

stressing), crop health depends entirely upon nitrogen availability.

Crop yield, which is a function of nitrogen input only, indicates crop health.

The higher the crop yield, the healthier the crop. Nitrogen uptake is the product of

crop yield (a function of nitrogen input) and that crop's nitrogen uptake factor (NUF).
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NUF values for the modeled crops are 1.16 for wheat (pounds per unit yield), 0.16 for

onions, 0.45 for potatoes and 4.34 for sugarbeets (See Appendix 2). Experimental

values do not exist for alfalfa and meadow hay, so a value for alfalfa at full maturity

(24 lbs/ton) was used (Meisinger and Randall, 1991). The NUF values for the modeled

crops are fixed in this investigation.

The final parameter that can influence the amount of nitrogen leached is

nitrogen from mineralized organic material. Organic material is supplied by crop

residue; the roots, stems, leaves and other plant material that is returned to the soil

after harvest. In this study crop residue is the only source of organic material. Nitrogen

taken up by the crop is utilized for growth in all parts of the crop although a

significant portion is required for proper development of the kernel, bulb, tuber or root

that is harvested. Nitrogen in the harvested portion of the crop is lost from the

nitrogen cycle. Nitrogen in the remaining plant structures of the crop return to the soil

in crop residue (if not burnt). Since crop nitrogen uptake is a function of crop yield

which is a function of nitrogen application, the amount of nitrogen in crop residue is a

function of nitrogen application.

The amount of nitrogen in organic matter released (or mineralized) for

consumption by crops and/or leaching depends on the health of soil microorganisms.

Specifically, the amount of nitrogen from mineralization (and the rate of

mineralization) depends on the kind and quality of residue (or organic material in

general) and the population and health of the microorganisms. The health of

microorganisms depends on favorable conditions of temperature, water and aeration

that are all managed for the crop's benefit (Singer and Mtums, 1987).

The amount of nitrogen mineralized is not easily measured in the study area.

Estimates from the MCAES were utilized in this study. Stieber et. al., (1995) found

that an average of 169 pounds of nitrogen per acre is mineralized by different crops on

different soil types. Average mineralization is used in this dissertation because, while

the amount of nitrogen mineralized is rotation and field dependent, crop rotations can

change and the location of crop fields is not identified. The amount of nitrogen

mineralized ranges from 40 to 241 pounds per acre in the top 12 inches of soil and



from 18 to 129 pound per acre in the next 12 inches of soil. Soil nitrogen

mineralization is assumed to be fixed.

A-1.2.2. The Modified NLEACH Program

Diskette 1. (Appendix 3) contains GAMS coding for the integrated Malheur

model (including the modified NLEACH program which is the soil water solute

transport sub-model). This section "walks" through the NLEACH code in order to

point out the logic structure and methodological foundations of the program. This is

important since a "users manual" for the modified NLEACH program does not exist.

The modified version of NLEACH is dynamic, hence, the program is coded in two

parts. The first is non-loop code where parameters are defined and assigned and initial

conditions determined. The second is loop code where calculations take place within 5

different imbedded iterative loops. Specifically, calculations are made daily (365 days)

for each soil (farm) type for each crop for each year. Within the daily loop each of the

soil fronts are tracked in a solute front (sf) loop.

In the non-loop code, irrigation water applied (iwa) is adjusted to account for

the amount of applied water that runs off the field (is not infiltrated). Specifically, the

parameter irrigation water applied is multiplied by one less the parameter value for

percent of water run-off (pwr; Table 3.2). Next, the nitrogen application schedule (nas)

is determined. The nas parameter is defined for crop type (crop), day of the year (day)

and solute front (sf). Wheat receives a one time application (broadcast) the day it is

planted. Onions receive 3 nitrogen applications (furrow side-dressed) with the first on

the planting date. Potatoes and sugarbeets receive two applications (furrow side-

dressed) with the first on their respective planting date. Note that the total amount of

nitrogen applied equals the county average nitrogen application (can) for that crop.

Also, for each crop, a nitrogen application initiates a new nitrogen pulse (solute front)

in the soil. Information concerning the number of nitrogen fertilizer applications, dates

on which fertilizer is applied and the percent of total nitrogen applied on a particular

date was provided by the Malheur County Extension Service.
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At the economic optimum (with no tax), applied nitrogen (n) is equal to the

county average nitrogen application (can). With a binding regulatory constraint,

however, applied nitrogen (n) will be less than the county average (can). Applied

nitrogen (n) from the economic sub-model is determined yearly. Yearly adjustments to

the nitrogen application schedule (nas) are made in the time loop (year) by multiplying

nas by the ratio of applied nitrogen (n) to county average application (can).

Irrigation information includes county average water application (iwa) and

county average number of applications (nwa) (Table 3.3). This information is

converted in the non-loop code to daily values. An equal spacing between irrigation

events, a uniform application rate and that the first irrigation occurs on the planting

date are assumed. The interval (in days) between irrigations (iwi) is the number of

days in the growing season (harvest date (hd) less the plant date (pd)) divided by the

number of applications (nwa). Looping over days and starting at the planting date (pd),

daily irrigation water applications (diwa) are assigned to days one interval (iwi) apart.

The amount of water applied that day is equal to the county average water application

(iwa) divided by the average number of applications (nwa).

Daily values of ET (det) and precipitation (rain) are preferred, but monthly

values can be utilized (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Conversion of monthly values to daily

values occurs in the non-loop code. It is assumed that ET and precipitation occur in

uniform daily increments over the month. Dividing ET and precipitation by the proper

number of days in a particular month is important. "Months" with less than the

standard number of days may occur depending upon when a crop is planted (pd) and

harvested (hd). Summing up daily ET (det) gives total ET (tet), both of which are

utilized later to determine the parameter factor.

The initial state of soil water is also determined in the non-loop code. The

model is one-dimensional, hence, soil water is measured as depth (inches or cm). Total

available soil water (tasw) is the maximum amount of water a soil can physically hold

that is available to the plant (ie. field capacity less the wilting point). It is calculated as

the maximum crop rooting depth (mrd) multiplied by the volumetric (%) available

water capacity (awc). Initial soil water deficit (iswdef) is the difference between total

available soil water (tasw) and available soil water (where available soil water is the
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amount of water remaining in the soil that the plant can utilize). The initial soil water

deficit is calculated by multiplying total available soil water (tasw) by 1 less the

volumetric (%) initial soil water (isw). Note that volumetric initial soil water (isw) is

initial available soil water divided by total available soil water (tasw).

Presently, initial soil water (isw) is not known in the study region. In a static

model, proper specification of initial soil water (isw) is important. Generally, the

higher the value of initial soil water (isw) the greater the amount of soil water, hence

nitrogen, leached (the initial soil water deficit (swdef) is less, hence less infiltrated

water is required to reach field capacity) given fixed irrigation rates and precipitation.

In this dynamic model, however, the calculated final value of soil water deficit (swdef)

is utilized to calculate initial soil water deficit (swdef) the next period (a guess is made

the first period). Given balance in the water accounts (and the fact that the water

portion of the model is fixed temporally), the initial value of soil water deficit (swdef)

will converge to a steady state.

Pre-season soil moisture (or initial soil water (isw)) are thought to range from

0.36 to 0.18 (M. English, personal communication, 1994). Utilizing a mid-point value

of 0.25 resulted in initial soil water deficits that ranged from 15 (sugarbeets, all soils)

to 9 (onions on OG soils) inches. Steady state, residual soil water deficits ranged from

13 (potatoes on ST soils) to 8 (wheat and sugarbeets on US soils) inches. Thus, initial

soil water values predicted by this model are consistent with expectations.

The remaining code is imbedded in the different iterative loops. Each time

(year) period the amount of nitrogen applied (nas), the total amount of nitrogen taken

up by the crop (tcnu) and residual soil water status values are redefined. Calculation of

the residual values is discussed later. Modification of the nitrogen application schedule

was previously discussed. Total crop nitrogen uptake (tcnu) is determined by

multiplying estimated crop yield (q) from the economic sub-model by that crop's

nitrogen uptake factor (nuf). As a function of applied nitrogen (n), crop yield (q)

changes when applied nitrogen (n) changes. As crop yield (q) changes, total crop

nitrogen uptake (tcnu) will also change.

Here opposing forces effect nitrogen leaching. Reductions in applied nitrogen

(n) directly reduce nitrate leaching (given constant soil water flow). However,
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reductions in applied nitrogen (n) reduces crop yield (q) which reduces total crop

nitrogen uptake (tcnu). Reductions in total crop nitrogen uptake (tcnu) increase nitrate

leaching. Which effect isstronger depends on our position on the quadratic production

function. From the economic optima, unit reductions in nitrogen initially result in

(relatively) smaller reductions in yield. The reduction in nitrogen leaching from

reduced nitrogen applications is greater than the increase in nitrogen leaching from

reduced crop uptake. Subsequent unit reduction in nitrogen, however, result in

reductions in yield that are relatively larger. When the reduction in yield is greater

than the unit reduction in nitrogen application, increased leaching from reduced uptake

may exceed decreased leaching from direct nitrogen application reductions.

The program then enters the second and third (crop then soil) iterative loops.

Here, soil water deficit (swdef) is set to the residual soil water deficit (rdef) unless this

is the first time period (year). In the first time period initial soil water deficit (iswdef)

is utilized .

Next the program enters the day loop where daily plant requirement (factor),

adjustments to daily seasonal and off season ET, root growth, the number of solute

fronts, soil mineralization and crop nitrogen uptake are determined. Plants require

water and nutrients to grow. The amount of water and nutrients (nitrogen as nitrate)

required daily (factor) is a linear function of daily ET (det). As daily ET increases the

amount of water and nutrients needed to sustain plant growth increase.

Computationally, the parameter factor is the percent of total ET that occurs this day

(det/tet).

Daily seasonal and off season ET (det and doset) are adjusted (Jensen, 1969).

Adjustments to ET (adjet) require knowledge of the current state of available soil

water (availw). Available soil water is determined by subtracting the current soil water

deficit (swdef) from total available soil water (tasw). Given currently available soil

water (availw), the adjustment to ET (adjet) is calculated as follows (Equation A-1.1).

Using adjet, adjusted or "new" values of daily ET (ndet) and daily off season ET

(ndoset) are calculated.
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availwLog x100 + 11
I tasw,

Log (101)
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A-1.1.

If available water (availw) equals total available water (tasw), then no

adjustment to ET is required. As available water is depleted, (availw/tasw approaches

0) larger adjustments (reductions) to ET are made. When all available water is

consumed, plant transpiration stops and ET is zero. Hence, adjustments to ET (adj et)

increase at a decreasing rate as the ratio available water to total water (availw/tasw)

increases (the adjet function is concave). Finally, note that calculating available soil

water (availw) is not necessary. The ratio of available water to total water

(availw/tasw) is 1 less the ratio of soil water moisture deficit to total available soil

water (ie., 1 - (swdef/taswc,) ).

Linear root growth occurs each day of the growing season up to the date of

maximum root growth (dmrd). Root depth (rd) during this period is calculated as the

ratio of current number of growing days (julian date (dcnt) less the planting date (pd))

to total days of root growth (date of maximum root depth (dmrd) less the planting

date) multiplied by the maximum obtainable rooting depth (mrd). From the date

maximum rooting depth is obtained (dmrd) to the harvest date (hd) the crop no longer

grows roots. It is assumed, however, that root depth (rd) is maintained at the

maximum rooting depth (mrd).

The program next accounts for crop uptake of nitrate and soil mineralization.

The model assumes that (1) crop nitrogen uptake from a solute front occurs only if

that solute front is within the reach of a crop's roots and (2) the daily amount of

nitrogen taken up depends on crop growth which is a linear function of ET (ie.,

factor). For accounting purposes (to have nitrogen balance), soil mineralization is

subjected to the same set of assumptions. This is restrictive. Given soil microbes,

sufficient water and organic material (from crop residue) mineralization will occur

irrespective of the location of crop roots and ET.
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If multiple solute fronts are within reach of a crop's roots, each front receives

an equal share of daily mineralization and/or is reduced by an equal share of daily

nitrogen uptake (uniform partitioning). Hence, the number of solute fronts within reach

of a nitrogen source is required. The scaler mczz records this number. Different

criteria determine the presence of a solute front to be counted. At the highest level, a

solute front exists (can be counted) if (1) nitrogen is present (the parameter minon has

a value of 1) and (2) the solute front is within the root zone (the parameter xz has a

value of 0). Note that the depth of the root zone is determined by maximum crop

rooting depth (mrd) and that crop roots are growing to this depth through the growing

season. If the julian date is within the growing season, then the solute front must be

within the reach of a crop's roots to be counted (solute depth (sdepth) less than root

depth (rd)). If the counted number of solute fronts (mczz) is zero, then there are no

qualifying solute fronts from (into) which nitrate can be taken (added).

Daily crop nitrogen uptake and soil mineralization are calculated irrespective of

root depth. This assures that the nutritional requirements of the crop are met. Daily

mineralization (mineral) is the product of daily crop requirement (factor), seasonal

crop mineralization (scmin) and adjusted ET (adjet). The parameter factor forces

mineralization to occur only during the growing season and at a predetermined rate

throughout the growing season. There is not the case in nature. As long as

temperatures are warm and water and organic material are available, mineralization

will occur. Daily crop nitrogen uptake (dcnu) is the product of daily crop requirement

(factor), total crop nitrogen uptake (tcnu) and adjusted ET (adjet).

Daily mineralization (mineral) and crop nitrogen uptake (dcnu) are also

adjusted for changes in soil water status (adjet). As soil water is depleted, crop growth

is slowed and yield diminished. Given that nitrogen uptake is the product of crop yield

(q) and a fixed nitrogen uptake factor (nuf) for the crop, reductions in yield reduce

nitrogen uptake. Likewise, soil microbes need moisture to live. As available soil water

is diminished, microbe populations drop off and less mineralization occurs. In

summary, if water stress occurs, both total nitrogen uptake and mineralization from the

model will be less than expected (ie., less than tcnu and scmin respectively). Given

that the model assumes water applications to be fixed and soil water to be non-
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limiting, an appropriate amount of water needs to be applied to avoid difficulties

arising from water stress.

Imposing the restriction, that additions (subtractions) from a solute front occur

only if that solute front is within reach of a crop's roots, is difficult given that both

mineralization and nitrogen uptake occur throughout the growing season. Imposing this

restriction requires two accounting scalers; one to apply net nitrogen when solute

fronts are present and within the reach of crop roots and the other to hold net nitrogen

when a solute front is not present or not within reach of crop roots. If solute fronts are

within reach of crop roots (mczz greater then zero; note that in the off season mczz is

generally greater than zero) then the difference between daily mineralization (mineral)

and daily uptake (dcnu) divided by the number of solute fronts (mczz) is added (nput)

to each solute front. If solute fronts are not within reach of crop roots (mczz is zero)

then the difference between daily mineralization (mineral) and daily uptake (dcnu) is

held (nsave). Note that nsave accumulates with each successive day a solute front is

not within reach of roots.

Having determined net nitrate additions (note nput and nsave can be negative),

the program enters the fifth and final iterative loop. In the fifth (fourth nested) loop

the different solute fronts, pulses or plugs (15 total) are tracked in terms of nitrate

content and depth in the root zone. Also determined in this loop is the depth of

percolated water (percd). Recall that it is the flow of water which moves the solute

flow down through the root zone.

The mass (kg) of nitrate in a solute front is held by the parameter no3 and the

depth (cm) of the solute front (from the surface) is held in the parameter sdepth. Both

soil nitrogen mass (no3) and solute depth (sdepth) are set to residual levels (rno3 and

rdeep respectively) on the first day. Next, a new solute front is initiated with each

nitrogen fertilizer application. The adjusted value of applied nitrogen (nas times pan) is

assigned to current soil nitrogen mass (no3) on the date of application (the depth of

the front (sdepth) starts at zero). The value of no3 is adjusted again to account for

nitrogen lost in irrigation runoff. Specifically, no3 is multiplied by one less the

parameter value for percent nitrogen runoff (pne; Table 3.2). The program then checks
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to determine if a solute front has left the root zone (xz is 1). If so, the mass of nitrate

has been leached, hence soil nitrogen mass (no3) and front depth (sdepth) are zero.

As previously discussed, nitrate must be present for a solute front to exist (and

be counted in mczz). This may seem trivial, but it is possible for all nitrate in a solute

front to be consumed as crop nutritional needs are met. If this occurs, the solute front

no longer exists since this front no longer contributes to leaching (ie., no3 and sdepth

are zero). It is also possible for the parameter sdepth to hold a zero value and be a

solute front if newly established. The parameter minon indicates a valid solute front if

it holds the value of 1 (nitrate is present in the solute front, ie., no3 is greater than

zero); it is zero otherwise. The parameter minon will hold the value of one (even after

that front is leached) unless all the nitrogen in the front is depleted.

Finally, the nitrogen pulse is adjusted according to daily mineralization

(mineral) and crop nitrogen uptake (dcnu). A cautionary note; the conditions that allow

the nitrogen pulse to be changed must be the same conditions that allow a solute front

to be counted (see discussion of mczz). Recall that nput and nsave hold the partitioned

differences between nitrogen added by mineralization (mineral) and nitrogen lost to

crop nitrogen uptake (dcnu). The values of nput and nsave (which can be negative) are

added to the current value of soil nitrogen mass (no3) if there are solute fronts (mczz

not zero), if there is nitrogen in the solute front (minon is one) and if the solute front

is within the root zone (xz is zero). Furthermore, during the growing season (julian

dates between the planting date (pd) and harvest date (hd)) the solute front must be

within the reach of crop roots (depth of the solute front (sdepth) less than the rooting

depth (rd)).

Concerning the scaler nsave, when the value of nsave is added to soil nitrogen

mass (no3), the value of nsave is reset to zero. However, if after adding nput and

nsave to soil nitrogen mass (no3) the resulting value of no3 is negative, nsave is set to

the absolute value of no3, then no3 to zero. Specifically, more nitrogen than was

available was taken up by the crop. Since this is not physiologically possible, this

amount of nitrogen is saved for the next qualifying solute front.

The next step is to calculate the depth of water percolation which determines

the depth of a solute front (sdepth). First the previously adjusted (for soil moisture)
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value of daily ET (ndet) is adjusted again by the ratio of solute front depth to crop

root depth (sdepth/rd) if the solute front depth is less than crop root depth. This

reduces ET which allows soil water above crop roots to percolate faster than soil water

below crop roots. Water consumption by a crop pulls soil water down, hence faster

percolation, without pushing lower soil water fronts further down. This new value of

daily ET (adet) is the depth adjusted daily ET.

The depth of water percolation (percd) is equal to daily precipitation (rain) plus

daily irrigation water applied (diwa) less depth adjusted daily ET (adet) less the

current soil water deficit (swdef) less moisture adjusted daily off-season ET (ndoset).

On irrigation dates (when daily irrigation water applied (diwa) is greater than zero)

percolation depth (percd) is modified by reducing the current value of percd by twice

the moisture adjusted daily ET (2*ndet). This adjustment accounts for infiltration and

distribution of irrigation water in the furrow.

Conceptually, soil water percolation depends on the soil water deficit which

depends upon the difference between soil water lossees (from crop consumption or ET)

and soil water additions (from precipitation and irrigation). If losses exceed gains, the

soil water deficit is increased. Water will not percolate through soil unless the soil

water deficit is met (water is held in soil pore-spaces otherwise). Hence, soil water

percolates only if water additions exceed water losses and the current soil water deficit.

The depth of water percolation (percd) is the weighted incremental change in

the depth of the solute front (sdepth). Negative values of percolation depth (percd) are

possible if soil water losses and the soil water deficit exceed soil water additions. This

would have the effect of reducing the solute front depth (sdepth) or, alternatively,

drawing the solute front back toward the surface. In this case percolation depth is set

to zero and the solute front remains unchanged.

The current depth of the solute front (sdepth) is equal to the depth of the solute

front the previous day plus the ratio of percolation depth (percd) to the volumetric soil

field capacity (sfc). Percolation depth (percd) is weighed (increased) by the volumetric

field capacity (sfc) to account for displacement of water in soil pore spaces.

Conceptually, if soil is half pore space (porosity of 0.5) which contains soil water, then

an inch of water applied (fully infiltrated) will displace two inches of soil water.
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Again, percolation occurs only if the soil water deficit is zero (ie., the soil is at field

capacity).

When the depth of the solute front (sdepth) extends beyond the maximum depth

of crop roots (mrd), water and nitrogen in the solute front are considered leached. The

value held by no3 is passed to the parameter no31 (soil nitrogen leached). Hence, no31

holds the final value of nitrogen for each of the solute fronts leached (up to 15 solute

fronts). The depth of the solute front (sdepth) is set to zero and the indicator that the

solute front is in the root zone (xz) is set to 1 (ie., not in the root zone). This

completes the iterative loop that tracks solute fronts.

The last process in the day iterative loop is to determine soil moisture status.

Soil water deficit (the difference between total available soil water and current

available soil water) is worsened (increased) by water losses (crop consumption (ET)

and off season ET) and improved (decreased) by water additions (irrigation and

precipitation). Hence, the current soil water deficit (swdef) is equal to the soil water

deficit last period (swdef) less the difference between current water additions

(precipitation and irrigation; rain and diwa) and current water loses (moisture adjusted

seasonal and off season daily et; ndet and ndoset). If the calculated soil water deficit is

negative then more water than the soil can hold has been added. This extra water (in

excess of soil field capacity) is leached (soil water leached; swl). If negative, the

absolute value of soil water deficit (swdef) is passed to soil water leached (swl) then

reset to zero.

The remaining code in the program stores results from the solute front and day

iterative loops by crop and soil, converts results from metric to english units and

summarizes results. The ending value of soil nitrogen in each remaining solute front

(no3z), the depth of each remaining solute front (level) and the ending soil moisture

deficit (kdef) are needed as residual values (or starting values) for the next period

(year). Diagnostic or summary parameters include checking that all available nitrogen

for mineralization is mineralized (testmin), checking that all nitrogen required by the

crop is taken up (testup), calculating the percent of applied water leached (pwl) and

calculating the percent of applied nitrogen leached (pnl).
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The final diagnostics include a nitrogen (cbal) and soil water balance (wbal). If

nitrogen additions to the system equal nitrogen losses and the current state of the

system, then the system is in balance (cbal is zero). Additions to the system come

from nitrogen applications (an), mineralization (miner) and residual nitrogen from the

previous period (rno3). Losses from the system arise from nitrogen uptake from crops

(uptake) and leaching (nleach). The current mass of nitrogen in the different solute

fronts is held by the parameter no3z. A water balance is similarly designed by

accounting for water additions to and water losses from the root zone.

The residuals (solute front nitrogen mass (no3z), depth of the solute front

(level) and soil water deficit (kdef)) are determined each period (year) prior to the

crop then soil iterative loops. Individual fields are not tracked in this analysis. Hence,

it is not possible to say "this current field of onions was in wheat last year" and pass

the appropriate wheat residuals forward. Only specific rotations, not specific locations,

are known. Wheat and sugarbeets can be grown after any of the modeled crops

(including wheat and sugarbeets). Onions and potatoes can be grown only after wheat

and sugarbeets (hay does not factor in because hay is not fertilized, hence no solute

fronts). Thus, if wheat is to be produced, the residual value of nitrogen passed to

wheat (rno3) is the mean value of soil nitrogen (no3z) across all crops grown last

period and solute fronts. A similar process is employed for the remaining crops and

the remaining residual parameters (level and kdef).

Given a mean residual value for soil nitrogen mass (rno3) and solute depth

(level), the solute fronts are properly sequenced. Each period new solute fronts are

added above the solute fronts from the previous period. For proper model execution

"higher" solute fronts are passed down to "lower" solute fronts. By assignment, the

first nitrogen application of the period is placed in the first solute front, the second

application is placed in the second front and the third application is placed in the third

front. At the end of a period, the first solute front is deepest (relative to the second

and third application). This solute front becomes the sixth front the next period (if not

leached), the sixth front becomes the ninth front in two periods (again, if not leached).

Similarly, the second becomes the fifth which becomes the eight and the third becomes

the forth which becomes the seventh.
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Nitrogen can be in the root zone for up to five years. If it is discovered that

nitrogen is taking more than five years to leach (the program is designed to abort if

nitrogen remains in the last three solute fronts at the end of the year), then additional

solute fronts need to be added. Also, different crops have different rooting depths.

Hence, residual levels from wheat (with long roots), for example, may be leached on

the first model day under onion cultivation since onions have short roots. Finally, the

process of averaging crop specific soil nitrogen across all crops within a solute front

probably results in more nitrogen and nitrogen fronts (hence, leaching) than expected.

The impact of this averaging process on soil moisture deficit is not as clear.

A-1.2.3. Annual soil water nitrate concentration

Annual soil water nitrate concentration can be calculated in different ways. In

this section, the method used in this dissertation for calculating annual soil water

nitrate concentration is discussed. Why this method was chosen is also discussed.

Equation 3.9 is used to calculate average annual soil water nitrate concentration

generated by a production unit. Again, soil water nitrate concentration depends upon

the amount (pounds/acre) of nitrogen leached (n1) and the amount (acre-inches) of

water leached (wl). The constant 4.412923 in Equations 3.8 and 3.9 converts leached

nitrate in pounds and leached water in acre-inches (a volumetric measure) to

milligrams per liter or ppm, a measure of concentration.

Average annual soil water nitrate concentration generated by a production unit

can be calculated in two ways. The first is to divide the sum of nitrogen leached by

each crop by the sum of soil water leached by each crop (essentially, average soil

water leached). The second is to divide leached nitrogen by leached soil water for each

crop and sum over the crops. Note that soil water nitrate concentration by the second

method will generally exceed concentrations from the first.

The first method assumes that a combined mass of nitrogen is mixed into a

combined volume of soil water. This method, however, does not accurately reflect the

physical process of soil water and nitrogen leaching. Each field (crop) will generate its
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own concentration of leached nitrate (Equation 3.8). Since a production unit is a

collection of fields, nitrate leached by a production unit is some weighted average of

nitrate leached by individual fields in that unit. Hence, the second method is

appropriate for calculating average annual soil water nitrate concentration. Equations

3.8 and 3.9 are based upon the second method for calculating soil water nitrate

concentration.

Finally, while soil water leached by a specific crop on a specific soil type is

fixed (see Equation 3.9), annual average soil water leached by a production unit does

change through time (see Equation 3.10). This is due to changes in crop mix over

time. Annual average soil water leached is the sum of soil water leached by all crops

grown on a production unit weighted by the percent of total acreage (40 acres) that

crop represents. If there is a change in crop mix (crop type and/or crop acres change)

then average annual soil water leached by that production unit changes.

A-1.3. The groundwater sub-model

The accumulation and distribution of groundwater nitrates depends critically

upon groundwater velocity. Procedures for determining groundwater velocity,

discussed in this section, are external to the Malheur model. This section is divided

into three sub-sections. The first sub-section describes the location of specified head

boundaries in the study region. The second sub-section outlines the procedures for

determining unknown values of head (the height of water in a well). Given values of

head, groundwater velocity can be determined. Procedures for determining

groundwater velocity are provided in the third sub-section. Next, specifics of the

shallow sand and gravel aquifer, that underlies the study region, and the data necessary

to model groundwater flow in this aquifer are discussed.

The spatial and dynamic aspects of the Malheur program are embedded in the

groundwater solute transport sub-model. Specifically, changes in groundwater nitrate

concentration through time trigger model changes in production practice that affect
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economic variables (the dynamic aspect). With respect to the spatial aspect, down

stream groundwater nitrate concentrations are linked to up stream groundwater nitrate

concentrations. Furthermore, groundwater nitrate arise from soil water nitrate that vary

spatially according to soil type.

To implement a spatial model, a substantial amount of physical and locational

information is required. Each unique piece of physical information must be

accompanied by a description of it's location. Physical data are provided in input files

(Diskette 1, Appendix 3) arranged in tabular (or matrix) form; 32 rows (i) deep and 32

columns (j) wide. Each table (or matrix) is essentially a numerical mapping of

different data in the study area (similar to Geographic Information System (GIS)

informational layers). Each row-column (ij) pair represents a unique node in a mesh

that overlies the study area (Figure 3.3). Data will reside only in ij pairs that represent

nodes within the study region. Hence, while there are 1,024 total nodes (and i,j pairs),

only 562 are within or on the boundary of the study region. Finally, while GIS is the

accepted method for handling data in this form, computer equipment limitations

precluded it's use.

Following Walker (1989)5, the groundwater flow sub-model presented here is

non-transient, two dimensional, horizontal, continuous, confined and isotropic. While

hydrographs indicate that water levels (piezometric head) fluctuate through the season,

average annual water levels have remained approximately constant since 1950 or

earlier. Hence, the assumption that the aquifer is non-transient (does not change

through time). Based on material descriptions on well logs, the aquifer appears to be

continuous over the study area. Furthermore, flow in the aquifer will be very nearly

horizontal given that the areal extent of the aquifer is large compared to its average

thickness (15 feet; see Dupuit-Forscheimer assumptions in Wang and Anderson, 1982).

Since flow is horizontal, modeling flow in more than two dimensions is not necessary.

David Walker, working with Dr. Jonathan Istok and Marshal Gannett, developed a
hydrologic model for a portion of the Treasure Valley which includes the lower two-
thirds of the study region used here. Given that the area of the two models intersect, it
is desirable that the groundwater model in this dissertation yield results consistent with
Walker's earlier work.
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Given no evidence for anisotropy, the aquifer was assumed to be isotropic. This

implies that the horizontally bedded sedimentary deposits are spatially uniform. This

further implies that geological parameters such as aquifer porosity, hydraulic

conductivity in the horizontal layer and aquifer depth (hence, transmissivity) are

constant throughout the aquifer. In practice local isotropic transmissivity is assumed,

ie., transmissivity varies (roughly) by soil (farm) type. Since the depth of the aquifer is

assumed fixed (at 15 feet), changes in transmissivity arise from spatial changes in

hydraulic conductivity.

The aquifer is assumed confined (or at least leaky-confined). Well logs indicate

that the bottom layer of the aquifer is comprised of "impermeable blue clay." Hence,

the aquifer is confined from below. However, evidence (such as annual fluctuations in

head due to precipitation and start of the irrigation season) suggests that the upper

confining layer is leaky. Walker concludes that, while the confined or two-layer

unconfined model are consistent with the available data, the confined model is more

appropriate since a two-layer unconfined model is more difficult to apply and results

in little, if any, increased accuracy.

The study region is identified in the first chapter. This region is not identical to

the region defined by Walker. Walker's region comprised the lowlands between

Ontario, Nyssa and Vale, Oregon from the Snake and Malheur Rivers to the Ontario-

Nyssa (or Middle) canal. This area encompasses about fifty-five square miles.

Walker's area extended only to the Ontario-Nyssa canal because the hydraulic

connection of the upland aquifer above the Ontario-Nyssa canal to the shallow aquifer

below was believed to be limited (pg. 7). Hence, Walker was required to make

assumptions concerning the rate of groundwater recharge from the upland aquifer.

Currently, better information exists concerning the hydrologic connection

between the upland and lowland aquifers (M. Gannett, personal communication, 1994).

The two aquifers (upper and lower shallow gravel aquifers) are assumed to be

continuous, hence distinctions between the two are not made in the groundwater

model. Although possibly not justifiable along the entire geologic break (the change in

strata that define the upland and lowland aquifers; see Gannett, 1990), guesses Walker

made concerning the rate of groundwater recharge from the upland aquifer are, at
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least, avoided. The shallow aquifer is assumed to start at the North canal. Indeed, it

can be argued that the shallow aquifer would not exist if not for the canals and

irrigated agriculture (the lower shallow aquifer nearer to the Snake and Malheur rivers

may be an exception; MCGMC, 1991).

Finally, Walker argues that a smaller study area is desirable for solute transport

modeling (page 34). Specifically, a finer mesh (than that used by Walker) is required

to measure groundwater solute transport. Reducing the mesh increases labor

requirements because input files (and computational time) increase as the number of

nodes and elements increase. The groundwater model used in this dissertation is

consistent with Walker who argues the mesh must be particularly fine around the

edges of the solute plume. In addition, the mesh should be "discretized" such that the

elements are oriented in the direction of groundwater flow.

Utilizing evenly spaced square elements is a departure from Walker, but

necessary if elements are to be oriented in the direction of groundwater flow. On

average, the side lengths of Walker's elements are greater than the 1,320 feet used in

this study. Walker's grid required only 142 nodes and 114 elements over a greater

area. The finer mesh (shorter side length of an element) is required if modeling

groundwater solute transport. Finally, note that while the choice of grid design is

subjective, the mesh used to model groundwater flow (hence velocity) must be the

same mesh used to model solute transport.

The spacing between node points is subjective. An important consideration is

stability of the solute transport algorithem. Specifically, for stability, the time (in days;

dtc) between iterations of the solute transport model must not exceed the travel time (in

days) of groundwater across the node (Istok, personal communication, 1995). The

computer algorithem for solving the differential equation defining solute transport

(Equation 3.14) is stable if the chosen time step (dt; in days) is less than the product

of aquifer porosity (n., ) and element length (di or dj) divided by the maximum

velocity in either the i or j directions (Equation A-1.2). For this study, iterations are 5

days apart although stability requires that the time step be less than 21 days. A time

step of 5 days was chosen because 5 is the largest number less than 21 that evenly

divides into 365 (days in a year). A time step of five days is also sufficiently low to
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allow experimentation with different values of head (hence, changing velocity) without

being concerned with stability.

n di
dt Max{ a

nadj
,

Max {VI} Max {Vj

A finer mesh improves accuracy of both calculated head and contaminant

concentration results. However, by Equation A-1.2 above, reducing the dimensions of

the square element (making the mesh finer) potentially increases the number of model

iterations required for stability (ie., dt may be smaller, meaning more iterations for a

given length of time; here 1 year or 365 days). Use of a finer mesh also increases the

number of node points over which calculations are made and information is required.

A quarter mile spacing (1320 ft) was chosen because it is consistent with a 5 day time

step and because this spacing is computationally simple (ie., easy to convert from feet

to acres).

Using the computer package Layered Architecture, Geographic Database

System (ARC/INFO)6, personnel in the Bioresource Engineering Department, Oregon

State University have digitized information from the study area. This information

includes elevation and the location of rivers, canals, drains, roads and municipal

boundaries. In conjunction with this study, soil type and well locations have been

digitized, although the location of wells have not yet been verified. Wells are

identified for three different purposes. The first is to measure piezometric head and

changes in piezometric head over time (specified head wells). The second is to

measure contaminant concentration and changes in contaminant concentration over

time (concentration wells). Finally, consumptive use by irrigators, industry and

municipalities is measured (each user receives a unique identification). A single well

location may be used for more than one purpose.

6 Environmental System Research Institute, Inc., Redlands, CA.

A-1.2.
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Using the grid overlay, (Figure 3.3) information in the study region was

"discretized" (see the input file prim.in on Diskette 1, Appendix 3 as an example).

River channels, canals; drains, well sites, surface elevation, soil boundaries and city

boundaries were moved to the closet node point. In some cases irrigation canals and/or

drains were found to lay close together. If so, they were separated by the distance of

one node (1320 feet). Likewise, two or three wells might reside in a cluster surrounded

by four node points. As information was logged in, the first well encountered was

assigned the nearest node point. As subsequent wells were logged, if the nearest node

point was previously assigned, the next nearest node was utilized. If all nodes

surrounding a well had been assigned to previous wells, this well's information was

not included in the model.

Information (based on recent records) entered into the ARC/INFO system is

accurate to within a few meters. The grid mapping, which is square with respect to the

western and southern boundaries (which lie along section lines), is also accurate to

within a few meters. While assignment of information to node points was subjective

within bounds, most information is spatially accurate to within one quarter mile. Some

well locations are an exception since legal descriptions specify only the half or quarter

section.

A-1.3.1. Determining specified piezometric head

Given known values of piezometric head (specified head), the finite difference

method (a solution algorithem) is used to calculate head at all remaining node points.

Specified head values serve to identify a system of equations needed to calculate

unknown values of head (Istok, 1994). The location of specified head values are

provided in the GAMS program, head.gms (Appendix 3).

The input file prim.in, used to specify the location of head boundaries, is a

numerical depiction of the "discretized" location of physical entities in the study

region. Rivers, canals, wells and the city of Ontario are all individually, numerically

identified. This physical data were obtained by superimposing the mesh (Figure 3.3)
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over USGS 7 minute maps (Malheur Butte, Cairo, Nyssa and Payette) digitized in

ARC/INFO. Although not used by the program head.gms, the input files second.in and

third.in contain numerical changes from the primary mapping. Each node can represent

up to three physical descriptions. The first (or primary) node descriptions are contained

in input file prim.in. The second and third node descriptions (if applicable) are

contained in input files second.in and third.in. If a node does not have a second and/or

third physical description, then that node's primary description remains unchanged in

subsequent mappings.

The input file hbound.in indicates nodes along the boundary of the study

region. Specifically, this mapping identifies which nodes are specified head

boundaries (head is constant), no-flow boundaries (directional change in head is zero)

and interior nodes (where head is to be calculated). Specified flow boundaries

(recharge is constant) are not required in this investigation. A specified head boundary

is comprised of points (nodes) of known head value that do not change through time.

Typically groundwater comes to the surface at such points as springs (artesian wells),

rivers or seeps (drains). Hence, the Snake and Malheur Rivers and the Dork and

Arcadia drains are indicated numerically as points of specified head.

The North canal (a large canal that supplies irrigation water to producers in the

study region) is also a specified head boundary. Above (to the south and west of) the

North canal, crop agriculture is not possible since irrigation is not allowed by federal

and state water law (this area lies outside of a designated irrigation district). Sub-

surface flow (if any) would arise from only 10 inches of annual precipitation. Hence,

the shallow aquifer is assumed to have it's initial source in the North Canal (M.

Gannett, personal communication, 1994; J. Ross, personal communication, 1994).

Head, however, was not set (or specified) at the surface elevation of the canal. Water

from the North canal leaches downward, accumulates and then flows in the direction

of the rivers. Well logs near the North canal were utilized to establish specified head

at the North canal. Note that well head heights near the North canal vary

tremendously (2482 to 2250 feet; see wells.in, Appendix 3). This is due to physical

changes (width, depth and soil material) in the North canal above and below the

Malheur siphon.
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The specified head boundary along the North canal is below ground; not where

water rises (or seeps) from the ground. Similarly, a second specified head boundary is

identified that roughly corresponds to a line characterized by a dramatic change in

topography. Specifically, the average change in surface elevation from the North canal

to this line (called the geologic break; hbound.in, Appendix 3) is 269 feet while the

average change in surface elevation from the break to the rivers is 95 feet (elev.in,

Appendix 3). The geologic break also separates the upland shallow aquifer from the

lowland shallow aquifer (see Gannett, 1990, page 10, Figure 6), although the aquifer is

assumed to be continuous across this break.

Modeling concerns required that head be specified along the geologic break.

Specifically, if head is not specified along the break, predicted groundwater heights

will be above surface elevations. Conceptually, given two points of known head,

predicted values of head will be calculated along an array between the two known

points. Hence, with significant changes in slope between the North canal, geologic

break and rivers, head must be specified at the break to mimic changes in surface

slope and to keep predicted head heights below ground.

The input file hbound.in also indicates no-flow boundaries in the calculation of

predicted head. By definition, although head is not specified, groundwater does not

flow across no-flow boundaries (Wang and Anderson, 1982). The no-flow boundaries

coincide with the western and southern boundaries of the study area where

groundwater flow is normal (or perpendicular) to the rivers. Hence, groundwater flows

parallel to, but not across the no-flow boundary. The numeric process for enforcing the

no-flow boundary is considered later.

The final informational file needed to specify piezometric head is surface

elevation (elev.in, Appendix 3). Surface elevations were obtained by superimposing the

mesh over USGS 7 minute topographic maps (Malheur Butte, Cairo, Nyssa and

Payette) digitized in ARC/INFO. Visual interpolations were made if a contour passed

between nodes. If numerous contours passed over or near a node (indicating extreme

change in elevation) the lowest elevation was assigned to the node.

The purpose of the head.gms program is to assign values of head to nodes

indicated to be specified head values in hbound.in and print these values out to a file
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to be read into the program flow.gms. River nodes were assigned their corresponding

surface elevation less 5 feet. The 5 foot reduction was necessary to account for the

river channel and to bring our updated values more in line with those used by Walker.

Heads along the North canal were assigned a value of 2354 feet, an observed value of

head (node 29,5; see prim.in and wells.in; Walker, 1989; Gannett, 1990). Heads along

the geologic break (see hbound.in) are assigned a value of 2220 feet, the value of head

predicted by Walker (see also Gannett, 1990). Finally, values from Walker were used

to specify head along the Dork and Archadia drains (these are positioned and assigned

in head.gms). Given the finer mesh, head at drain nodes missing in Walker were linear

interpolated from known values.

A-1.3.2. Predicting Piezometric Head

The program flow.gms calculates a predicted value of head at each interior

node point where head is not specified. Specified head values and their location are

read in from an output file created by head.gms (head.in). The input files (prim.in,

second.in, third.in, hbound.in and elev.in) described above are required to execute the

flow.gms program. Other required information includes precipitation, irrigation

infiltration, the proportion of each node that is farmed (ie., irrigated; farea.in), water

seepage from canals (cdata.in), groundwater discharges from wells (withdraw.in),

transmissivity (trans.in) and known (measured) values of head (wells.in). Known

values of head are needed to measure "goodness of fit" or how well the model predicts

actual head. Note that these are one time measures of head (Walker, 1989) that have

not been updated. However, given that average annual water levels have remained

approximately constant since 1950 or earlier (ie., the aquifer is non-transient) this may

not be a concern.

Given assumptions concerning the shallow aquifer, the governing differential

equation for groundwater flow (using parameter names assigned in flow.gms) is shown

in Equation A-1.3. In Equation A-1.3, i is the row coordinate and j the column

coordinate in the horizontal plane (mesh, map, table, matrix). The parameter h is



piezometric head (or groundwater elevation measured in feet), if is transmissivity

(square feet per day) and r is recharge (feet per day).

hl.j. =

6 [tt Ohl + [tr. Oh) + r = 0
Of aj ai ai

Along the no-flow boundary, Equation A-1.3 reduces to the following.

Oh
V = 0

ai Of

hij_i - 2h.. + hif+11[
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Equation A-1.3 is solved by the finite difference method. Specifically, utilizing

the discrete form of A-1.3., the solution algorithem iterates over all interior node

points calculating a new value of head while retaining the old value until the

difference between the old and new value is within a tolerance defined by the

programmer (Gauss-Seidel iteration; Istok, 1994; see flow.gms, Appendix 3). Use of

the finite difference method is a departure from Walker, who used the finite element

method. The finite difference method is an efficient solution algorithem when regular

(ie. square) elements are used. Solutions are not easily obtained by the finite difference

method when irregularly shaped elements (used by Walker) are used. Given aquifer

properties are isotropic within a soil zone, transmissivity (tt) in Equation A-1.3 is

constant. Hence, the discrete form of Equation A-1.3 is written as follows.

- 2h,.d. +

di

ihii_1 + hij+i + hi_id + hi+1i raj di di
+

4 j 4 tt..,
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A-1.3.

A-1.4.

A-1.5.

To enforce the no-flow boundary constraint along the southern boundary (groundwater

flows in the j, but not the i direction), h31j is set equal to h29j if node (30,j) is

=0
tt1.J
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identified as a no-flow boundary point in hbound.in. Similarly, the no-flow boundary

conditions is enforced along the western border (groundwater flows in the i, but not

the j direction) by setting ho to ho.

Recharge (r; Equation A-1.6) is the sum of infiltration (ft/day) from

precipitation (precip), irrigation (irrigate) and canal seepage (canal), less well water

withdrawals (wdraw; also in ft/day)7. Average annual precipitation in the study area is

10 inches and annual irrigation water applications are approximately 48 acre-inches per

acre. Hence, each farm node receives 58 inches of water per acre. Non-farm nodes

receive only the 10 inches of water from precipitation. Initially it is assumed,

following Walker, that 40% of supplied surface water is leached (recharges

groundwater). This allows a preliminary model run to establish (from the soil water

solute transport sub-model) the amount of water leached (wleach) by farm type (see

Chapter 4).

r = precip + irrigate
1.i + canal1. - wdraw.

I.

A-1.6.

Farm and non-farm nodes are identified in the input file farea.in (Appendix 3).

Farm nodes are nodes outside of the city limits of Ontario, but within an irrigation

district. Recall that dry land cropping is not viable in the study region. All nodes in

the study area, outside of Ontario, are assumed to be irrigated. In reality, small areas,

that are not easily identified, were not farmed (too steep, too rocky, too marshy or no

water right). River nodes (prim.in and hbound.in) were assumed to be non-farm (too

marshy) even though up to 30 element acres (75% of total) could potentially be

farmed. Nodes identified as the North canal boundary are farmed, but only 30 acres or

less. The remaining 10 or so acres are outside the irrigation district and not farmed.

Nodes on the two no-flow boundaries are farmed.

Another source of groundwater recharge is seepage from irrigation canals

(canal). Canal recharge is calculated in the input file cdata.in (Appendix 3). Only the

primary delivery canals (Dork, Nevada, Stewart-Carter, Owyhee, Ontario-Nyssa and

North-Owyhee; see prim.in) are considered. Numerous secondary diversions and

7 The ratio (r*dj*di/4*tt) in Equation A-1.5. is the parameter rterm in flow.gms.
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supply laterals are ignored. The canals are assumed to be supplied by the Snake,

Malheur and Owyhee rivers and/or the Owyhee Reservoir. Actually, the lower canals

(Dork, Stewart-Carter, and Owyhee for example) receive a significant portion of their

water from return flow (Shock et al., 1993e). Some return flow will also result from

soil water seepage back into the canal.

The key components for determining canal recharge are canal width (in feet;

cwide) and canal floor hydraulic conductivity (in feet per day; ksoil). These parameters

vary by canal and along the length of each canal. For example, canals tend to start

wide (measured at the study area boundary 24 to 8 feet) and may taper to 2 feet in

width. An exception is the North canal which supplies the Malheur siphon (a tube that

carries irrigation water to the other side of the Malheur valley), with remaining flow

irrigating fields west of the siphon. The North canal is maintained at a width of 24 feet

up to the siphon, where it's width is reduced to 10 feet and gradually tapers to it's

end. The modal width of a canal is utilized in the model. Measurements (at the level

of normal capacity) were taken at the entrance to the study area (or source), at two or

more points along the canal and at the canal's terminus (where leaves the study area,

ends, or is discharged into a river, drain or another canal). The North canal is 24 feet

wide above the siphon and 8 feet wide below the siphon. The Ontario-Nyssa, Owyhee

and Nevada canals are 10 feet wide and the Dork and Stewart-Carter canals 8 feet

wide.

With regard to the canals, there are numerous differences from Walker's study.

Walker did not include the Dork, Stewart-Carter and North canals. A possible reason

for excluding the Dork canal is that this canal is difficult to distinguish on maps from

the Dork drain. Often the canal and drain are within 20 feet of each other (see

prim.in). In this case water from the canal is assumed to seep directly into the drain

and not to contribute to recharge. Also, canal widths used in this dissertation are wider

than those assumed by Walker (5 feet). Finally, the physical location of canals and

drains may differ.

Hydraulic conductivity will vary according to soil type. All canals in the study

region are unlined. The lower canals (all but the North) are dug from loamy soil (few

sand and gravel pockets). Hence, we follow Walker who assumes the hydraulic
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conductivity to be 2 feet per day for these canals. The North canal, built upon a high

ridge, cuts through sand, gravel and rocks in numerous locations. The hydraulic

conductivity of this canal is not known. It is known that a significant amount of water

is lost. John Ross, manager of the Owyhee Irrigation District, Nyssa, Oregon notes that

water losses, along rockier stretches of the North canal, can be as great as 50 percent.

The hydraulic conductivity of the North canal (17 feet per day) was determined

analytically. This is described later.

Precipitation and irrigation (if any) occur over the entire surface area of the

element. This is not the case for canal seepage since irrigation canals takes up only a

small fraction of the element area (40 acres). Two additional canal assumptions are

made to simplify the calculation of canal recharge (canal). First, it is assumed that

there is one canal per node (ie. one canal crosses the element). This is approximately

true since there are few nodes where canals intersect. Second, canals pass through the

element on a straight, vertical or horizontal path. Hence, the nodal length of the canal

is the length (or width) of the square element. This assumption is more troublesome

since canals may change direction at a node or pass through the node diagonally. In

either case, the length of the canal exceeds the length of the element (unless a right

angled change in direction). The element area taken up by a canal is the canal width

multiplied by the length of the square element.

Given hydraulic conductivity (ksoil) of the canal floor and element area of the

canal (which requires canal width (cwide) to calculate), canal recharge (canal) in feet

per day is determined (Equation A-1.7). In Equation A-1.7, dj (which is equal to di) is

the length of the element in feet, season is the number of days in the irrigation season

and gradient is the hydrologic gradient (ft per ft). Walker estimates the hydraulic

gradient of the study region to be 1 foot per foot. The irrigation season (which varies

by crop; see the soil water solute transport sub-model) generally starts 1, April and

continues to 31, September (ie., 183 days; J. Ross, personal communication, 1994).

The first ratio adjusts hydraulic conductivity (ksoil) by the percent of total area (40

acres) taken up by the canal. The second ratio adjusts hydraulic conductivity (ksoil) by

the percent of the year irrigation takes place (ie, water is in the canals).
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A-1.7.

The last term in the calculation of recharge (r) is water withdrawals from wells

(wdraw). Since groundwater is being removed, well withdrawals are reducing recharge

(ie, piezometric head is potentially being lowered at well sites; this is called "well

draw down"). Consumptive well information is contained in the input file withdraw.in

(Appendix 3). Consumptive wells are categorized into 5 types; irrigation, drainage,

domestic, industrial and municipal. While a vast majority of the water consumed by

irrigation is supplied by canals, some producers choose to pump water from the

shallow aquifer. Following Walker, domestic wells (usually with water rights of 500

gallons per day or less) are excluded. Well location and water right (cubic feet per

second (cfs)) for the lower aquifer were obtained from Walker (page 23). Information

for two wells in the upper shallow aquifer is also included (see withdraw.in). Given

differences between the two grids, some minor adjustments are made in terms of well

location.

Well type was not specified by Walker. This is troublesome since drainage

wells could not be identified. The lower portion of the study region from the Owyhee

and Nevada canals to the rivers is plagued by a high water table. Drainage wells pump

water from the shallow aquifer into drainage canals (the Dork and Arcadia being the

largest) to draw the water table down. Wells that draw in excess of 5 cfs or wells that

lie within the city limits of Ontario are identified as municipal or industrial; all other

wells are irrigation wells. Well identification is important if, for example, the effect on

the shallow aquifer of ending irrigation were to be analyzed. If irrigation is stopped,

irrigation wells are no longer pumped.

Water withdrawals (wdraw) are measured in feet per day while water rights

(wr) are specified in cubic feet per second (cfs). The water right (wr) is converted to

feet per day by multiplying by 86,400 (60 sec/min, 60 min/hr, 24 hr/day) and dividing

by the area of the element (square feet). This presumes that the water being drawn

each day comes strictly from groundwater within the bounds of the element. Given the
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depth of the aquifer and porosity (15 feet and 0.25 respectively), at a high enough

pumping rate, it is possible to draw more groundwater than contained in the aquifer

beneath that element. However, in this study, at the highest reported pumping rate (15

cfs), only 20 percent of the available groundwater is depleted daily. Following Walker,

only half the water right (wr) is assumed to be used each year. An additional

adjustment to irrigation water withdrawals (wdraw) is made to account for the length

of the irrigation season (183 days).

Recharge in feet per day (r) is multiplied by the area of the element and

divided by four times the transmissivity value (tt) to yield recharge in feet (rterm).

Transmissivity is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of aquifer materials (K; feet per

day) multiplied by aquifer depth (saturated thickness in feet; deep). Saturated

conductivity (K), hence transmissivity, measures the ease which groundwater flows

through pore spaces. Pore space is measured by porosity which is the volume of pore

space divided by soil volume. Saturated hydraulic conductivity, hence transmissivity, is

larger for sands and gravels and small for clays, silts and rocks.

Information concerning transmissivity is contained in the input file trans.in

(Appendix 3). The study area is divided into four zones of transmissivity. Both

transmissivity and aquifer hydraulic conductivity (k) are isotropic (homogeneous)

within a zone. Walker describes the location of three zones in the lower shallow

aquifer (page 51). Note that the zones of transmissivity roughly resemble the four soil

zones (see soils.in). Table A-1.1 summarizes transmissivity data reported by Walker.

Preliminary model runs using the transmissivity values used in Walker's model

runs (5, 8, and 10; see Table A-1.1) resulted in poor fit (ie., predicted heads and

observed heads differed greatly). Reevaluating Walker's information, new (higher)

transmissivity values were assigned to each zone based on the adjusted mean.

Specifically, a transmissivity value of 8,000 was assigned to zone 1, 15,000 to zone 2

and 18,000 to the third zone. These values (which greatly improved fit) were used in

subsequent runs of the model.

A second modification to Walker's work involved adjusting transmissivity

along the Snake river near the city of Ontario's municipal well (a Fourier boundary).

This adjustment is advised by Walker (pages 27 & 28). As noted by Walker, the



Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Value Used 5a 8 10

Range 3-11 3-36 7-33

Mean 7.50 15.36 18.36

Adjusted Meanb 7.67 14.95 18.00

Median 8 14-15 20

Mode 8 & 9 14 & 15 22

Actual transmissivity is 1000 times the value
reported
Discard the high and low value
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location of this well, near the Snake river (node 10,25; see withdraw.in), led to model

results that show water being exclusively drawn from the river. Indeed, draws from the

Ontario municipal well (15 cfs) are significant enough to pull water out of the river.

However, it will also draw groundwater from the lower aquifer, lowering heads in the

vicinity of Ontario. The solution is to reduce transmissivity between the well and the

river. A lower transmissivity acts as a barrier to groundwater flow which forces the

model to simulate the withdrawal of groundwater from the shallow aquifer in order to

meet the demand of the Ontario well. A transmissivity of 2,000 was assigned to the

barrier nodes.

Table A-1.1. Transmissivity data reported by Walker
(1989), page 51, Figure 12.

Walker did not measure transmissivity (or canal floor hydraulic conductivity) in

the upper shallow aquifer. Recall that canal hydraulic conductivity (ksoil) determines

the rate of canal recharge (feet per day). With regard to the North canal, it is this

seepage that charges the aquifer and largely determines head lower in the valley. With

regard to transmissivity, the lower transmissivity is, the slower the flow of

groundwater and the higher head (the water table) will be (ie., infiltrated water is
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backed up (or ponded) because of slow drainage out of the area). Hence, in this unique

system, where the existence of the aquifer depends solely upon local recharge,

recharge relative to transmissivity determines piezometric head.

Canal floor hydraulic conductivity (ksoil) and transmissivity (tt) for the upper

shallow aquifer were determined analytically. This involved sequentially choosing a

value for transmissivity, then iterating over a range of conductivities. For each

transmissivity, conductivity pair, the finite difference method was used to solve for all

unknown values of head. The transmissivity, conductivity pair that resulted in

predicted heads that best fit observed data from the shallow aquifer was chosen. Using

this procedure a transmissivity value of 5,000 and a canal floor hydraulic conductivity

of 17 were chosen for use in subsequent runs of the model.

The finite difference method is utilized to calculate all unknown values of head.

Specifically, using Equation A-1.5, a new value of head is iteratively calculated

(Gauss-Siedel iteration) and compared to the head value calculated the previous

iteration at each interior node point (where head is not specified). Iteration stops when

the largest difference between current head and head calculated last iteration across all

nodes is less than some tolerance (0.01) specified by the programmer. To work, an

initial guess of actual head is made at all nodes where head is to be calculated. A head

of 2,000 feet (elevation of water table above sea lever) was chosen. Calculated nodal

head values were saved to an output file (head.dat) for use in subsequent programs.

This file also served as starting values for subsequent runs of the flow.gms model

where changes in key parameters were analyzed. This reduces the time required to find

model solutions since our "guess" is closer to the resulting value of head.

Observed values of head were obtained by Walker from well logs located in the

lower shallow aquifer. Location of these wells is best depicted on hydrologic maps by

Gannett. This information was transferred by manually superimposing the grid of node

points (Figure 3.3) over the hydrologic maps. Observed head (elevation of water table

in feet above sea level) and spatial location of the well within the study region are

both contained in the input file wells.in (Appendix 3). Observed heads and well

locations in the upper shallow aquifer were obtained from well logs kept by the

Oregon Department of Water Resources, Salem, Oregon. The location of observation
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wells identified by Walker and Gannett are distinguished from the supplemental

observation wells in the upper aquifer in the input file prim.in. As noted before,

observed heads (used also to specify head boundaries) are one time measures of head.

Predicted head was compared to actual head at simulated observation sites to

establish how well the model predicts water levels (See Table 5.1). Following Walker,

model performance is evaluated utilizing the calculated mean difference between

observed and calculated head and the mean squared error (mse) across the 55

observation sites. Additionally, a "goodness of fit test" analogous to r2 in ordinary least

squares (ols) was designed. This test measures how well the variance in predicted head

is explained by variance in actual head.

A second "goodness of fit" test not considered by Walker checks whether

predicted head lies below surface elevation at that node. Specifically, the number of

nodes with predicted heads above surface elevation are counted and reported. Water

can come to the surface at springs, seeps, bogs and drains. However, there should be

few of these points. Conceptually, the model calculates head as if the point of

unknown head lies on a straight line between two points of known head. This

calculation is made irrespective of surface elevation, which is quite varied in the study

area. Even in the relatively smooth and shallow sloped lower aquifer area there are

sudden changes in elevation. The problem is compounded in areas of shallow water

table which is the case in the area of the lower shallow aquifer.

A-1.3.3. Calculating Groundwater Velocity

Piezometric head, calculated in flow.gms, are output to the file head.dat, which

is used by the program veloc.gms (Appendix 3) to calculate groundwater velocity.

Given the two dimensional representation of the study area, groundwater velocity must

be calculated in both the i and j direction. Equation A-1.8 is the continuous expression

for groundwater velocity and Equation A-1.9 is the discrete form. Aquifer saturated

hydraulic conductivity (Equation A-1.10) is required to calculate groundwater velocity.
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VI = Kah VJ = Kah A-1.8.
ai

A-1.9.

A-1.10.

Velocity is calculated with respect to a reference point. In this study the

reference point is the south west corner of the spatial grid (node 32,1). This point was

chosen since groundwater flow is assumed to originate from the North canal. A

positive velocity in the i direction implies that groundwater is flowing toward the

Malheur river (across i from i+1 to i-1). A positive velocity in the j direction implies

that groundwater is flowing toward the snake river (across j from j-1 to j+1). Changing

the reference point can change what is implied by the sign of the velocity parameter.

Furthermore, choice of a reference point (and accompanying interpretation in terms of

direction of groundwater flow) dictates the direction in which solute transport

(specifically, groundwater nitrate concentration) is solved. This is discussed later.

Following Walker aquifer depth is assumed to be 15 feet. The Quaternary

(lower) sand and gravel aquifer and the upland gravel aquifer (which are the focus of

this study; see Gannett, 1990, pages 12-15) range in depth from a few feet to over 40

feet in the upland aquifer and 10 to 40 feet in the lower aquifer. Hence, Walker's

assumed depth is in the lower end of the reported ranges. Furthermore, Walker

assumed the sand-gravel/gravel layer to be the confines of the aquifer. Accounting for

the saturated loam portions of the aquifer results in an average aquifer depth of 35

feet.
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Although closer to 35 feet in average depth, groundwater will flow much faster

through sand and gravel than loam. Aquifer saturated hydraulic conductivities (as

measured by Gannett) average 500 feet per day while groundwater velocities range

from 2 to 10 feet per day. Given our predicted flow field (specifically, the spatial grid

of predicted head values), adjusting aquifer depth to obtain hydraulic conductivities

approximately equal to Gannett's results in velocities less than 2 feet per day.

However, adjusting aquifer depth to obtain groundwater velocities in the range

specified by Gannett, results in hydraulic conductivities that (greatly) exceed 500 feet

per day. Groundwater velocity has a significant impact on distribution and the final

concentration of nitrate contaminates in the aquifer (see Equation 3.20). Hence, depth

was adjusted to yield velocities in the appropriate range. Walker's original estimate of

aquifer depth (15 feet; the average depth of the sand-gravel/gravel layer) was found to

be most appropriate.

For velocity to be properly calculated, a value of head needs to reside at the

node above, below, to the left and to the right of the node at which velocity is being

calculated. Hence, velocity can be calculated only at interior nodes on the mesh (see

hbound.in). Calculation of velocity at interior specified head boundary's is appropriate

(velocity may be zero). Finally note, groundwater nitrate concentration can be

calculated only at nodes where velocity is calculated. This restriction gave rise to a

unique problem that is addressed later.

A-1.4. Other Groundwater Modeling Information

Given velocity, groundwater nitrate concentration is calculated. Chapter 3

provides a summary of the groundwater solute transport sub-model with is used to

calculate nitrate concentrations in the present study. This section covers detail not

included in Chapter 3. Specifically, this section 1) discusses the boundaries needed to

calculate concentration, 2) discusses adjustments to velocity values to properly

calculate concentration at the Snake and Malheur rivers, 3) discusses the effect the



direction of groundwater flow has on proper calculation of concentration and 4)

discusses how stability in the aquifer is determined.

A-1.4.1. Specification of Concentration Boundaries

In order to calculate groundwater nitrate concentration at interior nodes, nitrate

concentration along the boundary of the study region must be specified or a no-flow

boundary assumed (Wang and Anderson, 1992; see cbound.in, Appendix 3). Water

enters the aquifer at the North canal and is discharged at the Malheur and Snake

rivers. Hence, the North canal, Malheur and Snake rivers define the specified

concentration boundaries. Nitrate concentration at the specified boundaries is assumed

to be zero, although nitrates are known to exist in the North canal and rivers. Data

concerning nitrate concentration in the North canal, Malheur and Snake rivers is

limited. Nitrate concentrations at one site on the Malheur river over two years (1989

and 1990) averaged 2.4 ppm (MCGMC, 1991). Nitrate concentration at the Snake river

pumping outlet at the Buffalo ranch was recently measured at 0.59 ppm (Shock et al.,

1993e).

Nitrogen enters groundwater from percolation (recharge), from precipitation,

irrigation and unlined irrigation supply canals. Leached water from supply canals is

assumed to be nitrogen free because this water is assumed to originate from the rivers

and reservoirs in the area that are further assumed to be nitrate free. Return flow from

field irrigation and drainage are major sources of water in the lower canals. This return

flow carries nitrates. Nitrogen in return flows has its source in field applications of

nitrogen fertilizer that are eroded away in irrigation water. Studies indicate average

nitrate concentrations of 5.8, 4.4 and 3.9 ppm for single monitoring sites on the Dork

and Stewart-Carter canals and the Arcadia drain (MCGMC, 1991). A more recent

study indicates average nitrate concentrations of 0.7 and 0.8 ppm along the Ontario-

Nyssa and Owyhee canals (Shock et al., 1993e).

The purpose of a no-flow boundary and the mathematical expression that

imposes this boundary is previously discussed (for piezometric head). Groundwater

187
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flow is perpendicular (normal) to either the Snake or Malheur river at the edge of the

study region. Hence, nitrate contaminants originating from within the study area do not

flow out of the study area. Computationally, to enforce the no-flow boundary,

concentration at the node below (to the left of) a node identified as lying on the no-

flow boundary is set equal to the concentration at the node above (to the right). Since

concentration at a node is the weighted (by velocity) average concentration of the four

surrounding nodes, concentration can vary along the no-flow border, but not across it.

A-1.4.2. Adjustment of River Boundaries

The assumption that nitrate concentration is zero at the rivers led to unexpected

results. Specifically, a very large concentration gradient (change in concentration)

occurred at the Malheur and Snake Rivers. This occurs because the model attempts to

smoothly link a fixed zero nitrate concentration at the rivers to an up-stream nitrate

concentrations that can be quite high. This conceptual problem was eliminated by

expanding the specified concentration boundary (at the rivers) three nodes up and/or

three node to the right (J. Istok, personal communication, 1994). Since velocity is

required to calculate concentration, velocity values were similarly expanded. Although

groundwater nitrate concentration is calculated beyond the bounds of the study area,

only solutions up to and including the river boundary are reported. Hence, reported

concentration at river nodes is the concentration of groundwater as it enters the river

prior to being diluted to zero. This implies that the volume and velocity of nitrate free

river water is sufficiently large relative to the volume and velocity of nitrate

contaminated groundwater to result in no sustained nitrate loading of the river.

A-1.4.3. Proper Calculation of Nitrate Concentration

Nitrate concentration depends on groundwater flow (advection) which moves

nitrates into and out of the area defined by the square element. Hence, proper
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calculation of nitrate concentration depends upon the direction of groundwater flow,

which is indicated by the sign (+ or -) on velocity. Improper calculation is indicated

by negative concentrations and/or instability in the spatial movement of concentration

gradients through time. Specifically, for groundwater flow toward the Snake river (VJ

is positive), up-stream nitrate concentration (cd;) is subtracted from local

concentration (c,). For groundwater flow away from the Snake river (VJ is negative),

local concentration (cii) is subtracted from down stream concentration (ci j+dj). Likewise,

for groundwater flow toward the Malheur river (VI is positive), up-stream

concentration (ci+di ) is subtracted from local concentration (cii). For groundwater flow

away from the Malheur river (VI is negative), local concentration (c1,i) is subtracted

from down stream concentration (ci_di j).

A-1.4.4. Determining Stability of the Aquifer

The analysis is dynamic, hence all reported values are steady state, which

implies the time rate of change in soil water and groundwater concentration is zero.

Specifically, in the steady state, agronomic, soil water and groundwater variables no

longer change through time. Base results are steady state for the system in it's assumed

present state. Simulated environmental policies introduce shocks to the system that

result in new steady states. Specifically, if nitrogen inputs are taxed, less nitrogen is

applied to crops, less leaching results and groundwater nitrate concentrations are

reduced. In time, nitrate concentration gradients in the aquifer will come to a new,

lower steady state.

The presence of a steady state is determined as follows. After the ninth year

iteration, year end nodal nitrate concentrations (after 73 iterations) are subtracted from

year end nodal values from the past 9 model years. Using the absolute value of the

differences, the largest (maximum) difference across all node points each year is

evaluated. If any one of the nine absolute maximum differences is less than some

specified tolerance level (0.3 in this study) a steady state is achieved. The tolerance

level is subjective and depends upon desired precision and computational time.
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This process for determining aquifer stability might, at first, appear

cumbersome. Again, fluctuations in soil water and groundwater nitrate concentration is

likely given rotational constraints in the economic sub-model and the regulatory taxing

scheme (unit or quality) chosen. Although the system is cyclical, a steady state in

groundwater nitrate concentration exists when the amplitude (or any other point on the

function) is constant across periods of equal length. The test for aquifer concentration

stability, outlined above, only checks for a constant point (in the form of absolute

maximum difference in nodal nitrate concentration across time near zero over). A more

precise test would also verify that the time lapse (number of year iterations) between

points of equal concentration are the same. This was not done because it requires twice

as many parameters and twice as many year iterations to test. Note that if the period is

greater than 9 years, stability will not be detected in this model.



Appendix 2.

Production data from Malheur County.
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Table A-2.1. Experimental wheat data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 400 lbs.

Yield

Total Mkt %
Shrink

% Yield
Inc.

N
App

Crop Nitrogen Uptake

Harvest Total NUF

Soil Nitrogen

Pre- Post
Season Season

Min -
Leach

87 87 0.00 0 84 124 0.97 210 204 78 a, dl, vi
95 95 0.00 50 98 162 1.03 226 240 62

100 100 0.00 100 104 155 1.04 249 199 -46

101 101 0.00 0.16 200 109 170 1.08 278 210 -159

88 88 0.00 400 99 175 1.13 459 314 -446

106 106 0.00 0 104 135 0.98 340 231 -5 b, d2, v2
114 114 0.00 100 141 187 1.24 340 282 -17

115 115 0.00 0.08 200 154 203 1.34 340 361 -25

139 139 0.00 0 161 209 1.16 340 180 1 b, d2, vi
174 174 0.00 0.25 100 223 277 1.28 340 248 31

167 167 0.00 200 249 313 1.49 340 266 -25



Table A-2.1. Experimental wheat data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 400 lbs, continued.

Yield Crop Nitrogen Uptake Soil Nitrogen

Total Mkt % % Yield N Harvest Total NUF Pre- Post Min -
Shrink Inc. App Season Season Leach

Mean Values

117 1171 0.00 0.17 123 134 192 1.16 315 249 -50

Shock et. al., 1993d; Note sample budget, Table 3
Miller et. al., 1991

d) depth 1) top six feet of soil 2) top five feet of soil
v) variety 1) Stephens soft white spring wheat 2) Hesk barley



Table A-2.2. Experimental onion data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 400 lbs.

Yield

Total Mkt %
Shrinka

% Yield
Inc.

N
App

Crop Nitrogen Uptake

Harvest Total NUF

Soil Nitrogen

Pre- Post
Season Season

Min -
Leach

956 850 0.11 0 186 210 0.19 208 135 113 b, c, fl
1017 884 0.13 0.06 50 208 235 0.20 211 148 95 f2

974 887 0.09 100 199 221 0.20 207 161 53 12

901 816 0.09 200 196 221 0.22 211 227 12 f2

784 699 0.11 400 175 198 0.22 211 290 -146 f2

1009 897 0.11 0.06 50 203 232 0.20 207 155 101 £3

990 885 0.11 100 208 236 0.21 211 181 78 f3

826 726 0.12 200 189 213 0.23 211 254 32 f3

704 652 0.07 400 159 179 0.23 211 366 -86 £3

771 755 0.02 0 110 144 0.14 179 182 113 d, fl
840 826 0.02 0.09 50 132 165 0.16 164 194 112 f2

828 817 0.01 100 126 163 0.15 147 195 74 e
790 781 0.01 200 120 151 0.15 157 227 -10 f2

759 747 0.02 400 122 156 0.16 187 269 -196 12



Table A-2.2. Experimental onion data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 400 lbs, continued.

Total Mkt %
Shrilllca

% Yield
Inc.

N
App

Harvest Total NUF Pre-
Season

Post
Season

Min -
Leach

785 773 0.02 50 156 192 0.20 155 218 169 13

814 805 0.01 0.06 100 212 159 0.26 167 207 152 13

756 742 0.02 200 119 155 0.16 147 208 -20 13

763 751 0.02 400 120 155 0.16 179 280 -179 13

528 470 0.11 o 66 89 0.13 286 184 -36 e, fl
578 532 0.08 0.13 50 80 105 0.14 f2

567 522 0.08 100 86 104 0.15 12

492 458 0.07 200 75 99 0.15 12

497 462 0.07 400 79 100 0.16 286 504 -103 12

539 485 0.10 50 73 93 0.14 13

495 450 0.09 100 65 91 0.13 n
574 534 0.07 0.09 200 86 112 0.15 13

345 314 0.09 400 55 73 0.16 286 701 70 13

Yield Crop Nitrogen Uptake Soil Nitrogen



Table A-2.2. Experimental onion data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 400 lbs, continued.

Shrink includes Rot, Cull and Smalls
Miller et. al., 1993b
All data from the first 6 feet of soil
Miller et. al., 1992a
Shock et. al., 1991
nitrogen form, 1) check, 2) urea, 3) urea + n-serve

Yield Crop Nitrogen Uptake Soil Nitrogen

Total Mkt % % Yield N Harvest Total NUF Pre- Post Min -
Shrinka Inc. App Season Season Leach

Mean Values

736 686 0.07 0.08 163 188 0.18 201 252 19



Table A-2.3. Experimental onion data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 200 lbs.

Yield

Total Mkt %
Shrinlca

% Yield
Inc.

N
App

Crop Nitrogen Uptake

Harvest Total NUF

Pre-Post

Pre- Post
Season Season

Min -

Leach

685 642 0.06 0 92 109 0.13 307 202 -13 b, ti
652 612 0.06 50 93 106 0.14 307 211 -53 t2

666 640 0.04 100 95 109 0.14 307 225 -87 t2

661 630 0.05 200 91 106 0.14 307 245 -171 t2

715 685 0.04 0.04 50 100 118 0.14 307 253 -4 t3

672 637 0.05 100 100 115 0.15 307 299 -8 t3

605 578 0.04 200 86 99 0.14 307 291 -130 t3

754 714 0.05 0.10 50 113 129 0.15 307 187 -57 t4

750 682 0.09 100 105 122 0.14 307 265 -37 t4

702 656 0.07 200 105 124 0.15 307 348 -54 14

261 225 0.14 0 26 50 0.10 213 136 -51 c, ti
247 232 0.06 50 t2

385 346 0.10 0.48 100 38 70 0.10 206 217 -51 t2
347 310 0.11 200 33 80 0.10 210 219 -158 t2



Table A-2.3. Experimental onion data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 200 lbs, continued.

Yield Crop Nitrogen Uptake Pre-Post

Total Mkt % % Yield N Harvest Total NUF Pre- Post Min -
Shrine Inc. App Season Season Leach

348 335 0.04 50 t3

450 424 0.06 0.72 100 52 89 0.12 204 187 -65 t3

403 386 0.04 200 43 65 0.11 202 169 -190 t3

358 352 0.02 50 t4

430 411 0.04 100 49 78 0.11 210 161 -100 t4

544 526 0.03 1.08 200 56 87 0.10 213 188 -169 t4

Mean Values

532 501 0.06 0.49 75 97 0.13 266 224 -82

Mean of all Onion Values: Tables A-2.2.1. & A-2.2.2.

649 607 0.06 0.26 140 111 134 0.16 230 239 -26

Shrink includes rot, cull and smalls: Harvest losses.
Miller et. al., 1993b
Miller et. al., 1992a; See Table 4 for Storage Losses: 5.4 to 17.7%.

t) Nitrogen application technology, 1) check, 2) broadcast, 3) side dressed, 4) split side dressed



Table A-2.4. Experimental potato data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 240 lbs.

Yield Crop Nitrogen Uptake Soil Nitrogen

Total Mkt %
Shrink'.

% Yield
Inc.

N
App

Harvest Total NUF Pre-
Season

Post
Season

MM -
Leach

578 507 0.12 240 203 203 0.35 241 489 211 a, b, c
586 523 0.11 180 233 233 0.40 241 455 267

626 556 0.11 0.04 120 251 251 0.40 241 331 221

603 546 0.09 0 233 233 0.39 241 275 267 d

564 501 0.11 180 221 221 0.39 241 387 187 d

559 491 0.12 180 230 230 0.41 241 430 239

479 362 0.24 240 265 265 0.55 219 494 300 e, b, c

486 425 0.13 0.30 180 242 242 0.50 219 428 271

474 415 0.12 120 241 241 0.51 219 337 239

373 305 0.18 0 156 156 0.42 219 322 259 d

496 434 0.13 0.33 180 250 250 0.50 219 417 268 d

488 425 0.13 0.31 180 298 298 0.61 219 397 296



Table A-2.4. Experimental potato data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 240 lbs, continued.

Yield Crop Nitrogen Uptake Soil Nitrogen

Total Mkt % % Yield N Harvest Total NUF Pre-. Post Min -
Shrink" Inc. App Season Season Leach

Mean Values

526 458 0.13 0.24 150 235 235 0.45 230 397 252

Feibert et. al., 1993
Data for the top six feet of soil.
Yield is the average across all varieties.
Nitrogen applied is the sum of three applications.
Feibert et. al., 1994; Note that nitrogen in irrigation water estimated to be 17 pounds: Table 5.

0 Harvest losses.



Table A-2.5. Experimental sugarbeet data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 400 lbs.

Shock et. al., 1993c
Data from the top 3 feet of soil.

a, b

Total Mkt %
Shrink

% Yield
Inc.

N
App

Harvest Total NUF Pre-
Season

Post
Season

Min -
Leach

39 39 0.00 0 155 245 3.97 88 88 155

41 41 0.00 50 173 269 4.22 140 140 123

43 43 0.00 100 174 280 4.05 131 130 73

46 46 0.00 200 196 320 4.26 133 133 -4

47 47 0.00 0.21 400 239 426 5.09 238 238 -161

Mean Values

43 43 0.00 0.21 150 187 308 4.32 146 146 37

Yield Crop Nitrogen Uptake Soil Nitrogen



Table A-2.6. Experimental sugarbeet data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 200 lbs.

Stanger & Ishida, 1993; Data are an average across 3 cultivars.
Data for the top 6 feet of soil.
Stanger & Ishida, 1991; Data are an average across 6 cultivars.

Yield

Total Mkt %
Shrink

% Yield
Inc.

N
App

Crop Nitrogen Uptake

Harvest Total NUF

Soil Nitrogen

Pre- Post
Season Season

Min -
Leach

40 40 0.00 0 124 212 3.10 274 162 12 a, b
44 44 0.00 0.10 100 147 266 3.34 264 181 -36

40 40 0.00 200 161 314 4.03 271 199 -111

47 47 0.00 0 160 290 3.40 90 43 113 c, b

51 51 0.00 0.09 100 183 400 3.59 90 47 40

51 51 0.00 200 198 457 3.88 86 68 -20

Mean Values

46 46 0.00 0.09 100 162 323 3.56 179 117 -0.33



Table A-2.7. Experimental sugarbeet time series data with nitrogen application rates ranging from 0 to 120 lbs.

Shock et. al., 1992; 1) 1989 crop year, 2) 1990 crop year, 3) 1991 crop year.
This data for the top 6 feet of soil.
Data are an average across 6 cultivars.

al, b, c

Average across all sugarbeet data; Tables A-2.4.1., A-2.4.3. & A-2.4.3.

43 43 0.00 0.09 92 185 320 4.34 154 84 23

Yield

Total Mkt %
Shrink

% Yield
Inc.

N
App

Crop Nitrogen Uptake

Harvest Total NUF

Soil Nitrogen

Season Season Min -
Leach

38 38 0.00 0 196 289 5.16 180 24 40

39 39 0.00 0.03 40 191 283 4.90 180 26 -3

39 39 0.00 120 204 313 5.23 180 25 -71

44 44 0.00 0 182 322 4.14 146 16 52

45 45 0.00 0.02 40 188 319 4.18 145 19 22

43 43 0.00 120 196 322 4.56 145 21 -48

40 40 0.00 0 186 300 4.65 77 32 141

39 39 0.00 40 205 352 5.26 101 38 102

40 40 0.00 120 234 417 5.85 111 45 48

Mean Values

41 41 0.00 0.02 53 198 324 4.88 141 27 31



Appendix 3.

204

Computer programs and data files on diskette.

Contents of diskette:

cbound.in head. dat nodes.in trans.gms

cdata.in head.gms nprint.in trans.in

cprint.in head.in obsconc.in veloc.gms

elev.in hprint.in prim.in veloc.in

farea.in malhetu-.gms second.in wells.in

flow.gms malheur2.gms soils.in withdraw.in

hbound.in nleach.gms third.in




